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Abstract
While machine translation is sometimes sufficient for conveying information across language barriers, many
scenarios still require precise human-quality translation that MT is currently unable to deliver. Governments
and international organizations such as the United Nations require accurate translations of content dealing
with complex geopolitical issues. Community-driven projects such as Wikipedia rely on volunteer translators to bring accurate information to diverse language communities. As the amount of data requiring
translation has continued to increase, the idea of using machine translation to improve the speed of human
translation has gained significant traction. In the frequently employed practice of post-editing, a MT system outputs an initial translation and a human translator edits it for correctness, ideally saving time over
translating from scratch. While general improvements in MT quality have led to productivity gains with this
technique, the idea of designing translation systems specifically for post-editing has only recently caught on
in research and commercial communities.
In this work, we present extensions to key components of statistical machine translation systems aimed
directly at reducing the amount of work required from human translators. We cast MT for post-editing as an
online learning task where new training instances are created as humans edit system output and introduce an
adaptive MT system that immediately learns from this human feedback. New translation rules are learned
from the data and both feature scores and weights are updated after each sentence is post-edited. An extended
feature set allows making fine-grained distinctions between background and post-editing data on a pertranslation basis. We describe a simulated post-editing paradigm wherein existing reference translations are
used as a stand-in for human editing during system tuning, allowing our adaptive systems to be built and
deployed without any seed post-editing data.
We present a highly tunable automatic evaluation metric that scores hypothesis-reference pairs according
to several statistics that are directly interpretable as measures of post-editing effort. Once an adaptive system
is deployed and sufficient post-editing data is collected, our metric can be tuned to fit editing effort for a
specific translation task. This version of the metric can then be plugged back into the translation system for
further optimization.
To both evaluate the impact of our techniques and collect post-editing data to refine our systems, we
present a web-based post-editing interface that connects human translators to our adaptive systems and automatically collects several types of highly accurate data while they work. In a series of simulated and live
post-editing experiments, we show that while many of our presented techniques yield significant improvement on their own, the true potential of adaptive MT is realized when all techniques are combined. Translation systems that update both the translation grammar and weight vector after each sentence is post-edited
yield super-additive gains over baseline systems across languages and domains, including low resource scenarios. Optimizing systems toward custom, task-specific metrics further boosts performance. Compared to
static baselines, our adaptive MT systems produce translations that require less mechanical effort to correct
and are preferred by human translators. Every software component developed as part of this work is made
publicly available under an open source license.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Modern machine translation services such as Google Translate1 and Microsoft’s Bing Translator2 have made
significant strides toward allowing users to read content in other languages. These systems, built on decades
of contributions from academic and commercial research, focus largely on this use case, aiming to maximize
human understandability of MT output. For example, if an English speaking user wants to read an article
posted on a Chinese language news site, a machine translation may contain the following lines3 :
UK GMT at 10:11 on March 20, a rare solar eclipse spectacle will come to Europe.
This is the 1954 total solar eclipse once again usher in mainland Norway.
The next solar eclipse occurs recent times and the country was March 9, 2016 Sumatra;
This translation is quite useful for casual readers, allowing them to glean key information from the article
such as the event (a solar eclipse), location (mainland Norway), and time (10:11 on March 20). However,
the grammatical errors and likely mistranslations throughout the text would prevent this article from being
published as-is in English; readers would be unable to trust the information as they would be relying on
their ability to guess what information is missing or mistranslated. If this article were to be published
in English, it would require professional human translation. In fact, the ever-increasing need for highly
accurate translations of complex content has led to the development of a vibrant professional translation
industry. Global businesses, government organizations, and other projects employing translators spent an
estimated $37.19 billion worldwide on translation services in 2014 (DePalma et al., 2014).

1.1

Machine Translation for Post-Editing

As the demand for human quality translation increases, the idea of leveraging machine translation to improve the speed of human translation grows increasingly attractive. While MT is unable to directly produce
publishable translations, recent work in academia and industry has shown significant success with the task
of post-editing, having bilingual translators correct MT output rather than translate from scratch. When used
with human post-editing, machine translation plays a fundamentally different role than in the traditional assimiliation use case. As human translators must edit MT output to produce human quality translations, the
quality of MT is directly tied to editing difficulty rather than understandability. Minor disfluencies must be
corrected even if they would not impair comprehension, while mistranslations can be resolved by retranslating words in the source sentence. As such, the types of translations that are best for post-editing are often
1

https://translate.google.com/
http://www.bing.com/translator/
3
These lines are taken from a Google translation of an article on the Chinese language version of the Xinhua news website
(www.xinhuanet.com/) collected March 23, 2015.
2

5
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quite different from those best for assimilation (Snover et al., 2009; Denkowski and Lavie, 2010a). This
reveals a mismatch where MT systems used for post-editing are engineered for and evaluated on a totally
different task.
Beyond requiring different types of translations, assimilation and post-editing differ in terms of data
availability. Machine translation is traditionally treated as a batch learning and prediction task. The various
steps in model estimation (word alignment, phrase extraction, feature weight optimization, etc.) are conducted sequentially, resulting in a translation system with a static set of models and feature weights. This
system is then used to translate unseen text. If new training data becomes available, the system must be
entirely rebuilt, a process taking hours or days. In post-editing, the very act of translating with the system
generates new training data. Post-editors provide a stream of human quality translations of input sentences
as the system translates. As new data is immediately available after each sentence is translated, MT with
post-editing can be treated as an online learning task that proceeds in a series of trials. For each input, the
system first makes a prediction by generating a translation hypothesis. It is then shown a “gold standard”
output, the post-edited translation. Finally, the system can use the newly generated bilingual sentence pair
to update any components capable of making incremental updates. In traditional MT systems, this model
update step is totally absent as batch models cannot be updated. Instead, the highly valuable data points
generated by post-editing are simply added to the pool of new data to be included next time the system is
rebuilt. As retraining is an expensive process, systems typically remain static for weeks or months. As a
result, standard MT systems repeat the same translation errors despite constant correction and translators
are forced to spend an unnecessarily large amount of their time repeating the same work.
This examination of the post-editing task and the limitations of standard MT systems highlights two
areas where machine translation technology could better serve humans. First, translation systems capable of
learning immediately from human feedback could avoid repeating the same mistakes. Second, by learning
what types of translation errors are most costly for post-editing, systems’ incremental learning could be
guided by a more reliable objective function. Our work explores both of these points with a variety of
extensions to standard MT systems.
The rest of this document is organized as follows. The following sections of this chapter present thesis
statements, a summary of research contributions, details of the common setup used for all experiments, and
summaries of the remaining major chapters. Chapter 3 describes our various extensions to standard translation models to facilitate online learning for MT. Chapter 4 describes an end-to-end post-editing pipeline
using our original TransCenter interface and the results of live translation experiments conducted using this
pipeline. Chapter 5 describes the challenges of MT evaluation for post-editing and experiments using our
Meteor metric to predict editing effort for system optimization. Chapter 6 describes experiments with two
low-resource languages: Dari and Pashto. Chapter 7 concludes the document with a summary of major results, discussion of promising future directions for each area of our work, and final remarks on the practical
challenges of putting our adaptive MT technology into production for real world tasks in the professional
translation industry. Appendix A lists all software and data released as part of our work.

1.2

Thesis Statements

We have introduced the components of current statistical machine translation systems and discussed initial
efforts to integrate MT with human translation workflows. While general improvements in MT quality have
led to improved performance and increased interest in this application, there has been relatively little work
on designing translation systems specifically for post-editing. In this work, we present extensions to key
components of MT pipelines that significantly reduce the amount of work required from human translators.
We make the following central claims.
• The amount of work required of human translators can be reduced by translation systems that imme6
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diately learn from editor feedback.
• The usability of translations can be improved by automatically identifying the most costly types of
translation errors and tuning MT systems to avoid them.
• The most significant gains in post-editing productivity are realized when several system components
can learn in unison.

1.3

Research Contributions

As part of this work, we make the following contributions to the research community. These contributions
form a unified framework that we term “real time adaptive machine translation”:
Online Translation Grammar Adaptation: We have developed a method for immediately incorporating
post-editing data into a translation model (Chapter 3). Rather than building a single monolithic translation
grammar, we index the training bitext and extract a sentence level grammar for each input (Levenberg et
al., 2010; Lopez, 2008a). As MT hypotheses are post-edited, the newly created source-target sentence
pairs are immediately indexed in a separate data structure (Denkowski et al., 2014a). Subsequent grammars
are extracted from the union of the background and post-edited data, allowing statistics to be shared. An
additional “post-edit support” feature marks rules that are consistent with post-edited data, allowing an
optimizer to prefer rules learned from or confirmed by humans. Translating with an adaptive grammar is
shown to significantly improve performance on post-editing tasks.
Runtime Feature Weight Adaptation: We further leverage post-editing data by running an online learning
algorithm that continuously updates feature weights during decoding (Chapter 3). We use a version of
the margin infused relaxed algorithm (MIRA) to learn initial feature weights on fixed data during system
development (Chiang et al., 2008; Eidelman, 2012). When decoding, the same algorithm is run on postedited data to update feature weights after each sentence is processed. This allows the system’s feature
weights to scale in conjunction with translation grammars that add new data (Denkowski et al., 2014a).
In many cases, updating both the grammar and feature weights yields super additive improvement over
updating either independently.
Optimization and Evaluation with Simulated Post-Editing: We have developed a workflow for training
and deploying adaptive MT systems for human translators using only the data normally available for building MT systems. We use pre-existing reference translations to simulate post-editing during optimization
(Section 1.4.2), eliminating the need for live post-editing or even post-edited data during system development (Denkowski et al., 2014a). This allows us to build and evaluate (also using simulated post-editing)
adaptive systems using any translation data set.
Validation Experiments with Simulated and Live Post-Editing: We demonstrate the effectiveness of
our adaptive MT systems in both simulated and live post-editing scenarios (Chapter 4). Simulated postediting experiments show consistent improvements across language directions and target domains while live
experiments show that specific system extensions lead to real gains in translator productivity (Denkowski et
al., 2014a; Denkowski et al., 2014b).
Automatic MT Evaluation Metrics for Post-Editing: We have developed an advanced automatic MT
evaluation metric capable of fitting various measures of editing effort (Chapter 5). Originally designed for
assimilation tasks, our Meteor metric is demonstrated to have strong predictive power for various types of
edit operations (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011). When a version of Meteor tuned to post-editing effort is used
7
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as an objective function for system optimization, the resulting translations require less effort to edit than
those from a BLEU-optimized system.
End-to-End MT Post-Editing Workflow: We have released software that constitutes a full, automated
framework for building and deploying adaptive MT systems. This consists of the following components
described in Section 1.4: Implementations of real time adaptive MT in the cdec and Moses toolkits plus
tools for automating system building (Denkowski et al., 2014a), the TransCenter web-based post-editing
interface for interacting with adaptive MT systems (Denkowski and Lavie, 2012b), and the Meteor metric
for optimizing and evaluating systems for post-editing (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011).

1.4

Experimental Framework

To evaluate the impact of our work, we have assembled a test suite that represents a variety of real-world
translation scenarios in four language directions: from English into and out of Spanish and Arabic. For each
direction, we have extensive bilingual and monolingual data for model estimation as well as in-domain and
out-of-domain evaluation sets with reference translations. We build a traditional machine translation system
for each scenario to serve as both a baseline to compare results against and as a platform for implementing
our extensions to standard translation models. Data and tools are selected with a focus on reproducibility.
Spanish–English resources are freely available online and Arabic–English resources are available with a
Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) subscription. All tools other than MADA (Habash et al., 2009) are
freely available under open source licenses.
Tools: We use several natural language processing toolkits to process training data and build translation
systems. Part of our work includes significant contributions to some of these tools, specifically the suffix
array grammar extractor, cdec, Moses, Meteor, and TransCenter.
• cdec: a statistical machine translation framework including a SCFG decoder, a word aligner, and implementations of several learning algorithms for structured prediction models (Dyer et al., 2010; Dyer
et al., 2013). cdec is released under the Apache License at http://github.com/redpony/
cdec.
• Moses: a widely used statistical machine translation framework including a phrase-based decoder,
implementation of suffix array based translation models, and several optimizers (Koehn et al., 2007).
Moses is released under the GNU LGPL at http://statmt.org/moses/.
• KenLM: a toolkit for estimating and conducting inference with N -gram language models (Heafield,
2011; Heafield et al., 2013). KenLM is released under the GNU LGPL at kheafield.com/code/
kenlm/ and also included with cdec and Moses.
• MADA: an Arabic natural language processing toolkit for tokenization, diacrization, morphological
disambiguation, part-of-speech tagging, stemming and lemmatization (Habash et al., 2009). MADA is
released under a non-commercial use license at http://www1.ccls.columbia.edu/MADA/.
• Meteor: an automatic metric for evaluation and optimization of machine translation systems (Banerjee
and Lavie, 2005; Denkowski and Lavie, 2011). Meteor is released under the GNU LGPL at http:
//github.com/mjdenkowski/meteor.
• MultEval: implementation of several statistical significance tests for machine translation evaluation
(Clark et al., 2011a). MultEval is released under the GNU LGPL at http://github.com/
jhclark/multeval.
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Spanish–English
English–Spanish

Arabic–English
English–Arabic

Training Data
Bilingual (sents) Monolingual (words)
2,104,313
1,175,142,205
2,104,313
304,262,351
Training Data
Bilingual (sents) Monolingual (words)
5,027,793
651,957,491
5,027,793
168,323,504

Evaluation Sets (sents)
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
3003
3003
2688
3003
3003
2688
Evaluation Sets (sents)
MT08
MT09 TED1
1356
1313
2690
1356
1313
2690

TED2
2978
2978
TED2
2846
2846

Table 1.1: Training, development, and evaluation data sizes for all experimental scenarios. Italics indicate
that a data set is used for system optimization. The MT08 and MT09 sets have 4 English reference translations for each Arabic source sentence. All other data sets, including the English–Arabic directions of MT08
and MT09, have a single reference for each source sentence.

• Suffix array grammar extractor: an implementation of suffix array-based grammar extraction for hierarchical phrase-based machine translation that has been repackaged as part of cdec (Lopez, 2008a;
Chahuneau et al., 2012).
• TransCenter: a web-based framework for post-editing data collection and analysis that integrates with
real time adaptive MT systems (Denkowski and Lavie, 2012b; Denkowski et al., 2014b). TransCenter
is released under the GNU LGPL at http://github.com/mjdenkowski/transcenter.

Data: We select four language directions for translation post-editing experiments: Spanish-to-English,
English-to-Spanish, Arabic-to-English, and English-to-Arabic. Bilingual resources are identical between
directions for each language pair while monolingual resources are unique for each language direction. Training data for Spanish–English includes all constrained resources for the 2013 ACL Workshop on Statistical
Machine Translation (WMT)4 (Bojar et al., 2013), consisting of European parliamentary proceedings and
news commentary. Training data for Arabic–English includes all constrained bilingual resources for the
2012 NIST Open Machine Translation Evaluation (OpenMT12)5 (Przybocki, 2012), consisting largely of
news, and a selection from the English Gigaword (Parker et al., 2011). For each language direction, we
have four evaluation sets: two drawn from similar domains as the training data, and two drawn from broader
domains. For similar-domain sets, we use the 2011 and 2012 WMT news test sets for Spanish–English (dev
and devtest from WMT13) and the 2008 and 2009 OpenMT mixed news and weblog test sets for Arabic–
English. For broad-domain sets, we use sections of the Web Inventory of Transcribed and Translated Talks
(WIT3 ) corpus6 (Cettolo et al., 2012) that contains multilingual transcriptions of TED7 talks. The test sets
TED1 and TED2 each contain bilingual transcriptions of 10 TED talks delivered from a wide range of speakers on a variety of topics. All data sets are pre-segmented into sentences that are grouped by document. We
apply further tokenization, splitting sentences into individual words that can be processed by alignment and
translation models. English and Spanish are tokenized with a general-purpose tokenizer included with cdec
while Arabic is tokenized using MADA. Details for all training and evaluation data sets after tokenization
are shown in Table 1.1.
4

http://statmt.org/wmt13/translation-task.html
http://www.nist.gov/itl/iad/mig/openmt12.cfm
6
https://wit3.fbk.eu/
7
http://www.ted.com/pages/about
5
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Phrase Features

Lexical Features
Language Model Features
Derivation Features

Feature
CoherentP(e|f)
Count(f,e)
SampleCount(f)
Singleton(f)
Singleton(f,e)
MaxLex(e|f)
MaxLex(f|e)
LM(E)
LM OOV(E)
Arity(0)
Arity(1)
Arity(2)
GlueCount
PassThroughCount
WordCount

Definition
Eqn 2.21
Eqn 2.18
Eqn 2.19
Eqn 2.20
Eqn 2.20
Eqn 2.11
Eqn 2.11
Eqn 2.14
Eqn 2.15
§ 2.2.4
§ 2.2.4
§ 2.2.4
§ 2.2.4
§ 2.2.5
§ 2.2.5

Table 1.2: Standard (baseline) feature set for hierarchical phrase-based machine translation with suffix array
grammars

1.4.1

Baseline System

System Building: Translation systems are built using the same methods for each language pair. Data
is word aligned source-to-target and target-to-source using the fast align word aligner included with
cdec (Dyer et al., 2013). Alignments are symmetrized using the grow-diag-final-and heuristic
(Koehn et al., 2005). Translation grammars with the standard feature set listed in Table 1.2 (see §2.2.2–2.2.6
for feature descriptions) are extracted using the suffix array grammar extractor. Unpruned, modified KneserNey smoothed (Chen and Goodman, 1996) language models are estimated using KenLM. Two baseline
optimization scenarios are evaluated. In the first, feature weights are learned using the implementation of
lattice-based minimum error rate training (Och, 2003; Macherey et al., 2008) included with cdec. In the
second, the cutting plane version of the margin infused relaxed algorithm (Chiang et al., 2008; Eidelman,
2012) is used. MERT and MIRA optimize the BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) on the development set
for the language pair (WMT10 for Spanish–English or MT08 for Arabic–English).
Automatic Evaluation: We use the cdec decoder to translate all evaluation sets into the target language
using the same set of feature weights learned from the development set. To simulate a scenario where no indomain data is available, we do not re-tune systems for TED talks. Translations are evaluated automatically
with BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), TER (Snover et al., 2006), and Meteor 1.4 (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011).
When comparing extended systems to baselines, we use the following techniques described by Clark et al.
(2011a) to test for statistically significant differences in score. First, we account for optimizer instability
by running MERT or MIRA 3 times for each language direction and decoding the evaluation sets with each
set of weights. The reported metric score for a data set is the average of three independent tune-test cycles.
Second, we use the three outputs for each evaluation set to conduct approximate randomization, a statistical
significance test that computes a probability p that differences in score between the baseline and extended
system arose by chance by randomly shuffling hypotheses between systems and optimizer runs (Noreen,
1989).
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Incremental training data
Hola contestadora ...

Hello voicemail, ...

He llamado a servicio ...
Ignoré la advertencia ...

I’ve called for tech ...
I ignored my boss’ ...

Ahora anochece, ...

Now it’s evening, and ...

Todavı́a sigo en espera ...
No creo que me hayas ...

I’m still on hold ...
I don’t think you ...

Ya he presionado cada ...

I punched every touch ...

Source

Target (Reference)

Figure 1.1: Context when translating an input sentence (bold) with simulated post-editing. Previous sentences and references (shaded) are added to the training data. After the current sentence is translated, it is
aligned to the reference (italic) and added to the context for the next sentence.

1.4.2

System Building for Post-Editing

Simulated Post-Editing: In post-editing scenarios, the humans continuously edit machine translation outputs into production-quality translations, providing an additional, constant stream of data absent in batch
translation. This data consists of highly domain-relevant reference translations that are minimally different
from MT outputs, making them ideal for learning. However, true post-editing data is infeasible to collect
during system development and internal testing as standard MT pipelines require tens of thousands of sentences to be translated with low latency. To address this problem, Hardt and Elming (2010) formulate the
task of simulated post-editing, wherein pre-generated reference translations are used as a stand-in for actual
post-editing. This approximation is equivalent to the case where humans edit each translation hypothesis to
be identical to the reference rather than simply correcting the MT output to be grammatical and meaningequivalent to the source. Our work uses this approximation when optimizing and evaluating adaptive MT
systems.
In our simulated post-editing tasks, decoding (for both the test corpus and each pass over the development corpus during optimization) begins with baseline models trained on standard bilingual and monolingual data. After each sentence is translated, the following steps (explained in detail in Chapter 3 take
place in order: First, MIRA uses the new source–reference pair to update weights for the current models.
Second, the source is aligned to the reference (using the model learned from word-aligning the background
data) and the new sentence pair is used to update the translation grammar. As sentences are translated, the
models gain valuable context information, allowing them to zero in on the target document and translator.
Context is reset at the start of each development or test corpus by discarding all incremental data from the
translation model. For evaluation sets, the weight vector is also reset to the values chosen by optimization.
For development sets, the weight vector persists. This setup, which allows a uniform approach to tuning and
decoding, is visualized in Figure 1.1. We use simulated post-editing to evaluate each extension we make to
standard MT systems across all language directions and domains listed above.
Live Post-Editing: To validate that gains in simulated post-editing scenarios translate to real improvements
in translator efficiency, we employ a pool of human translators to work with our adaptive MT systems.
These translators are students at Kent State University’s Institute for Applied Linguistics pursuing careers as
professional translators for the language directions we are interested in. Given the time and resource costs
to conduct these live trials, we choose one language direction, Spanish-to-English, and a few key system
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conditions to evaluate. In each condition, a baseline system is compared to an extended system on a fixed set
of documents. Each translator is asked to post-edit machine translations for each document. The translations
are provided by either the baseline or extended system, without the translator knowing which system he or
she is working with. Conditions are shuffled such that (1) each document is translated and post-edited
multiple times with each system and (2) each translator only sees each document once. The results can be
aggregated and analyzed to determine which system provides the most usable translations overall.

1.5

Executive Summary

The following sections summarize the major chapters of the thesis, including overviews of the techniques
introduced and reports of the key results. Background information for these sections and their corresponding
chapters, including an introduction to statistical machine translation, can be found in Chapter 2.

1.5.1

Online Learning for Machine Translation

Machine translation for post-editing can be cast as an online learning task that proceeds as a series of
trials. In online learning, each trial consists of three stages: (1) the model makes a prediction, (2) the
model receives the “true” answer, and (3) the model updates its parameters. Post-editing workflows fit
naturally into this paradigm. In the prediction stage, the translation system produces an initial hypothesis.
A human post-editor then edits the hypothesis to produce a “true” translation. Finally, the system uses the
new source-target sentence pair to update the translation model. While traditional MT systems are unable
to operate in this way, we introduce three extensions that allow systems to incorporate new data from posteditors in real time. These extensions include a translation grammar extraction algorithm that immediately
incorporates new training instances, the practice of running an online optimizer during decoding, and an
extended feature set that allows the translation model to leverage multiple sources of data. Combining these
individual components results in a highly adaptive MT system that immediately learns from human feedback
and can avoid making the same mistakes repeatedly.
Online Translation Grammar Adaptation: We begin with the on-demand translation model described in
§2.2.6 (Lopez, 2008a; Lopez, 2008b). Rather than using all bilingual training data to build a single, large
translation grammar, this approach uses a suffix array to index the data so that grammars can be estimated
as needed. When a new sentence needs to be translated, the suffix array is used to rapidly build and score a
sentence-specific grammar. Rules in on-demand grammars are generated using a sample S for each source
phrase f¯ in the input sentence. The sample, containing phrase pairs hf¯, ēi, is used to calculate the following
statistics:
• CS (f¯, ē): count of instances in S where f¯ aligns to ē (phrase co-occurrence count).
• CS (f¯): count of instances in S where f¯ aligns to any target phrase.
• |S|: total number of instances in S, equal to number of occurrences of f¯ in training data, up to the
sample size limit.

These statistics are used to instantiate and compute a set of feature scores for translation rules X→f¯ ē.
To accommodate new bilingual data from post-editing, we also maintain a dynamic lookup table for
incremental data (Denkowski et al., 2014a). When a human translator edits a MT hypothesis, the sentence
pair resulting from the input sentence and post-edited translation is word-aligned with the same model used
for the initial data, a process often called forced alignment (Gao and Vogel, 2008). Aligned phrase pairs are
then stored in the lookup table and phrase occurrences are counted on the source side. When an on-demand
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grammar is extracted, the suffix array sample S for each f¯ is accompanied by an exhaustive lookup L from
the lookup table. Statistics matching those from S are calculated from L:
• CL (f¯, ē): count of instances in L where f¯ aligns to ē.
• CL (f¯): count of instances in L where f¯ aligns to any target phrase.
• |L|: total number of instances of f in post-editing data (no size limit).
The statistics are aggregated (simple summation) and translation rules are instantiated. In addition to the
regular feature set, a “post-edit support” indicator feature marks rules that are consistent with post-editor
feedback. This allows an optimizer to learn an additional weight for rules that are consistent with human
feedback. As the underlying translation model is hierarchical, it can also learn new non-local reordering
patterns from post-editing data.
Online Parameter Optimization: MT systems are traditionally optimized in batch mode at the corpus
level. Optimization begins with a fixed translation model and an initial set of feature weights. For a given
development corpus of bilingual source-target sentences, the MT system uses the model and initial weights
to produce a list of the most likely hypotheses for each source sentence. An optimizer such as minimum
error rate training (Och, 2003) is then used to select a new set of feature weights that prefers better scoring
hypotheses from each list. Once a new set of feature weights is chosen, the MT system re-translates the
development corpus using the new weights and the process continues. Once a stopping point is reached
(either completing an iteration that produces no previously unseen hypotheses or reaching a fixed limit on
the number of iterations), the current set of feature weights is used as the system’s final static weight vector.
We use the margin-infused relaxed algorithm described in §2.3.2 (Crammer et al., 2006a; Chiang et
al., 2008; Eidelman, 2012), an online learning algorithm that makes an adjustment to the weight vector
after each sentence in the development corpus is translated. However, the confines of batch MT system
development require this algorithm to be run in batch mode, similar to MERT. Beginning with a uniform
weight vector, MIRA makes a fixed number of passes over the development corpus to iteratively refine the
weights. In each pass, each sentence is translated and a parameter update is made. This is problematic
for post-editing as our translation model is updated after each sentence, yet the optimizer must ultimately
learn a single set of feature weights. In a linear translation model, a single weight cannot adequately scale a
feature that becomes more powerful over time.
To address the limitations of batch learning and better fit the online learning paradigm, we continue
running the MIRA optimizer during decoding when new input sentences are translated. For each document
to be translated, we begin with the set of feature weights resulting from batch MIRA on the simulated postediting development corpus. As each sentence is translated and post-edited (or simulated with a reference
translating), MIRA makes an update to the weight vector just as in optimization. Running MIRA during
decoding allows the feature weights as well as the translation grammar to be up to date with all available
post-editing data when each sentence is translated. In the only departure from optimization, we increase
regularization strength during decoding to prefer smaller weight updates. While we use MIRA in our work,
any online learning algorithm can be substituted just as different batch optimizers can be plugged into the
standard MT system tuning step.
Extended Post-Editing Feature Set: Our original formulation of online grammar extraction is still limited
by its use of the same feature set as the original static model. Simply summing the sufficient statistics from
samples of background and post-editing data restricts the interpolation weight for each data source to be
identical and uniform across feature scores. All responsibility for addressing this problem is placed on the
single post-edit support feature. We address this issue with an extended feature set that presents the decoder
with more fine grained information about the likelihood of translation rules in background and post-editing
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Baseline
PE Support
Extended
+ Weights

Baseline
PE Support
Extended
+ Weights

Spanish–English
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
29.3
31.6
34.0
30.1
32.1
35.7
30.7
32.4
36.2
30.9
33.0
36.1
Arabic–English
MT08
MT09
TED1
22.2
26.0
11.2
22.7
26.8
14.7
23.1
27.5
15.1
23.1
27.8
15.1

TED2
30.2
32.0
32.1
32.4
TED2
11.5
15.8
15.8
16.0

English–Spanish
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
30.5
30.9
27.0
31.4
31.7
28.4
31.6
31.7
28.8
31.6
31.7
29.8
English–Arabic
MT08
MT09
TED1
19.1
23.7
7.8
19.6
24.0
8.5
20.2
24.6
9.3
20.1
24.8
9.5

TED2
26.5
27.8
28.2
28.9
TED2
8.7
9.4
10.3
10.7

Table 1.3: BLEU scores for baseline systems, simple and extended online feature sets, and fully adaptive
systems with runtime weight updates. Reported scores are averages over three optimizer runs. Italics indicate scores on development (tuning) sets while bold numbers indicate highest scores on held-out test sets.
All adaptive systems (PE Support, Extended, and + Weights) show statistically significant improvement over
respective baselines (p < 0.05 in approximate randomization).


data. When scoring each translation rule X → f¯ ē with a background suffix array sample S and dynamic
post-editing lookup L, we compute three instances of each feature h:
• hS∪L : the feature score computed on the union (aggregation) of background and post-editing data,
equivalent to the version of h in the online translation model
• hS : the feature score computed only on the background data, equivalent to the version of h in the
static baseline model
• hL : the feature score computed only on the post-editing data
Each feature is visible to the decoder and has an independent feature weight, effectively tripling the size of
the phrase feature set. This allows the translation system to weigh the contribution of background versus
post-editing data on a per-feature basis. In a linear translation model, this is formally equivalent to the
following process. For each rule, the weighted score for each feature w · h is computed as follows:
w · h = wS∪L · hS∪L + wS · hS + wL · hL

(1.1)

First, the score is initialized with the weighted value from the union of background and incremental data
(equivalent to the simple online grammar feature). Next, the score is adjusted up or down by the weighted
score from the background data. Finally, the score is adjusted by the weighted score from post-editing
data. The score for each component is up to date with all incremental data for the current sentence and the
weight reflects the optimizer’s confidence in each data source at the current point in the document. In a final
extension, we replace the single post-edit support feature with features that count the number of rules and
words originating from each data source.
Evaluating Adaptive MT Systems: We evaluate our MT system extensions in all simulated post-editing
scenarios outlined in §1.4, translating a mixture of language directions and domains that cover a broad
range of difficulty levels. We begin with a static baseline system that uses the on-demand translation model
and is optimized with MIRA. We then evaluate three adaptive MT systems. The first uses online grammar
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Figure 1.2: Screenshot of the TransCenter post-editing and rating interface

extraction with the standard feature set plus a single post-edit support feature. The second uses online
grammar extraction with an extended feature set. Both of these systems use a static weight vector. The third
system uses online grammar extraction with an extended feature set and updates weights after each sentence
is translated. Experiments are conducted using the Moses decoder (Koehn et al., 2007).
Shown in Table 1.3, all online systems outperform all baselines in all cases. Our extended feature set
frequently leads to significant gains over the simple online feature set, especially in out-of-domain scenarios.
Combining the extended feature set with runtime weight updates leads to significant and in some cases
super-additive improvement. Using sentence-specific weights to keep pace with sentence-specific translation
grammars allows our system to leverage much more of the potential in post-editing data.

1.5.2

Live Post-Editing Evaluation: Software and Experiments

While translation model adaptation, optimization, and evaluation experiments can all be carried out with
simulated data, the ultimate goal of our work is to produce real time adaptive MT systems that can be
used by actual human translators. As such, the most important measure of efficacy for our systems is the
ultimate impact on human productivity in live translation scenarios. Measuring human productivity requires
conducting live post-editing experiments, which in turn require an interface between translators and our MT
systems. To address this need, we have developed a lightweight web-based translation editing environment
called TransCenter in which users translate documents by post-editing MT output served by our adaptive
systems (Denkowski and Lavie, 2012b; Denkowski et al., 2014b). As translators work, the adaptive systems
learn from their post-edits in real time and TransCenter records all user activity. This forms an end-to-end
translation and post-editing pipeline that is used to evaluate our adaptive MT systems.
TransCenter: Post-Editing User Interface: Shown in Figure 1.2, our software uses a simple user interface
that follows the two column format that translators are familiar with (Denkowski and Lavie, 2012b). The left
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Baseline
Adaptive

Sim PE BLEU
34.50
34.95

HTER
19.26
17.01

Rating
4.19
4.31

Table 1.4: Aggregate simulated post-editing BLEU scores, HTER scores, and average translator self-ratings
(5 point scale) of post-editing effort for translations of TED talks from Spanish into English.
column displays the source sentences while the right column is incrementally populated with translations
from one of our MT systems as the user works. For each sentence, the translator is asked to edit the
MT output to be grammatically correct and convey the same information as the source sentence. After
editing, the final translation is archived and (if the system is adaptive) fed back to the MT system for
learning (Denkowski et al., 2014b). The next sentence is then machine translated and post-edited. The
user is additionally asked to rate the amount of work required to post-edit each sentence immediately after
completing it, using a scale that ranges from 5 (no post-editing required) to 1 (requires total re-translation).
Our software is designed to make the barrier of collecting post-editing data as low as possible. TransCenter includes the following features to provide a smooth user experience:
• The editing interface is accessed via web browser so that users can work from any computer with an
Internet connection.
• TransCenter automatically tracks state and communicates with the underlying MT system to support
stopping and resuming tasks in the case of interruption.
• An uncluttered interface design allow users to focus on the editing task with minimal distraction.
• Full keyboard navigation allows all translation editing and rating to be completed without using the
mouse.
• A Pause button allows users to take breaks if necessary.
Data Collection: In addition to gathering final edited translations and user ratings, TransCenter records all
user interaction at a level of detail sufficient to replay the entire post-editing session. This includes number
of keystrokes, number of milliseconds each sentence is focused, and a millisecond-timestamped record of
each individual keystroke. Our software uses this information to generate reports of the following measures
of human effort:
• The edit distance between the original MT output and the post-edited output according to HTER
• The user rating of each sentence’s usability for post-editing
• The number of milliseconds each sentence is focused for editing
• The number of distinct keystrokes used to edit each sentence
• The number of atomic edit operations (insertions or deletions) used in editing each sentence
• Two pause measures: average pause ratio (APR) and pause to word ratio (PWR) (Lacruz et al., 2012;
Lacruz and Shreve, 2014a)
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Live Post-Editing Experiments: Connecting TransCenter to our MT systems forms a complete post-editing
pipeline that enables us to run live evaluations to measure the effect of our online model adaptation techniques on human productivity. These experiments are conducted in collaboration with Kent State University’s Institute for Applied Linguistics8 , an academic institution for training professional translators. We
establish an experimental setup wherein observing a pool of human translators can determine which of two
MT systems (“A” and “B”) is better for post-editing. First, an even number of evaluation documents is selected. Next, translators are assigned to one of two groups (“odd” or “even”) based on their (sequentially
assigned) user ID. Each user is then asked to translate each document by post-editing the outputs of a MT
system. For odd numbered documents, odd numbered translators use MT system A while even numbered
users use system B. For even documents, odd translators use system B while even translators use system A.
TransCenter does not display any information about which system is being used to translators.
In the first round of live experiments, we compare the static baseline system described in §1.4 to an
adaptive system that updates both translation grammar and weights after each sentence.9 For our evaluation
documents, we draw four excerpts from TED talks that have been translated from Spanish to English, totalling 100 sentences. Our translators are five graduate students from the applied linguistics program training
to be Spanish–English translators. Each student uses TransCenter to post-edit MT outputs for each document and all user interaction is logged. We also match previously reported results by running our simulated
post-editing pipeline on the talk evaluation documents and reporting BLEU scores. Shown in Table 1.4,
with this small amount of data, the improvement from the adaptive system is less than half of a point. However, when we evaluate the actual human data, we see a significant improvement in HTER and a slight user
preference. This provides evidence that (1) simulated post-editing gains are a good indicator that there will
be actual human effort savings, and (2) small gains in simulated scenarios can translate to significant gains
in actual post-editing.

1.5.3

Automatic Metrics of Post-Editing Effort: Optimization and Evaluation

Traditionally, machine translation is treated as a final product that humans will use to read content in their
native languages and other language technologies such as information retrieval systems will use directly as
input. Approaches to both human and automatic evaluation focus on improving the adequacy of MT system
output for these purposes. In contrast, post-editing uses MT as an intermediate step to reduce the amount
of work required by human translators. Whereas translation models that incorporate post-editing feedback
target this task in terms of model estimation, automatic metrics that accurately evaluate the amount of work
required to edit translation hypotheses target post- editing in terms of parameter optimization. Pairing online
models with automatic post-editing metrics enables end-to-end translation systems specifically targeting
human translation.
The Meteor Metric: Meteor is an automatic evaluation metric that scores MT hypotheses by aligning them
to reference translations (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011). Alignments are based on several types of flexible
matches that go beyond surface forms to identify word and phrase correspondences that would be clear to
humans but are missed by standard metrics. Given a translation hypothesis E 0 and reference translation E,
Meteor creates an alignment as follows. First, the search space of possible alignments is constructed by
identifying all possible matches between the two sentences according to the following matchers:
• Exact: Match words if their surface forms are identical.
• Stem: Stem words using a language-appropriate Snowball stemmer (Porter, 2001) and match if the
stems are identical.
8
9

http://appling.kent.edu/
This system does not use the extended post-editing feature set as this was a later development.
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• Synonym: Match words if they share membership in any synonym set according to the WordNet
(Miller and Fellbaum, 2007) database.
• Paraphrase: Match phrases if they are listed as paraphrases in the Meteor paraphrase tables (Denkowski
and Lavie, 2011).
All matches are generalized to phrase matches in the form hE 0 ii+n , Ejj+m i where i and j are start indices
in the hypothesis and reference and n and m are match lengths. Matches cover one or more words in
each sentence. Once matches are identified, the final alignment is resolved as the largest subset of nonoverlapping matches across both sentences.
Given an alignment between hypothesis E 0 and reference E, the Meteor metric score is calculated as
follows. First calculate initial statistics:
• hCf (E 0 ), Cf (E)i: function words in E 0 and E. Count any word that appears in the Meteor function
word lists estimated from large monolingual data (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011).
• hCc (E 0 ), Cc (E)i: content words in E 0 and E. Count any word that does not appear in the function
word lists.
• hhi (Cc (E 0 )), hi (Cf (E 0 )), hi (Cc (E)), hi (Cf (E))i: the number of content and function words in E 0
and E covered by each type of match hi . (For example, counts of content and function words covered
by exact matches in the hypothesis and reference.)
• Ch: the minimum number of chunks (series of matches that are contiguous and identically ordered in
both sentences) that the alignment can be divided into.
Calculate weighted precision and recall using match type weights wi ∈ W and content-vs-function word
weight (δ):
P
(wi × (δ × hi (Cc (E 0 )) + (1 − δ) × hi (Cf (E 0 ))))
P= i
(1.2)
δ × Cc (E 0 ) + (1 − δ) × Cf (E 0 )
P
(wi × (δ × hi (Cc (E)) + (1 − δ) × hi (Cf (E))))
R= i
(1.3)
δ × Cc (E) + (1 − δ) × Cf (E)
The harmonic mean of P and R parameterized by α (van Rijsbergen, 1979) is then calculated:
Fα =

P ×R
α × P + (1 − α) × R

(1.4)

A fragmentation score is calculated using the total number of matched words M (average over hypothesis
and reference) and number of chunks (Ch):
P
(hi (Cc (E 0 )) + hi (Cf (E 0 )) + hi (Cc (E))) + hi (Cf (E))
Ch
M= i
Frag =
(1.5)
2
M
The final Meteor score is calculated with fragmentation parameters β and γ:


Meteor(E 0 , E) = 1 − γ × Fragβ × Fα

(1.6)

Each of the Meteor scoring statistics can be interpreted as a key predictor of post-editing effort. Precision
(P) is an inverse measure of the amount of content in the hypothesis that must be deleted to match the
reference. Recall (R) inversely measures the amount of content that must be inserted. Fragmentation (Ch)
is a measure of how much reordering is required to match the reference. The parameters W = hwi , ..., wn i,
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p
HTER
Rating
Keystroke
Time
APR
PWR

HTER
–
-0.84
0.91
0.61
-0.55
0.64

Rating
-0.84
–
-0.82
-0.56
0.46
-0.53

Keystroke
0.91
-0.82
–
0.70
-0.56
0.66

Time
0.61
-0.56
0.70
–
-0.53
0.69

APR
-0.55
0.46
-0.56
-0.53
–
-0.65

PWR
0.64
-0.53
0.66
0.69
-0.65
–

Table 1.5: Spearman’s correlation between several automatic measures of editing effort computed by TransCenter
α, β, γ, and δ can be tuned to maximize agreement between Meteor scores and human assessments of
translation quality.
Meteor Parameter Optimization: Tuning a version of Meteor to approximate a given evaluation task
requires a set of n MT outputs with reference translations plus a set of human-annotated numerical scores
Y = hy1 , ..., yn i. Meteor scores the MT outputs, producing metric scores X = hx1 , ..., xn i. Ideally, X
should be strongly correlated with Y , meaning that a high metric score should correspond to a high human
score and vice versa. During tuning, sufficient statistics are calculated for each MT output, allowing it to
be rapidly re-scored with various parameter settings. We then conduct an exhaustive parametric sweep over
feasible parameter values to maximize correlation between X and Y over all MT outputs. Our work uses
two different measures of correlation that offer different advantages depending on the task: Pearson’s r
and Spearman’s ρ. The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient r measures the linear correlation
between two variables on a scale from 1 to -1 (Pearson, 1895). Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ
assesses the extent to which two variables can be described using a monotonic function (Spearman, 1904).
Removing the linearity constraint generally allows metrics to reach much higher correlation values while
sacrificing some interpretability of absolute scores. This is useful in the case of system optimization where
the goal is select a parameter set that yields the best possible translations.
Improved Editing Measures for Improved Metrics: The post-editing data collected by TransCenter allows us to explore a range of possible measures of human editing effort. We augment the data collected
in our adaptive MT validation experiments with a second similar round of post-editing using a new set of
translators from Kent State University’s applied linguistics program. Combined, this data consists of 1000
post-edited sentences of TED talks translated from Spanish into English (Denkowski et al., 2014b). Included
effort measures are traditional HTER, translator usability ratings, keystroke counts, editing times, and two
pause measures: APR and PWR. To examine the relationship between these various measures, we compute
correlation between all measures. Shown in Table 1.5, all measures tend to correlate with each other to some
degree. Notably, HTER and keystroke have a correlation of 0.91, indicating that for this data, HTER is a
very close approximation of actual editing effort. Further, a correlation of -0.84 between HTER and user
rating indicates that translators are able to reliably assess the amount of editing they have just completed.
Finally, keystroke count stands out as particularly indicative of overall effort; it is highly correlated with
both HTER and user rating and has the highest correlation with editing time of any measure.
In a second experiment, we tune a version of Meteor to maximize correlation (Spearman’s ρ) with each
of these measures. Examining the optimal parameters provides insight into what types of translations require more or less effort to edit according to each measure. Shown in Table 1.6, we focus on the three most
promising measures: HTER, Keystroke, and rating. One striking result is the focus on content words (δ)
in rating parameters. This indicates that translators do not consider smoothing out grammatical errors to be
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Task
HTER
Keystroke
Rating

α
0.90
0.65
0.45

β
0.10
0.10
0.00

γ
0.55
0.55
1.00

δ
0.60
0.65
1.00

wexact
1.00
1.00
1.00

wstem
0.00
0.00
0.20

wsyn
0.00
0.00
0.00

wpar
0.80
0.80
0.80

Table 1.6: Comparison of Meteor parameters for different measures of editing effort

TED-BLEU
TED-Meteor

HTER
20.1
18.9

Rating
4.16
4.24

SPE BLEU
27.3
26.6

Table 1.7: Results for live post-editing experiments with task-specific metrics
nearly as significant as correcting mistranslations of important concepts. Also of note is that rating parameters favor precision (α), which is actually contrary to annotators’ natural preference for recall observed in
evaluations such as WMT (Callison-Burch et al., 2012). Finally, the HTER parameters are far more extreme
than those learned from other post-editing data (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011): recall is preferred almost
exclusively, the fragmentation penalty is harsher (γ), and stem and synonym matches are disregarded. The
results of our metric experiments demonstrate two things. First, parameters are specific to the data set as
well as the type of edit measure. Second, within a task, several different measure types correlate highly with
one another. Together, these observations point to a revised role for automatic metrics in adaptive machine
translation. Rather than developing a single “post-editing” version of a metric, we can use the post-editing
data that naturally arises from using adaptive systems to tune task-specific metrics specifically for use with
these systems.
Post-Editing Experiments with Task-Specific Metrics: We incorporate task-specific metrics into our
adaptive MT systems as follows. First, we build and deploy an adaptive MT system. This requires no
post-editing data, using simulated post-editing and the BLEU metric during optimization and internal evaluation. Once this system is put into production, serving translations to actual humans, post-edited data is
naturally created. Once a sufficient amount of data is collected, it can be used to tune a custom version
of Meteor that is specific to the MT system and the domain of the data being post-edited. This system is
then re-tuned using this version of Meteor and re-deployed. As the system continues to translate and adapt,
the task-specific version of Meteor is used as the optimization target; BLEU is entirely removed from the
system.
We evaluate this approach with another set of post-editing experiments. We begin by selecting our
task-specific metric: the version of Meteor tuned on keystroke data collected in our previous rounds of
Spanish–English TED talk post-editing. This metric is then used to re-tune the fully adaptive system used
in previous live post-editing experiments and act as the optimization target during decoding. The resulting
Meteor-tuned system is evaluated against the BLEU-tuned baseline. To prevent the Meteor-tuned system
from having an advantage simply from having access to more data, both systems are tuned on TED talk
data. We work with another set of 5 translators from Kent State University and excerpts from 10 talks in
the second TED data set (TED2) totaling 200 sentences. Following previous experiments, we collect live
post-editing data with TransCenter and also report simulated post-editing BLEU scores. Shown in Table 1.7,
the simulated BLEU score actually indicates a drop in performance when Meteor is used for optimization.
However, data collected from TransCenter shows that Meteor-driven translations require less mechanical
effort to correct and are preferred by post-editors.
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Chapter 2

Background
2.1

The Mechanics of Phrase-Based Machine Translation

Faced with the task of translating a French sentence into English, a human translator has the ability to read
the original sentence, call on knowledge of source language syntax and semantics to discern the meaning,
and write out a grammatically correct sentence in the target language that conveys the same meaning. Years
of reading and writing both languages allow the translator to be sensitive to nuances such as idioms, tone,
and context when crafting a polished, meaning equivalent translation. Given the same task, a machine
translation system with no inherent knowledge of human language cannot replicate this process. However,
when provided with large amounts of bilingual text (millions of sentence pairs or more), the system can
recognize words and phrases from the input sentence and recall how humans have translated these pieces in
the past. Using a collection of statistical models, the system can predict the most likely human translation of
the new sentence given what it has seen before. Recognizing larger pieces of an input sentence leads to better
translation quality; in the best case, an entire sentence can be recognized and a human quality translation
can be recalled while in the worst case, each word must be recalled from a different translation and pieced
together. This puts a vital importance on the availability of data that is similar to what needs to be translated.
Current statistical machine translation systems use a range of techniques to learn ideal units of translation
from such data, match them against unseen source sentences, and piece their translations together in a way
that seems reasonable in the target language. In this section, we build up to the widely used phrase-based
approach to machine translation. For further reading on the motivation for and theory of statistical machine
translation, see Kevin Knight’s tutorial on earlier word-based translation (1999) and Chapter 1 of Adam
Lopez’s dissertation (2008a) that surveys more recent work.

2.1.1

Word Alignment

Early statistical translation models (Brown et al., 1993) are word-based, explaining translation as the following lexical process. For a given source language sentence F = hf1 , ..., fn i with length n, generate a
target sentence length m and set of alignment links A = ha1 , ..., am i. Finally, generate a target sentence
E = he1 , ..., em i where each target word ei only depends on the source word fai that it is aligned to. Current
alignment models handle differences in length between source and target sentences by allowing each fi to
generate any number of links, aligning to zero or more words ei . Target words ei can similarly align to
zero or more words fi . Differences in word order between source and target languages are accounted for
by allowing alignment links to be unordered with respect to the source sentence. For example, Figure 2.1
shows an alignment where f2 (de) is aligned to both e1 and e3 , and f1 (devis), is aligned to e4 .
While modern systems do not translate with word based models directly, the intermediate alignments
between source and target words produced by these simple models are still useful as a starting point for
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F
devis1

a1

de2

shop2

garage3

’s3

en4

estimate4
E

quatre5

in5

étapes6

four6

steps7

Figure 2.1: Visualization of French-to-English word alignment with one-to-many alignments and reordering

F

devis
de
garage
en
quatre
étapes

shop
’s
estimate
in
four
steps

a

E

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Figure 2.2: Visualization of phrase extraction from an aligned sentence pair. Dots signify alignment links
and shaded boxes signify extracted phrases. Phrase length is limited to 3 words on the source side. A total
of 9 phrases are extracted.
building more sophisticated models. One shortcoming of these alignments is that since they come from
directional models, they are unable to map multiple source words to a single target word, or multiple source
words to multiple target words. To account for this, models are typically run in both directions (sourceto-target and target-to-source) and the alignments symmetrized (Och and Ney, 2003; Koehn et al., 2005).
Symmetrization uses information from both alignments to produce a single, bidirectional alignment that
supports one-to-many alignments in either direction.

2.1.2

Bilingual Phrase Extraction

Individually translating each word in a source sentence without context and permuting the result into something meaningful is clearly problematic. Once bilingual text has been aligned at the word level, phrase-based
models (Koehn et al., 2003; Och and Ney, 2004; Och et al., 1999) can learn more reliable mappings between
source and target languages by grouping together sequences of words into atomic units of translation. For
example, rather than relying on the complex alignment process in Figure 2.1 to translate “devis de garage”,
a phrase-based model can simply learn that the whole phrase translates into “a shop’s estimate”. These
mappings, termed phrase pairs, can be extracted automatically from word-aligned text. Given an aligned
source-target sentence pair hF, E, Ai, phrase pairs consistent with the alignment can be identified as follows.
A phrase pair hfii+n , ej+m
i covering the contiguous span of words from i to i + n in the source sentence
j
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F
devis1

estimatei

de2 garage3

en4 quatre5 étapes6

aj shopj+1 ’sj+2

a1 shop2 ’s3

estimate4

ink fourk+1 stepsk+2

in5 four6 steps7

E0
Figure 2.3: Visualization of phrase-based segmentation, translation, and reordering with 3 phrase pairs
and from j to j + m in the target sentence is extracted if (1) at least one word in fii+n is aligned to a word in
ej+m
and (2) no word in fii+n is aligned to any word outside ej+m
and vice versa. Formally, the bilingual
j
j
phrase pairs for a given sentence pair are defined:
n
BPP(F, E, A) = hfii+n , ejj+m i ∀hi0 , j 0 i ∈ A : i ≤ i0 ≤ i + n ⇐⇒ j ≤ j 0 ≤ j + m
o
(2.1)
∧ ∃hi0 , j 0 i ∈ A : i ≤ i0 ≤ i + n ∧ j ≤ j 0 ≤ j + m
An example of phrase extraction is visualized in Figure 2.2. Note that many overlapping phrases can be
extracted from the same sentence pair.
Once phrases are learned, the task of translating a new source sentence F consists of decomposing it
into a series of phrases, rewriting each phrase with its target language equivalent, and permuting the order of
phrases on the target side to produce the final sentence E 0 (called a translation hypothesis). Translating at the
phrase level has the key advantages of context and encapsulation. While individual words can have many
translations, longer phrases are generally less ambiguous. While a word-based model cannot distinguish
between the French preposition “en” and the English language code abbreviation “en”, a phrase-based model
can match the longer phrase “en quatre étapes”, using additional context to resolve translation ambiguity.
Other phrases such as “devis de garage” that would require complicated word mapping and reordering in
word-based translation can be captured in a single phrase pair. Other complex natural language phenomena
such as idiomatic phrases and morphological inflection can also be encapsulated in phrase pairs, allowing
for a single phrase rewrite operation to generate a human quality translation for difficult content. However,
this also underscores the importance of having seen at least one instance of a given language construction in
the training text.

2.1.3

Phrase Reordering

To account for the permutation of translated phrases (the final step in Figure 2.3), the model also learns a set
of reordering patterns for each phrase pair (Koehn et al., 2005). Patterns are based on the formalism that
each target sentence (E in the training data or E 0 during translation) is generated by translating one source
phrase at a time to build a translation from left to right on the target side. At any point in translation, any
source phrase may be translated next using one of the following reorderings:
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F
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de
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en
quatre
étapes

shop
’s
estimate
in
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steps
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E

S•
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D
•

•
•
D
•
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Figure 2.4: Visualization of learning monotone, swap, and discontinuous reordering patterns for four of the
many phrases extracted from an aligned sentence pair. Arrows connect phrase boundaries to single aligned
words. Alternatively, this can be seen as a visualization of translating the source sentence with four phrase
pairs using the following reordering operations: discontinuous, swap, discontinuous, monotone.
• Monotone: this source phrase occurs immediately after the previously translated phrase (translate in
order).
• Swap: this source phrase occurs immediately before the previously translated phrase (translate in
reverse order).
• Discontinuous: this source phrase is not adjacent to the previously translated phrase (jump to somewhere else in the sentence and start translating).
To learn possible reorderings, this translation process can be simulated on the aligned training text from
which phrases are extracted. For each phrase pair, the model follows the alignment of the target word
immediately preceding the phrase (the word that would have been most recently translated when generating
a sentence left-to-right). Based on the position of the corresponding source word, one of the three patterns
is identified:
• Monotone: the source word occurs immediately before the phrase.
• Swap: the source word occurs immediately after the phrase.
• Discontinuous: the source word is not adjacent to the phrase.
The pattern is then added to the list of possible reordering that can be applied to the phrase pair. An implied
alignment before the first word of each sentence is used to anchor the first phrase.
Phrase-level reordering patterns allow the model to learn language-specific word order permutations.
Figure 2.4 shows the reordering patterns learned from one possible phrase segmentation of an example
sentence. Here the model learns that when translating from French to English, the monotone order of
prepositions and nouns is preserved in prepositional phrases while the order of some words within noun
phrases can be swapped.
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X −→ X 1 est ailleurs X 2 .



X 2 , X 1 lies elsewhere .

Figure 2.5: Visualization of a hierarchical phrase pair extracted from an aligned sentence pair. The linked
non-terminals in the resulting SCFG rule encode reordering between the source and target.

2.1.4

Hierarchical Phrase-Based Translation

While phrase-based models excel at translating series of short, self-contained phrases, longer sentences
pose significant challenges. Language phenomena such as long distance reordering and word agreement
require context beyond what can be easily captured by short phrases and simple reordering patterns. To
correctly translate long, complex sentences, phrase-based systems must make sequences of independent and
unintuitive translation and reordering decisions reminiscent of word-based models. As an alternative to
using a simple reordering model, the hierarchical phrase-based formalism (Chiang, 2007) enables phrases
to contain other phrases, allowing long distance context to be encapsulated in the same way as local context.
With these generalized phrases, larger portions of text can be grouped together and reordered within the
context of a single phrase pair. Given an aligned source-target sentence pair hF, E, Ai, hierarchical phrase
pairs can be extracted as follows. First, identify initial phrase pairs that meet the criteria in Equation 2.1.
Next, identify phrases that contain other phrases and replace the source and target words covered by each
sub-phrase with a special indexed symbol X i . These symbols indicate where other phrase pairs can be
plugged in. To keep the number of extracted rules manageable, the following additional constraints are
imposed: (1) phrases and sub-phrases must be tight, meaning that boundary words must be aligned, (2)
there must be at least one word between any two X i symbols in the source phrase, (3) there must be at least
one word in the source phrase, and (4) there may be at most two X i symbols in any phrase. An instance
of hierarchical phrase extraction is visualized in Figure 2.5. Note that this is just one of many hierarchical
phrase pairs could be extracted from the example sentence pair.
Under this model, phrase pairs can also be expressed as rules in a synchronous context-free grammar
(SCFG) where all source and target phrases are given the same label X. Formally, any translation rule
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F : Pourtant , la vérité est ailleurs selon moi .
G:
S −→ S 1 X 2
S −→ X 1





S1 X2

X2



X −→ X 1 est ailleurs X 2 . X 2 , X 1 lies elsewhere .

X −→ Pourtant , Yet

X −→ la vérité the truth

X −→ selon moi in my view

S

X

Pourtant ,

S

X

X

X est ailleurs X .

Yet

la vérité

selon moi



X , X lies elsewhere .

in my view

the truth
E0

F

S1

X

S1
=⇒
=⇒

S2 X3



X4 X3



S2 X3

=⇒

X4 X3

Pourtant , X 3
Yet X 3

=⇒

Pourtant , X 5 est ailleurs X 6 .

=⇒
=⇒



Yet X 6 , X 5 lies elsewhere .

Pourtant , la vérité est ailleurs X 6 . Yet X 6 , the truth lies elsewhere .

Pourtant , la vérité est ailleurs selon moi . Yet in my view , the truth lies elsewhere .

Figure 2.6: Example of translation as parsing with a synchronous context-free grammar. Top: F is a sample
source language sentence and G is a sample translation grammar. Center: visualization of the trees generated
from parsing F with G, also building a target hypothesis E 0 . Dotted lines indicate that non-terminals share
indices. Bottom: synchronous derivation of F and E 0 under G.
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extracted from data can be written:

X −→ f¯ ē

(2.2)

Here f¯ denotes a source-language phrase and ē denotes a target-language phrase. Phrases must contain
terminals (words) and may contain linked non-terminals X i (see example rule in Figure 2.5). The task of
translation is now equivalent to parsing the source sentence with the translation grammar, simultaneously
building up a target-language derivation and ultimate translation. To allow building full derivations, a single
goal non-terminal S is added to the translation grammar. To maintain the benefits of the phrase-based
approach (dividing input sentences into individually-translatable chunks), two glue rules are added that
string together series of phrases:

S −→ S 1 X 2
S1 X2
(2.3)

X2
S −→ X 1
Figure 2.6 shows an example of translation as parsing with a synchronous context-free grammar.
In addition to providing a powerful generalization of the phrase-based formalism, the hierarchical approach can be considered an unsupervised version of syntactic machine translation. In syntactic translation,
models learn correspondences between source and target language structure from bilingual text that has
been annotated with parse trees (sometimes called concrete syntax trees) on the source (Yamada and Knight,
2001; Liu et al., 2006), the target (Galley et al., 2004), or both (Lavie et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2009) sides.
This additional information allows syntactic models to learn SCFG rules by dividing source and target parse
trees into corresponding chunks based on word-level alignments, then translate new sentences by parsing
them with the resulting translation grammar. While the hierarchical model does not have access to parse
information, it can learn similar translation rules based solely on word alignments. The end result is a model
that incorporates strengths of syntactic approaches while retaining the flexibility of phrase-based translation.
In practice, the hierarchical model tends to outperform the simple phrase-based model on longer distance
reordering while sacrificing some reliability on short distance reordering. While the hierarchical model
possesses more powerful reordering capabilities, it must back off to using series of glue rules when the
input text does not match any hierarchical rules. In this case, it effectively operates as a phrase-based model
without the benefit of a reordering model. Depending on the reordering demands of a given language pair,
one model or the other may be preferable.

2.1.5

Generalized Phrase-Based Translation

Much of the material covered in the following sections can be applied to the more general class of statistical
translation models that includes both phrase-based and hierarchical formalisms. Unless otherwise specified,
model components and algorithms described are common to both approaches (traditional phrase-based with
a reordering model or hierarchical phrase-based without a reordering model). As such, we will use the
following general terms when describing these models:

• A translation rule (X → f¯ ē) refers to either a phrase pair (terminals only) under the phrase-based
formalism or a SCFG rule (terminals and possible non-terminals) under the hierarchical formalism.
• A translation grammar refers to a list of translation rules, phrase pairs under the phrase-based formalism or SCFG rules under the hierarchical formalism.
Both models use the translation grammar to build a derivation D that maps the source sentence to a newly
generated target sentence. In phrase-based translation, D is a list of X rules that map source phrases to target
phrases and the reordering patterns applied to those phrases on the target side (Figure 2.3). In hierarchical
translation, D is a standard SCFG derivation (Figure 2.6).
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2.2

Translation Model Parameterization

In the previous section, we introduced phrase-based translation models and described the process for extracting rules from bilingual text and using them to translate unseen sentences. The performance of these
models is highly dependent on the amount of training data available, with models for high-traffic language
pairs such as Spanish–English and Arabic–English typically being learned from millions of bilingual sentence pairs. Given the natural ambiguity of human language and the need to piece together translations from
such large numbers of sources to translate new content, current machine translation systems employ several
statistical models to predict the single most likely translation of a source sentence given all data the system
has seen previously. This amounts to scoring and ranking the often exponential number of possible translation candidates for a single sentence. This process is referred to as decoding and the programs that conduct
this process decoders. In this section, we describe decoding (inference) and the process of estimating the
prerequisite translation models from bilingual text (learning).

2.2.1

Linear Translation Models

The translation models described in §2.1 can predict exponentially many translations for each source sentence. The model needs a way to score each possible translation so that it can select the single most likely
candidate. The dominant approach, which we use throughout our work, is a translation model parametrization by Och and Ney (2002; 2003). A translation hypothesis consists of F , the input source-language
sentence, D, the derivation (collection of rules) that maps F to some target-language sentence E 0 , and E 0
itself, the translation we are ultimately interested in. We then introduce arbitrary feature functions hi ∈ H
into our model that assign real-number values to hypotheses. Further described in the following sections,
these functions typically measure how reliably F translates into E 0 or how well-formed of a sentence E 0 is
in the target language. For each hi , a corresponding weight wi ∈ W controls the relative contribution of the
feature to the final score, allowing the model to trust some features more than others. Setting these weights
(collectively called a weight vector) to maximize system performance is discussed in §2.3. By calculating
the inner product of feature scores and weights for a given translation, one obtains a final score that can be
compared against scores of other translations. Formally, the score of a translation hypothesis hF, E 0 , Di can
be written:
|H|
X
(2.4)
S(F, E 0 , D) =
wi hi (F, E 0 , D)
i=1

This leads to the translation decision rule to select Ê 0 , the target language sentence with the highest score
under the model:
|H|
X
0
(2.5)
Ê (F ) = arg max
wi hi (F, E 0 , D)
hE 0 ,Di

i=1

The decision rule, used directly by our model, is a straightforward formulation of hypothesis score as the
inner product of a feature score vector and a and feature weight vector. As observed by Clark (2015), when
a translation model uses only this decision rule with arbitrary feature functions and weights, the model is
linear rather than log-linear. The model is highly extensible and facilitates learning weights so as to directly
maximize translation quality on held-out data.

2.2.2

Rule-Local Features

To score translation hypotheses, we add real-valued local features hi to each rule in the translation grammar,
making it a weighted grammar. The global value of each feature function (used in Equations 2.4 and 2.5) is
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the sum of the local features used in the derivation:
X
hi (D) =

 
hi X → f¯ ē

X→f¯/ē∈D

(2.6)

By assuming rules have the same feature values independent of context, efficient inference is possible with
dynamic programming. While the scores hi (X → f¯/ē) assigned to each rule can be arbitrary, they generally
reflect how consistent a translation rule is with bilingual training data or provide other information about the
current derivation during model search.

Phrase Features: Given a rule X → f¯ ē, these features encode the empirical relative frequency of a
given source phrase f¯ being translated as a target phrase ē according to the bilingual training data. Here the
training data is the set of all rule instances extracted from all sentences in the training text. Counting rules
that share source, target, and both sides leads to the following statistics:
• C(f¯, ē): the count of times the rule with source f¯ and target ē is extracted.
• C(f¯): the count of times any rule with source f¯ is extracted with any target.
• C(ē): the count of times any rule with target ē is extracted with any source.
Given these statistics, two standard translation probabilities are calculated:
P (ē|f¯) =

C(f¯, ē)
C(f¯)

P (f¯|ē) =

C(f¯, ē)
C(ē)

(2.7)

Although feature scores are used in the context a linear model rather than a log-linear model, the log transformation typically yields better performance. As such, the log-transformed versions of these probabilities
are used as features in the model:
P(e|f) = log P (ē|f¯)

P(f|e) = log P (f¯|ē)

(2.8)

Lexical Features: Since individual words generally occur far more frequently than whole phrases, wordlevel translation scores can be effectively estimated from much larger data, leading to more reliable estimates. Adding these lexical scores to the linear translation model can be seen as smoothing
 the less stable
¯
phrase-based translation scores with word-based translation scores. Given a rule X → f ē, lexical features
encode the probability of the words e ∈ ē being individually mapped to the words f ∈ f¯. Here the training data is the set of all alignment links from all word alignments in the bilingual training text. Counting
instances of aligned words leads to the following statistics:
• C(f, e): the count of times source word f is aligned to target word e. When counting links, one-tomany alignments are accounted for by adding a fractional count of n1 for any instance where f or e is
aligned to n words instead of one.
• C(f ): the count of times source word f is aligned to one or more target words.
• C(e): the count of times target word e is aligned to one or more source words.
Word-level lexical probabilities are calculated:
P (e|f ) =

C(f, e)
C(f )

P (f |e) =
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C(f, e)
C(e)

(2.9)
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These scores are then used to calculate phrase-level lexical scores. When aligning words within phrases, we
use an approximation wherein each source word f ∈ f¯ is aligned to the target word e ∈ ē with the highest
word-level score. Formally, the two lexical scores are calculated:
Y
Y
arg max P (f |e)
lex(ē|f¯) =
arg max P (e|f )
lex(f¯|ē) =
(2.10)
e∈ē
f ∈f¯
f ∈f¯

e∈ē

As with phrase translation probabilities, log-transformed versions of these scores are used in the model:
Lex(e|f) = log lex(ē|f¯)

2.2.3

Lex(f|e) = log lex(f¯|ē)

(2.11)

Reordering Features (Phrase-Based Model)


When decoding with a standard phrase-based model, the derivation consists of the list of rules X → f¯ ē
applied, the order they are applied in, and the spans of source text they translate. This allows each applied
rule to be scored by a reordering model to determine how consistent the reordering operations used by the
decoder are with those observed in training text. The model encodes the relative frequency of each reordering pattern (described in §2.1.3) for each phrase pair extracted from the aligned training text. These features
measure the probability of the extracted phrase hf¯, ēi being monotone (M ), swap (S), or discontinuous (D)
with respect to the previous phrase1 :
M(f,e) = P (M |f¯, ē)

S(f,e) = P (S|f¯, ē)

D(f,e) = P (D|f¯, ē)

(2.12)

These scores can also be computed in the opposite direction, considering the next used phrase rather than
the previous. In this case, the same patterns are used, but the next translated word is considered rather than
the previous. Additionally, a single distance-based reordering feature is used to count the total reordering
distance |D| for each discontinuous phrase:
(
|D| hf¯, ēi is discontinuous
Dist(f,e) =
(2.13)
0
otherwise
Phrase-based models typically employ both forward and backward reordering probabilities as well as the
simple distance-based score, totalling 7 reordering features.

2.2.4

SCFG Features (Hierarchical Model)


When decoding with a hierarchical model, the derivation D is the list of SCFG rules X → f¯ ē applied.
Whereas the phrase-based model uses reordering features to reward likely phrase orderings, this model uses
a set of rule features to reward likely bilingual derivations. The following indicator features are used to
score each rule in D, returning 1 if the rule meets the criteria, otherwise 0:
• Arity0(f,e): this rule contains zero non-terminals X i .
• Arity1(f,e): this rule contains one non-terminal X i .
• Arity2(f,e): this rule contains two non-terminals X i .
• Glue(f,e): this rule is a glue rule. (Equation 2.3).
This allows the decoder to, for example, prefer translating phrases with rules that encode reordering patterns
rather than translating phrases separately and chaining them together with glue rules.
1

Here the use of M , S, and D is specific to this section, not to be confused with the start symbol S or derivation D used in other
sections.
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2.2.5

Monolingual Features

Language Model Features: In addition to feature scores assigned to SCFG rules that encode the likelihood
of source phrases translating into target phrases, a machine translation systems employs a language model
that assigns scores to the target language sentence E 0 = he1 ...e|E 0 | i. Language model scores reflect P (E 0 ),
the likelihood of sentence E 0 occurring given the monolingual training text. Linguistically, language models
can be seen as a measure of grammaticality and fluency, how well formed the translation hypothesis is in
the target language. Standard language models use an N -gram approximation where the probability of a
word ei is conditioned on the previous N -1 words, typically 3 or 4. Since the model matches E against
the training data, this approximation greatly reduces sparsity; entire sentences that the translation model
generates are unlikely to appear in training data, but short sequences of words are more likely. Formally, the
probability under an N -gram language model and the corresponding log-transformed feature in our system
are given:
|E 0 |

|E 0 |
0

PN (E ) =

Y
i=1

PN (ei |ei−1
1 )

=

Y

PN (ei |ei−1
i−N )

LM(E) = log PN (E 0 )

(2.14)

i=1

N -gram probabilities for language models use smoothed maximum likelihood estimates on the training data,
which consists of all N -gram instances that occur in the monolingual text. When an N -gram is not found,
rather than assigning zero probability, the model can “back off” to the probability for a shorter context,
starting with N -2, down to 0. If the current word is not in the vocabulary of the model, a single probability
for out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words is applied. To fine-tune the impact of OOV words, an additional countbased feature is added to track the number of OOV words in E 0 :
(
X 0 e in language model
OOV(E) =
(2.15)
1
otherwise
0
e∈E
As monolingual data is generally far more plentiful than bilingual data, language models are estimated from
orders of magnitude more data than translation models, making language model scores powerful discriminative features. It is important to note that translation (phrase and lexical) features and language model features
operate independently within the linear model, each weighing in on the quality of a translation hypothesis.
Hypotheses with higher P (E 0 |F ) frequently have higher P (E 0 ) but this is not always the case, especially
when translating out-of-domain text where bilingual and monolingual training data may be mismatched.
Source Out-of-Vocabulary Feature: While the language model counts the number of OOVs with respect
to the monolingual (language model training) text, a pass through feature counts the number of OOVs with
respect to the bilingual (translation grammar training) text. As the model cannot translate these words, they
must be “passed through” verbatim to the translation hypothesis. It is possible that some OOVs, such as
proper names, will be in the language model, so this count is maintained as a separate feature
(
0 f can be translated
PassThrough(F) =
1 otherwise
f ∈F
X

(2.16)

Word Count Feature: This feature is simply the number of words in the translation hypothesis E 0 . It
directly counterbalances the bias toward shorter sentences favored by the language model. Multiplying
language model probabilities for additional words continues to lower the final score, leading the language
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model to naturally prefer shorter sentences even when the individual N -grams receive low scores. A positively weighted word count feature can reward longer translations, leading to a better balance between
translation quality and length.
WordCount(E) = |E 0 |
(2.17)

2.2.6

On-Demand Grammar Extraction with Suffix Arrays

In phrase-based translation, grammar estimation is conducted in two stages. First, rule instances are extracted from the aligned training text. Second, the rule instances are combined and scored to produce a
single grammar that can translate any phrase extracted from the training text. However, this grammar discards any knowledge of the documents or sentences in which various phrases occurred in the training text,
relying only on rule-local context for translation. An alternative approach, termed example-based machine
translation, translates input sentences by matching individual phrases against occurrences in the training
text to recall how they were translated in similar context (Veale and Way, 1997; Brown, 1999; Carl, 1999;
Cicekli and Güvenir, 2000, inter-alia). One important requirement for EBMT is an efficient index of the
source text, such as a suffix array, that allows fast phrase lookups at runtime (Brown, 2004).
In an approach that adds the training text awareness of EBMT to phrase-based translation, CallisonBurch et al. (2005) and Lopez (2008a; 2008b) introduce an on-demand phrase-based model. Rather than
building a single large translation model, the aligned training text is indexed with a suffix array as in EBMT
(Manber and Myers, 1993). When an input sentence needs to be translated, a grammar extraction program
finds all possible decompositions of the source sentence into phrases and searches for these phrases in the
training text. This results in a list of all instances of each source phrase along with the target-language
phrases the source phrase is aligned to. This data can be used to score a sentence-level grammar that
translates the input sentence. Instead of using all occurrences of each source phrase in the data (potentially
millions for common phrases), a smaller sample can be used to estimate feature scores. Lopez (2008a)
finds that a sample size of 100 performs comparably to using the entire data. This allows for both the rapid
generation of grammars on an as-needed basis and the inclusion of a powerful suffix array-backed feature
set, discussed below.

2.2.7

Suffix Array Phrase Features

A source-side suffix array provides valuable information that can be used to estimate a more powerful set
of phrase features. For each source phrase f¯, the suffix array returns a sample S that consists of instances
¯
hf¯, ē0 i where ē0 is the target-language phrase that f¯ is aligned to in the given instance. In the case that
 f is
0
0
¯
unaligned, ē is empty and no rule can be instantiated. A single S is used to score all rules X → f ē that
can be instantiated over f¯ and ē0 . Feature scores are calculated using the following statistics:
• CS (f¯, ē): the count of instances in S where f¯ is aligned to ē. Also called the co-occurrence count,
the log-transformed version of this statistic can be used directly as a feature score:
Count(f,e) = log CS (f¯, ē)

(2.18)

• CS (f¯): the count of instances in S where f¯ is aligned to any target phrase.
• |S|: the total number of instances in S, equal to the number of occurrences of f¯ in the training data, up
to the sample size limit. The log-transformed version of this statistic can be used directly as a feature
score:
SampleCount(f) = log |S|
(2.19)
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In addition to the above statistics, a suffix array makes possible two singleton indicator features that return
a value of one if their conditions are met, otherwise zero. These features are used to count rare translations
where only one instance of f¯ or hf¯, ēi exist in the training data:
(
(
1 CS (f¯) = 1
1 CS (f¯, ē) = 1
Singleton(f) =
Singleton(f,e) =
(2.20)
0 otherwise
0 otherwise
Finally, the suffix array index of all instances of f¯ in the source side of the training data allows for the
calculation of a more powerful phrase translation score. Termed the coherent translation score, this variant
conditions on the frequency of f¯ in the data rather than frequency of f¯ being extracted as part of a phrase
pair. The formula and subsequent log-transformed feature function are given:
CS (f¯, ē)
coherent P (ē|f¯) =
|S|

CoherentP(e|f) = log coherent P (ē|f¯)

(2.21)

The use of |S| instead of CS (f¯) increases the value of the denominator in cases where the source phrase is
frequently unaligned, preventing rule extraction. This reduces the feature value of rules for which the source
side tends not to align well.

2.3

Translation System Optimization

One of the key advantages of the linear translation model discussed in §2.2.1 is the ability to add any
real-valued feature function and assign a weight to control its contribution to scoring hypotheses. This
theoretically allows any knowledge source to be adapted to provide information to a translation model,
relying on the optimizer to decide how useful it is. Learning ideal weights for these features is an important
problem. Translation system optimization is generally formulated as choosing the weight vector that, when
used with a fixed set of features, is most likely to result in good translations of future text. This is complicated
by (1) the lack of a clear definition of translation goodness, (2) large search spaces, and (3) the difficulty
many algorithms have with finding optimal weights for large numbers of often correlated feature functions.
To address the first point, automatic evaluation metrics are introduced that compare translation hypotheses
against pre-generated human translations and generate a similarity score (frequently called distance) in a
well-defined way. To address the second, newer optimization algorithms use different objective functions
intended to scale to much larger feature sets. In this section, we describe two popular translation system
optimization techniques and the metrics they use to score translations.

2.3.1

Batch Learning: Minimum Error Rate Training

One widely used method for learning feature weights is minimum error rate training (MERT) (Och, 2003),
which directly optimizes system performance on a given development data set (also called a tuning set).
The intuition here is that the system parameters that lead to the best translations for known data are likely to
lead to good translations for unknown data. Translation quality is measured by an automatic metric G that
returns a similarity score between a system’s output E 0 and a human reference translation E at the corpus
level. MERT searches for the weight vector Ŵ that leads the translation model to prefer the E 0 closest to
E, maximizing the metric score. Given a bilingual development corpus C that consists of sentence pairs
hF, Ei, MERT’s optimization function is given:


X
Ŵ = arg max
G Ê 0 (F ), E
(2.22)
W

hF,Ei∈C
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Using Equation 2.5, we expand the translation model’s decision rule Ê 0 (F ) to show the direct impact of
feature weights on translation selection and consequently score:

Ŵ = arg max
W

X
hF,Ei∈C

G arg max
hE 0 ,Di

|H|
X


wi hi (F, E 0 , D), E 

(2.23)

i=1

The search for Ŵ proceeds as an iterative line search. First, the translation system uses an initial set of
weights (uniform, random, or set based on some amount of prior knowledge) to translate the source sentences in C. Rather than producing the single most likely translation under the model, the system outputs
the K most likely translations, either as a list or packed into a lattice or hypergraph (Macherey et al., 2008).
Candidates in the K-best list are annotated with feature scores, allowing them to be re-scored with different
weight vectors. A weight vector W is scored by calculating the metric score for the single candidate in each
K-best list preferred by the model under W and aggregating the results. MERT then conducts a sequence
of individual searches, finding the best-scoring value for each weight w ∈ W while holding the values of all
other weights fixed. Once MERT has optimized the entire weight set, the system generates a set of K-best
lists with the new weight vector and aggregates them to lists from previous iterations. This allows the line
search to view increasingly large portions of the space of possible translations under the model. In addition
to searching from the best W in the previous iteration, MERT also searches several random weight vectors
in each iteration to reduce the chance of getting stuck in a local optimum. MERT concludes when no new
translations are discovered under the current weight vector W , selecting the final vector Ŵ that results in
the best known score given the visible space of translations.
While MERT is still the de facto optimization algorithm for translation systems, its design leads to a
few natural drawbacks. Only looking at the metric score of the top-best translation for each sentence in a
development set can lead MERT to prefer local optima that do not generalize well to other data sets; the
optimizer may select weights that are overly specific to C at the expensive of performance on other data,
overfitting the tuning set. Additionally, the line search method does not scale well to larger feature sets,
especially when features are correlated; searching one parameter at a time can miss complex interactions
between features. For sets of more than a few dozen features, line search actually becomes intractible.

2.3.2

Online Learning: Margin Infused Relaxed Algorithm

Batch learning proceeds as a series of iterations wherein the entire development corpus is translated and parameters are selected to maximize a corpus-level objective function. Alternatively, online learning involves
processing one training example at a time, that is translating a single sentence and making a slight parameter
update to prefer better-scoring translation hypotheses for that sentence. Beginning with a uniform weight
vector (all zeroes) and using an online learning algorithm to make several passes over the development
corpus, learning from one sentence at a time, a stable weight vector can be learned.
The most widely used online learning algorithm for optimizing translation systems is the margin infused relaxed algorithm (MIRA) (Crammer and Singer, 2003; Crammer et al., 2006b; Watanabe et al., 2007;
Chiang et al., 2008). Beginning with an input weight vector (typically uniform), MIRA makes a number
of passes over the development corpus processing one sentence at a time. For each sentence, the decoder
produces a list of the K best translation hypotheses E 0 , which are then scored against a reference translation
E using an automatic metric. From this list, two hypotheses are extracted. E + , termed “hope”, is a hypothesis with high model score and high metric score. E − , termed “fear”, is a hypothesis with high model
score but low metric score. The hE + , E − i pair represents two data points that the model should (but doesn’t
currently) assign substantially different scores to. MIRA updates the weight vector so that the model prefers
E + over the E − by a margin proportional to their metric score difference. The algorithm then proceeds to
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the next sentence. By processing many hope-fear pairs, MIRA gradually transforms the initial weight vector
into one that reliably prefers hypotheses with high metric scores over hypotheses with low metric scores.
Formally, a single MIRA update generates the next weight vector w0 ∈ W 0 using the current weight
vector w ∈ W , current source sentence F , its hope and fear hypotheses hE + , E − i, and their derivations
hD+ , D− i:
1
Ŵ 0 = arg min ||W 0 − W ||2 + Cξi
(2.24)
2
W0
subject to
|H|
X

wi0 hi (F, E + , D+ ) −

i=1

|H|
X

wi0 hi (F, E − , D− ) ≥ cost(E + , E − ) − ξi

(2.25)

i=1

Here cost is determined with respect to difference in automatic metric score, ξi is a slack variable added to
ensure E + and E − are separable, and C is a constant regularization parameter that controls how far weights
can be updated in a single step.
The above formulation of MIRA overcomes two significant weaknesses of MERT. First, it is capable of
handling feature sets that are very large (up to hundreds of thousands of features) and contain many highlycorrelated features. Second, it is significantly more stable, not relying on random search restarts to avoid
local optima. Perhaps the greatest advantage of MIRA is its ability to update weights on a sentence-bysentence basis, facilitating the rapid translation model adaptation that is growing in popularity as more users
interact directly with MT systems in real time.

2.3.3

Evaluation Metrics

Ideally, a translation’s quality (human or automatic) should be measured by its usefulness to humans, either
for information assimilation or as a starting point for post-editing. In practice, human evaluation is often
infeasible as evaluations need to be carried out rapidly and repeatedly. Automatic evaluation metrics simulate human judgments by comparing a translation hypothesis against a pre-existing reference translation
and return a numerical similarity score, generally between zero and one. The role of metrics in system
development is twofold. First, metrics are used to provide the thousands of individual evaluations required
in algorithms like MERT and MIRA. Second, metrics are used to score the output of optimized systems on
held out data to determine which system or system configuration performs best. This section describes three
metrics frequently used for optimization and evaluation: BLEU, TER, and Meteor.
BLEU: Based on the idea that good translations should contain words and phrases from references, the
bilingual evaluation understudy (BLEU) metric (Papineni et al., 2002) scores hypotheses according to surface form N -gram precision. For every n-gram length up to N , (N = 4 in the widely used BLEU4 variant),
an individual precision score Pn is calculated as the percentage of n-grams in the hypothesis also found
in the reference. Precision scores are combined using a geometric mean and scaled by a brevity penalty
intended to down-weight hypotheses that achieve good precision but are too short to achieve good recall.
The penalty (B) is based on the length of the translation hypothesis E 0 and reference E. The formula for
BLEU score is given:
0

B(E , E) =

if |E 0 | > |E|

(
1
e

1−|E|
|E 0 |

if |E 0 | ≤ |E|

N
X
1
BLEUN (E , E) = B × exp
log Pn
N
0

!
(2.26)

n=1

To account for translation variation, multiple reference translations can be used to score a single hypothesis.
N -grams from the hypothesis can match any reference, but the same N -gram cannot be matched more times
than it occurs in any one reference. The reference length closest to the hypothesis length is used to calculate
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the brevity penalty B. BLEU scores range from 0 to 1 and are often reported as percentages (e.g., 27.3
BLEU “points” for a score of 0.273).
While BLEU is still the dominant metric for optimization and evaluation, it is frequently criticized for
being insensitive to important translation differences. Callison-Burch et al. (2006) show that improvement
in BLEU score is neither necessary nor sufficient for improvement in translation quality as assessed by
humans. BLEU ignores linguistic phenomena such as synonymy and paraphrasing, penalizing translations
that use different vocabulary and phrasing to express the same meaning as reference translations. As N grams can be matched anywhere in a hypothesis, BLEU is also insensitive to non-local ordering, unable
to discriminate between globally coherent sentences and scrambled sentences. The end result is that many
diverse sentences in K-best lists appear identical to BLEU, leading to unreliable feedback for optimization
algorithms such as MERT.
TER: The translation edit rate (TER) metric (Snover et al., 2006) is based on the idea that good translations
should require minimal effort to correct. TER defines four basic operations that can be used to edit hypotheses: single word insertion, single word deletion, single word substitution, and block shift, wherein a contiguous span of words is moved as a single unit. TER is defined as the minimum number of equally-weighted
edit operations Cedit required to transform a translation hypothesis E 0 into a reference E, normalized by
the length of the reference. In the case of multiple references, TER is defined as the minimum edit distance
over all references, normalized by the average reference length. Formally:
TER(E 0 , E) =

Cedit (E 0 , E)
|E|

(2.27)

TER scores range from 0 to infinity, though in practice they are capped at 1. While much less widely used
than BLEU for optimization and evaluation, TER plays a key role as an approximation of human post-editing
effort, discussed in detail in §2.4.3. As TER is an error measure, lower scores are better.
Meteor: Engineered to address weaknesses of previous metrics, Meteor (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005; Lavie
and Denkowski, 2009) is based on the idea that good translations should align well to references, just as
source sentences align to equivalent target sentences. The Meteor aligner introduces flexible word matching
to account for translation variation. When evaluating a hypothesis E 0 against a reference E, Meteor creates
a word alignment based on exact (surface form), stem, and synonym matches. The total number of word
matches h in the hypothesis and reference are used to calculate precision and recall:
P=

h(E 0 )
|E 0 |

R=

h(E)
|E|

(2.28)

P and R are combined in a weighted harmonic mean that scores word choice:
Fα =

P ×R
α × P + (1 − α) × R

(2.29)

The number of chunks, (Ch) is calculated as the minimum number of contiguously aligned word spans the
alignment can be divided into. A fragmentation score (Frag) assesses word order and global coherence:
Frag =

Ch
h(E 0 )

(2.30)

A final sentence-level score is calculated:


Meteor(E 0 , E) = 1 − γ × Fragβ × Fα
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Three tunable parameters (α, β, and γ) allow adjusting the relative importance of precision, recall, and
reordering. Agarwal and Lavie (2008) tune these parameters to maximize correlation with human judgments
of translation quality, leading to greatly improved accuracy over BLEU and TER. Despite higher correlation
with human assessments, Meteor is typically not used to tune translation systems.

2.4

Human and Machine Translation

While automatic translation is sometimes sufficient for conveying information across language barriers,
many scenarios still require high quality human translation. Governments and international organizations
such as the United Nations require accurate translations of content dealing with complex geopolitical issues. Global businesses require polished localization that maintains consistency across dozens of languages.
Community-driven projects such as Wikipedia2 (Wikipedia, 2001) and TED3 (TED Conferences, 1984) rely
on volunteer translators to bring information and resources to diverse language communities. As the amount
of data requiring translation has continued to increase, the idea of using machine translation to improve
the speed of human translation has gained interest in both the MT and human translation communities. The
availability of reliable MT that can serve as a starting point for human translation can potentially save countless hours for both professional and volunteer translators worldwide. Venues such as the AMTA Workshops
on Post-Editing Technology and Practice (O’Brien et al., 2012; O’Brien et al., 2014) and Workshop on
Interactive and Adaptive Machine Translation (Casacuberta et al., 2014) showcase a variety of innovative
approaches to tighter integration of MT with human translation workflows and analyses of the impact of MT
on professional translation.
Professional translation projects typically follow the three stage process of translation, editing, and
proofreading to ensure high quality results. Most approaches to computer-aided translation (CAT) target
the first stage, using real-time MT systems to provide sentence-level translations for humans to post-edit.
This section first introduces the professional translation industry, then describes initial work that examines
the effects on translation quality and efficiency when traditional statistical MT systems are added to human
workflows.

2.4.1

The Professional Translation Industry

While community translation projects rely largely on the efforts of volunteer translators, the global translation industry is primarily driven by the needs of commercial enterprises and international organizations.
Companies want to extend their products and services to new markets in diverse countries and cultures.
Government and non-profit organizations need to publish information in many languages to maximize accessibility. The vast quantity of content that must be translated to meet these goals has led to the growth of
an extensive international language services industry. This industry consists of freelance translators, companies that provide commercial translation services, and vendors that produce globalization software. In a
report by Common Sense Advisory, Inc., the global market for outsourced translation services is estimated
to be US$37.19 billion in 2014 and rapidly growing (DePalma et al., 2014). As the demand for human
quality translation continues to exceed the capacity of the language services industry, there is a push to develop new technologies that better assist human translators, enabling them to work more efficiently. While
the demand for such technologies exists primarily in the commercial world, their development can lead to
similar improvements in community translation projects.
Translation Workflow: When a company or organization employs a language service provider (LSP) to
2
3

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Translate_us
www.ted.com/participate/translate
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Figure 2.7: The SDL Trados Studio 2014 translation editing environment
translate a source document into a given target language, the workflow typically follows the translation, editing, and proofreading process. First, a bilingual translator opens the source document using software such
as the popular SDL Trados Studio4 (Shown in Figure 2.7). The translator, often a domain expert, then reads
the full source document before beginning translation. Translation proceeds sentence by sentence, involving
not only producing grammatically correct, meaning preserving target sentences, but also maintaining correct
tone and text formatting. This is often done with the assistance of terminology dictionaries and style guides
provided by the client requesting the translation. When the first translator finishes, a second, often more
experienced translator edits the translation for grammatical correctness and adherence to terminology and
style guides. Finally, a senior translator proofreads the document, approving it for return to the client.
The amount of human labor required in this process, multiplied by the continuously growing amount
of content requiring commercial translation, has led the language services industry to incorporate technologies to automate various parts of the translation workflow. Workflow management software allows LSPs to
better distribute work among translators, including further outsourcing documents to freelance translators.
Translation editing software incorporates automatic suggestions from bilingual dictionaries and translation
memories (discussed in §2.4.2). Finally, companies and governments are increasingly looking toward machine translation to reduce the burden placed on human translators.

2.4.2

Machine Translation Post-Editing in Human Workflows

Human translators typically employ translation memory (TM) systems that archive previously translated
sentences in the same domain. TM systems use “fuzzy matching” algorithms based on edit distance to locate
4

http://www.sdl.com/products/sdl-trados-studio/
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translations of sentences similar to the source sentence being translated. If a sufficiently similar sentence
is found, the translation is suggested. While the translation may not be accurate for the current sentence, it
is guaranteed to be a human-quality translation. In contrast, MT systems always produce suggestions for
every sentence, but make no quality guarantees. He et al. (2010) conduct a user study that integrates machine
translation into a TM system used by human translators. For each sentence, translators are presented with
both a human translation from the TM and a MT hypothesis and asked to select the translation that was
most suitable for post-editing. The authors find that both TM and MT outputs are selected regularly and in
some cases, translators are unable to tell the difference. This result shows promise for the idea of using MT
systems to improve TM coverage.
Several organizations have conducted evaluations on the productivity benefits of adding MT to their
translation editing workflows. Zhechev (2012) describes experiments comparing post-editing to translating
from scratch when localizing Autodesk5 software. Post-editing significantly improves translation efficiency
in several language directions. Poulis and Kolovratnik (2012) describe experiments for the European Parliament that add machine translation to existing tools such as translation memories and bilingual dictionaries.
Results are mixed, with MT yielding improved results for some language directions. Tatsumi (2010) conducts a large scale study of MT post-editing in real-world scenarios with professional Japanese translators.
Results show that suggestions from a MT system tend to require the same amount of post-editing as “good”
matches (above 75% similarity) from a TM when translating in the information technology domain. For
TM matches, editors mostly edit lexical items while for MT output, editors mostly fix grammatical errors.
Finally, Tatsumi et al. (2012) examine the effectiveness of “crowd-sourcing” post-editing (employing nonexperts over the Internet). The authors find that when given MT output, larger pools of non-experts can
frequently produce “good enough” translations at least as quickly as experts, often for little or no cost to
community projects such as localizing websites. Additional studies by Guerberof (2009), Carl et al. (Carl
et al., 2011), and Koehn (Koehn, 2012) all find that translators are both more productive and accurate when
post-editing MT output than when translating from scratch.
These recent post-editing studies form an overwhelming consensus: while there is still much room
for improvement, the introduction of machine translation tends to improve human translation efficiency
and quality. Even in post-editing scenarios where assistive technologies such as bilingual dictionaries and
translation memories are already present, the addition of MT consistently leads to quantifiable gains. A
survey conducted by Common Sense Advisory, Inc. shows that as of 2013, a growing number of businesses
are using MT post-diting to both speed up the translation of material that would be localized anyway and
enable the translation of new content that was previously not feasible to localize (DePalma and Sargent,
2013).

2.4.3

Analysis of Post-Editing

Measuring the effect of machine translation post-editing on translator productivity requires the ability to
quantify the amount of work a human must do to edit a translation. In an application popularized by the
DARPA Global Autonomous Language Exploitation (GALE) project (Olive et al., 2011), MT post-editing
effort can be estimated using a semi-automatic evaluation metric. In human-targeted translation edit rate
(HTER) (Snover et al., 2006), a human minimally edits a translation hypothesis such that it is grammatical and meaning-equivalent with a reference translation. The TER metric is then used to approximate the
number of atomic operations required to post-edit the sentence. In this case, the human editor does not need
to be bilingual. HTER can be used either as a MT evaluation metric, representing the minimum distance
between a system’s output and any possible translation, or as an approximation for the amount of human effort required for post-editing. Tasks such as the 2012 NAACL Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation
5
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Quality Estimation task use HTER in this way (Callison-Burch et al., 2012).
Other methods for quantifying post-editing effort include work by Koponen et al. (2012) that shows
longer post-editing times to be correlated with certain types of errors that translators rate as more difficult
to correct. Lacruz et al. (2012) connect longer pauses in post-editing activity to more challenging edits;
translators need to spend more time mentally processing difficult cases before mechanically editing the
translation. Subsequent work shows a correlation between the total number of pauses taken during postediting and the cognitive load placed on translators as determined by examination of keystroke logs (Lacruz
and Shreve, 2014b). Blain et al. (2011) take a more qualitative approach to understanding post-editing
by introducing a measure based on post-editing actions. Edits are grouped into linguistically interpretable
actions such as NP structure change, verb agreement correction, and multi-word expression correction.
A common theme that emerges from this recent work is that while quantifying post-editing effort is an
important component of evaluating human and machine translation workflows, it is a difficult problem that
remains only partially solved.
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Chapter 3

Online Learning for Machine Translation
When a machine translation system outputs hypotheses for human post-editing, every translation error costs
time to correct. Ideally, a translation system should be able to learn from correction and avoid making the
same mistakes repeatedly. Every time a human translator corrects a machine translation hypothesis, a new
bilingual sentence pair is produced. However, the standard translation models described in Chapter 2 are not
designed to incorporate this feedback. These models use the batch learning paradigm, wherein all training
data is used to estimate a model (translation system) and the model is then use to make predictions (translation of new input sentences). Incorporating new data into the model requires pooling it with initial training
data, rerunning word alignment, and estimating new translation models. As this process is computationally
expensive, it is typically weeks, months, or longer between system re-trainings. This leads to post-editors’
spending their time correcting the same translation errors repeatedly.
Alternatively, the task of machine translation for post-editing can be cast as an online learning task.
In the online learning paradigm, a task proceeds as a series of trials. Each trial consists of the following
three stages: (1) the model makes a prediction, (2) the model receives the “true” answer, and (3) the model
updates its parameters. Post-editing workflows fit naturally into this paradigm. In the prediction stage, the
translation system produces an initial hypothesis. A human post-editor then edits the hypothesis to produce
the “true” or “gold standard” translation. Finally, the system uses the new source-target sentence pair to
update the translation model. While the process of post-editing naturally produces the bilingual sentence
pairs in step 2, traditional translation models are not equipped to incorporate this data. In this chapter,
we describe three extensions to traditional translation systems. We begin by presenting an online method
for translation grammar estimation that immediately incorporates new training instances (§3.2). We then
discuss running an online optimizer during decoding to keep feature weights synchronized with the online
grammar (§3.3). We finally describe an extended feature set that allows the online translation model to better
leverage post-editing data (§3.4). Combining these individual components results in a highly adaptive MT
system that immediately learns from human feedback and can avoid making the same mistakes repeatedly.

3.1

Related Work

Rapidly updating machine translation systems based on user feedback is an idea that predates phrase-based
MT. NISHIDA et al. (1988) use post-editing data to correct errors in a transfer-based MT system. This
system operates by parsing source sentences and performing a series of lexical (word-based) and syntactic (structural) transformations that ultimately produce target language sentences. By running post-edited
output through a reverse (target to source) translation system, the authors aim to identify and correct transfer components that produce errors. Brown (1996) describes an example-based MT system that supports
incremental model updates. This system, which can be seen as a precursor to on-demand phrase-based
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translation models, indexes the bilingual training text rather than pre-computing a translation grammar. At
runtime, spans of input text are matched against contextually similar occurrences in the training text and
translated accordingly. New bilingual sentences, such as those created by post-editing, can be added to the
indexed training text at runtime.
More recent work has focused on adapting statistical phrase-based MT systems to immediately leverage
new data. Approaches generally fall into the categories of adding new data to translation grammars and
using incremental data to adjust feature weights. In the first case, Nepveu et al. (2004) use cache-based
grammars and language models that incorporate incrementally translated data from the current document
in a computer-aided translation scenario. Bertoldi et al. (2013) show that similar cache-based models lead
to improvements in translator productivity when post-editing with an adaptive MT system. Ortiz-Martı́nez
et al. (2010) describe a method for handling new bilingual sentence pairs generated during translation. In
addition to feature scores, sufficient statistics are kept for phrase pairs in the translation grammar. When a
new sentence pair is available, it is aligned with an iterative word alignment model and new phrase instances
are extracted. These instances are used to add new rules to the grammar and update the appropriate sufficient
statistics that are in turn used to recompute feature scores. Hardt and Elming (2010) demonstrate the effectiveness of maintaining a distinction between background data (the initial data used to build systems) and
post-edit data in an online translation system. The authors also show the feasibility of using pre-existing human reference translations to conduct simulated post-editing experiments, proceeding as follows. A system
with both a standard and post-edit-specific grammar translates sentences in a data set. After each sentence is
translated, it is aligned to a reference translation as a substitute for post-editing and phrases extracted from
the new sentence pair are added to the post-edit-specific grammar similarly to Ortiz-Martı́nez et al. (2010).
While not expressly targeting the application of post-editing, Levenberg et al. (2010) describe a method for
incorporating new bilingual data into on-demand grammar extraction as it is available. Introducing a version
of the suffix array data structure that can be dynamically updated, the authors are able to add to the data pool
from which sentence-level translation grammars are sampled. Sanchis-Trilles (2012) proposes a strategy for
online language model adaptation wherein several smaller domain-specific models are built and their scores
interpolated for each sentence translated. Interpolation weights depend on the domain of the sentence being
translated, allowing the decoder to trust more relevant monolingual data for each sentence.
Focusing on incrementally updating feature weights with post-editing data, Martı́nez-Gómez et al.
(2012) and López-Salcedo et al. (2012) show improvement under some conditions when using techniques
including passive-aggressive algorithms, perceptron, and discriminative ridge regression to adapt weights
for MT systems initially tuned using MERT. This work also uses reference translations to simulate postediting. Saluja et al. (2012) introduce a support vector machine-based algorithm capable of learning from
binary-labeled examples. This learning algorithm is used to incrementally adjust feature weights given user
feedback on whether a translation is “good” or “bad”. As with other online learning algorithms, this strategy
can be used during both optimization and decoding.
In a different approach to adaptive MT, Simard and Foster (2013) present a post-editing pipeline wherein
a second stage automatic post-editor (APE) system learns to replicate the corrections made to initial MT
output by human translators. As incremental data accumulates, the APE (itself a statistical phrase-based
system) attempts to “correct” the MT output before it is shown to humans.

3.2

Online Translation Grammar Adaptation

In this section, we introduce an online version of a rich hierarchical phrase-based translation model that immediately incorporates human feedback by learning new translation rules from post-edited output (Denkowski
et al., 2014a). This model is a straightforward extension of the suffix array-backed on-demand model described in §2.2.6 (Lopez, 2008a). Our model offers three key advantages over previous work on online
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Feature
CoherentP(e|f)

SampleCount(f)
Count(f,e)
Singleton(f)
Singleton(f,e)
PostEditSupport(f,e)

On-Demand


CS (f¯, ē)
log
|S|

Online

log

log (|S| + |L|)

log (|S|)
log CS (f¯, ē)


CS (f¯, ē) + CL (f¯, ē)
|S| + |L|



log CS (f¯, ē) + CL (f¯, ē)



CS (f¯) = 1

CS (f¯) + CL (f¯) = 1

CS (f¯, ē) = 1

CS (f¯, ē) + CL (f¯, ē) = 1

0

CL (f¯, ē) > 0

Table 3.1: Phrase feature definitions for on-demand and online translation models.

translation models. First, by moving from a traditional phrase-based model to a hierarchical model, rules
learned from post-edited data can encode non-local reordering in addition to new translation choices. Second, our model maintains all sufficient statistics required to use the powerful suffix array-backed features
described in §2.2.6. These features are shown by Lopez (2008b) to significantly outperform the standard
feature set used in prior models. Third, by using existing bilingual text to simulated post-editing, we can
learn appropriate weights for our online feature set using standard optimization algorithms such as minimum
error rate training.

3.2.1

Grammar Extraction

The starting point for our model is the on-demand translation model described in §2.2.6 (Lopez, 2008a;
Lopez, 2008b). Rather than using all bilingual training data to build a single, large translation grammar,
this approach uses a suffix array to index the data so that grammars can be estimated as needed. When a
new sentence needs to be translated, the suffix array is used to rapidly build and score a sentence-specific
grammar. Rules in on-demand grammars are generated using a sample S for each source phrase f¯ in the
input sentence. The sample, containing phrase pairs hf¯, ēi, is used to calculate the following statistics:
• CS (f¯, ē): count of instances in S where f¯ aligns to ē (phrase co-occurrence count).
• CS (f¯): count of instances in S where f¯ aligns to any target phrase.
• |S|: total number of instances in S, equal to number of occurrences of f¯ in training data, up to the
sample size limit.1

These statistics are used to instantiate translation rules X→f¯ ē and calculate scores for the phrase feature
set shown in the “on-demand” column of Table 3.1, including the powerful coherent translation score.
1

In practice, a maximum sample size of 300 is used, as this is the point where performance typically levels off. The limit is
frequently enforced for short, common phrases that appear up to millions of times in the training data. Rarer phrases may only
occur once or a few times in the training data and thus in S.
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Although grammars are not sampled until needed, the suffix array is pre-indexed and does not facilitate
adding new data.
To accommodate new bilingual data from post-editing, our system maintains a dynamic lookup table for
incremental data in addition to the static suffix array for background data. As this lookup table handles a
relatively small amount of data compared to the suffix array, it can be implemented with simple data structures such as hash tables.2 When a human translator edits a MT hypothesis, the sentence pair resulting from
the input sentence and post-edited translation is word-aligned with the same model used for the initial data.
This process (often called forced alignment) is the only approximation our grammar extraction algorithm
makes with respect to the original.3 Aligned phrase pairs are then stored in the lookup table and phrase
occurrences are counted on the source side. When a new grammar is extracted, our model uses all training
instances extracted from previously post-edited sentences to learn translation rules. The suffix array sample
S for each f¯ is accompanied by an exhaustive lookup L from the lookup table. Statistics matching those
from S are calculated from L:
• CL (f¯, ē): count of instances in L where f¯ aligns to ē.
• CL (f¯): count of instances in L where f¯ aligns to any target phrase.
• |L|: total number of instances of f in post-editing data (no size limit).
Combined statistics from S and L are used to calculate the “online” feature set defined in Table 3.1. An
additional indicator feature PostEditSupport(f,e) marks rules that are consistent with post-editor
feedback. As this model is hierarchical, phrase pairs in L can contain other phrase pairs, allowing the model
to learn new non-local language phenomena from post-editor feedback.
Like work by Levenberg et al. (2010), this learning process can be seen as influencing the distribution
from which on-demand grammars are sampled over time. The resulting translation grammars are identical
(subject to word alignments and sampling strategy) to the infeasible process of adding each instance to the
initial training data, re-aligning, and recompiling the suffix array after every sentence is translated. Our
model has the added advantage of tracking which data comes from post-edited data. As this data is likely to
be highly relevant to subsequent input sentences, we require all relevant phrase pairs from the lookup table
to be included when sampling new grammars. This can be seen as biasing the statistical model to prefer data
that is more likely to yield relevant translation rules. Additionally, the PostEditSupport(f,e) feature
allows an optimizer to learn an additional weight for all rules that are consistent with human feedback.
In addition to marking new rules, this feature facilitates disambiguation of existing rules. For example, if
a source phrase has 10 possible translations with similar scores and only one is acceptable in the current
context, the model will struggle to select the correct choice. However, if that choice is marked as supported
by editor feedback and the model has learned to trust this feature, it has a greater chance of producing a
correct translation.

3.2.2

Grammar Extraction Evaluation

We evaluate our online grammar extraction algorithm in all simulated post-editing scenarios outlined in
§1.4, translating a mixture of language directions and domains that cover a broad range of difficulty levels.
2
Our implementation pre-computes all sufficient statistics from each aligned sentence pair and stores them in a series of phraseindexed hash tables. This structure allows fast lookups and aggregation at the expense of less compact storage, which is not an
issue when indexing hundreds or thousands of sentences versus millions. Our later implementation using multiple phrase tables
also stores incremental data in a suffix array for more efficient scaling.
3
In standard unsupervised word alignment, the aligner typically makes multiple passes over the corpus, first aligning the entire
corpus with the current set of parameters, then updating parameters based on the alignments. This process converges on both a set
of alignments and a set of model parameters. In forced alignment, the model makes a single alignment pass over the data using
existing parameters and makes no parameter updates.
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Baseline (MERT)
Baseline (MIRA)
Online (MIRA)

Baseline (MERT)
Baseline (MIRA)
Online (MIRA)

Spanish–English
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
29.3
31.8
33.3
28.7
31.6
33.0
29.0
32.3
34.1
Arabic–English
MT08
MT09
TED1
21.6
25.7
10.4
21.4
25.7
10.4
21.4
26.0
11.2

TED2
30.2
30.1
31.2
TED2
10.3
10.4
11.4

English–Spanish
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
30.3
30.2
27.7
30.3
30.4
27.9
30.5
30.5
28.6
English–Arabic
MT08
MT09
TED1
18.9
23.6
7.6
18.1
23.2
6.7
18.6
24.0
7.7

TED2
26.6
27.1
28.2
TED2
8.2
7.1
8.0

Table 3.2: BLEU scores for simulated post-editing experiments using static and online translation grammars.
Reported scores are averages over three optimizer runs. Italics indicate scores on development (tuning)
sets while bold numbers indicate highest scores on held-out test sets. All online results show statistically
significant improvement over MIRA baselines on evaluation sets (p < 0.05 in approximate randomization).

Spanish–English
Arabic–English

News
New Supp
15% 19%
9% 12%

TED Talks
New Supp
14% 18%
23% 28%

English–Spanish
English–Arabic

News
New Supp
12% 16%
5%
8%

TED Talks
New Supp
9% 13%
17% 20%

Table 3.3: Percentages of new rules and post-edit supported rules (both old and new rules for which the
PostEditSupport(f,e) feature fires) in online grammars by domain.
We begin with two static baseline systems that use the on-demand translation model. The MERT-tuned
system serves as a strong “best practice” baseline that generally yields translations with high BLEU scores.
The MIRA-tuned system serves as an online learning baseline that, while slightly behind the MERT system
in some cases, is more directly comparable to our adaptive MT systems. Our experimental system uses the
online translation model and is optimized using MIRA with simulated post-editing as described in §1.4.2 to
learn reliable feature weights. Experiments are conducted using the cdec decoder (Dyer et al., 2010).
Shown in Table 3.2, our online approach yields significant improvement over the MIRA baseline in
all cases and over the MERT baseline in nearly all cases. Gains are larger for TED talks where translator
feedback can bridge the gap between domains. Table 3.3 shows the aggregate percentages of rules in online
grammars that are entirely new (extracted from post-edit instances only) or post-edit supported (superset
of new rules). While percentages vary by language and data set, the overall trend is a combination of
learning new vocabulary and reordering and disambiguating existing translation choices. On average, online
grammar extraction requires 10% additional CPU time per grammar and negligible memory, keeping realtime learning and translation viable for live post-editing scenarios.

3.3

Online Parameter Optimization

MT systems are traditionally optimized in batch mode at the corpus level. Optimization begins with a fixed
translation model and an initial set of feature weights. These weights are either uniform or pre-set to encode
common wisdom about which features tend to get higher or lower weights. For a given development corpus
of bilingual source-target sentences, the MT system uses the model and initial weights to produce a list of
the most likely hypotheses for each source sentence. An optimizer such as minimum error rate training
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(Och, 2003) is then used to select a new set of feature weights that prefers better scoring hypotheses from
each list. For MERT, “better scoring” simply means higher metric score, most often BLEU. Once a new
set of feature weights is chosen, the MT system re-translates the development corpus using the new weights
and the process continues. Once a stopping point is reached (either completing an iteration that produces
no previously unseen hypotheses or reaching a fixed limit on the number of iterations), the current set of
feature weights is used as the system’s final weight vector. The MT system then uses the static translation
model and weight vector to translate new input data until the system is retrained.
In our work, we use the margin-infused relaxed algorithm described in §2.3.2 (Crammer et al., 2006a;
Chiang et al., 2008; Eidelman, 2012), an online learning algorithm that makes an adjustment to the weight
vector after each sentence in the development corpus is translated. However, the confines of batch MT
system development require this algorithm to be run in batch mode, similar to MERT. Beginning with a
uniform weight vector, MIRA makes a fixed number of passes over the development corpus. In each pass,
each sentence is translated and a parameter update is made. The final weight vector from each pass is used
as the initial vector for the next pass. The weight vector at the end of the last pass is used as the final static
weight vector for the system. Under these conditions, MERT and MIRA are interchangeable in system
building pipelines.
When applied to simulated post-editing, batch optimization can be useful, but is still limiting. Our simulated post-editing optimization (with either MERT or MIRA) proceeds as follows. Prior to optimization, one
set of grammars is extracted, one per sentence in the development corpus. After each grammar is extracted,
the source sentence is aligned to the reference translation, forming a simulated post-editing data point, and
incorporated into the model. As all post-edit information is pre-encoded in the grammars and reference
translations, any batch optimizer can be run normally, learning a weight for each feature. Learning a single
weight for a feature that becomes more powerful as more sentences are translated limits the effectiveness
of standard linear translation models, though our experiments in §3.2 show that an optimizer is capable of
finding weights that lead to significant improvement in translation quality. These weights can be seen as
an average of a feature’s effectiveness over time. For the first sentence of a document, grammar rules and
feature scores are identical to the static model’s. As more sentences are translated, new rules are learned and
feature scores are more accurate for the current context.
To address the limitations of batch learning and better fit the post-editing paradigm, we continue running
the MIRA optimizer as new input sentences are translated. For each document to be translated, we begin with
the set of feature weights resulting from MIRA with simulated post-editing. As each sentence is translated
and post-edited (or simulated with a reference translating), MIRA makes an update to the weight vector
just as in optimization. This is formally equivalent to treating decoding as an additional optimization pass
over additional data. Running MIRA during decoding allows the feature weights as well as the translation
grammar to be up to date with all available post-editing data when each sentence is translated. In the only
departure from optimization, we increase regularization strength during decoding to prefer smaller weight
updates.4 Whereas during optimization, large updates are required to move from uniform weights to final
tuned weights, during decoding, small adjustments allow feature weights to keep pace with incremental
changes in the translation grammar while remaining relatively stable. While we use MIRA in our work,
any online learning algorithm can be substituted just as different batch optimizers can be plugged into the
standard MT system tuning step.

3.3.1

Parameter Optimization Evaluation

We evaluate online parameter optimization in all simulated post-editing scenarios outlined in §1.4. We begin by considering the best performing static baseline system (optimized with either MERT or MIRA) for
4

In our experiments, we use a maximum step size of C = 0.01 during tuning and C = 0.001 during decoding.
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Best Baseline
Grammar
Weights
Both

Best Baseline
Grammar
Weights
Both

Spanish–English
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
29.3
31.8
33.3
29.0
32.3
34.1
29.0
31.6
33.4
29.5
32.4
35.0
Arabic–English
MT08
MT09
TED1
21.6
25.7
10.4
21.4
26.0
11.2
21.4
25.9
11.5
21.8
26.1
11.5

TED2
30.2
31.2
30.4
31.6
TED2
10.3
11.4
10.6
12.0

English–Spanish
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
30.3
30.4
27.9
30.5
30.5
28.6
30.4
30.4
28.3
30.7
30.6
29.3
English–Arabic
MT08
MT09
TED1
18.9
23.6
7.6
18.6
24.0
7.7
18.4
23.8
7.7
18.7
24.2
8.2

TED2
27.1
28.2
27.1
28.4
TED2
8.2
8.0
8.6
9.1

Table 3.4: BLEU scores for simulated post-editing experiments comparing online grammar extraction and
parameter updates against static baselines. Reported scores are averages over three optimizer runs. Italics
indicate scores on development (tuning) sets while bold numbers indicate highest scores on held-out test
sets. All results for fully adaptive systems (Both) show statistically significant improvement over baselines
on evaluation sets (p < 0.05 in approximate randomization).

each language direction. We then compare online weight updates during decoding to online grammar extraction as described in the previous section. Finally, we combine online grammar extraction and parameter
updates to form a fully adaptive MT system. All online systems are optimized with simulated post-editing.
Experiments are conducted using the cdec decoder (Dyer et al., 2010).
Shown in Table 3.4, only making online parameter updates tends to under-perform grammar updates
and only marginally outperforms static baselines. However, combining grammar and weight updates leads
to a system that significantly outperforms the best baseline in all cases.5 In some cases, the effect of mixing
the two is super-additive, leading to improvement larger than the sum of improvements from the individual
techniques. While batch-optimized systems are limited to assigning a static weight to each feature, our fully
adaptive system uses sentence-specific weights to keep pace with sentence-specific grammars, unlocking
much more of the potential in post-editing data. Table 3.5 contains examples from our system’s output on
TED data that exemplify key improvements in translation quality.

3.4

Extended Post-Editing Feature Set

While simultaneously updating translation grammars and feature weights can significantly leverage postediting data, our original formulation is still limited by its use of the basic suffix array feature set. For
each feature (such as coherent translation probability or lexical score), all information from background and
post-editing data must be collapsed into a single score that is multiplied by a single weight. This leads to
two related problems. First, simply summing the sufficient statistics from samples of background and postediting data does not allow for weighing the contribution of one versus the other. When data is aggregated
in this way, it is implicitly weighted by size; 10 occurrences of a phrase pair in large background data
can dwarf a single occurrence in small post-editing data despite the known tendency of post-edited data
to be more relevant during document translation. Even if a rule appears consistently in post-editing data,
its score may be very low as it is unable to overcome the influence of background data. Second, different
5

Statistical significance testing is conducted using bootstrap resampling and approximate randomization over multiple optimizer
runs following Clark et al. (2011b).
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Baseline
Adaptive
Reference
Baseline
Adaptive
Reference
Baseline
Adaptive
Reference

and changing the definition of what the Zona Cero is .
and the changing definition of what the Ground Zero is .
and the changing definition of what Ground Zero is .
was that when we side by side comparisons with coal , timber
was that when we did side-by-side comparisons with wood charcoal ,
was when we did side-by-side comparisons with wood charcoal ,
There was a way – there was one –
There was a way – there had to be a way –
There was a way – there had to be a way –

Table 3.5: Translation examples from baseline and fully adaptive systems of Spanish TED talks into English.
Examples illustrate (from top to bottom) learning translations for new vocabulary items, selecting correct
translation candidates for the domain, and learning domain-appropriate phrasing.
features require different amounts of data to be estimated reliably. As words occur more frequently than
whole phrases, lexical scores stabilize with fewer training sentences than phrase translation probabilities.
As such, features may disagree on whether a rule is likely given the background and post-editing data. All
responsibility for resolving both of these problems is placed on the post-edit support feature. While this
features does typically receive a large positive weight, preferring rules consistent with post-editing, a single
score is insufficient for discriminating between rules that have different frequencies in the background and
incremental data and several (possibly disagreeing) feature scores.
We address these problems with an extended feature set that presents the decoder with more fine grained
information about the likelihood
 of translation rules in background and post-editing data. When scoring
¯
each translation rule X → f ē with a background suffix array sample S and dynamic post-editing lookup
L, we compute three instances of each basic suffix array feature h:
• hS∪L : the feature score computed on the union (aggregation) of background and post-editing data,
equivalent to the version of h in the online translation model
• hS : the feature score computed only on the background data, equivalent to the version of h in the
static baseline model
• hL : the feature score computed only on the post-editing data
Each feature is visible to the decoder and has an independent feature weight, effectively tripling the size of
the phrase feature set.6 This allows the translation system to weigh the contribution of background versus
post-editing data on a per-feature basis. In a linear translation model, this is formally equivalent to the
following process. For each rule, the weighted score for each feature w · h is computed as follows:
w · h = wS∪L · hS∪L + wS · hS + wL · hL

(3.1)

First, the score is initialized with the weighted value from the union of background and incremental data
(equivalent to the simple online grammar feature as described in §3.2). Next, the score is adjusted up or
down by the weighted score from the background data. Finally, the score is adjusted by the weighted score
from post-editing data. The score for each component is up to date with all incremental data for the current
sentence and the weight reflects the optimizer’s confidence in each data source at the current point in the
6

Multiplying a feature set by creating domain-specific copies is originally introduced by Daumé (2007). Clark (2015) successfully applies this approach to MT domain adaptation with static data. Our extension transforms the values of certain feature copies
over time using new data.
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document. By weighing both data sources and feature scores separately, the translation system can make
significantly more informed decisions about which translations are likely given the empirical reliability of
available data.
In a final extension, we replace the single post-edit support feature with two additional rule-level features
that are in turn computed three times as above:
WordCount(f,e) = |ē|

RuleCount(f,e) = 1

(3.2)

These features inform the decoder how many words and rules in the translation hypothesis originate from
the background and post-editing data. The rule count feature computed on only the post-editing data is
equivalent to the post-edit support feature. The rule count feature computed on background data becomes
a “background support” feature while the word counts serve as more fine-grained versions of these two
support features. This allows the decoder to make useful distinctions between which phrases are unique to
one data source or the other, a task not possible with a single support feature.

3.4.1

Extended Feature Set Evaluation

Whereas previous experiments are conducted with cdec (Dyer et al., 2010), our extended feature set is
implemented in the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007). This is primarily due to the recent availability of
an efficient implementation of dynamic suffix array-based translation grammars (Germann, 2014) and our
own implementation of decoding with multiple grammars. We implement our extended feature set as three
distinct suffix array grammars: one built on background data, one on post-editing data, and one on the union
of all data (the three conditions described above). At the beginning of each document, the union grammar is
identical to the background grammar and the post-editing grammar is empty. For each sentence, the decoder
is supplied with the union of rules from all grammars; any rule contained in any grammar appears in the rule
table with the scores from all grammars. If a rule is not present in one of the grammars, zeroes are supplied
for that portion of the feature set. This is formally equivalent to maintaining a single grammar containing
rules extracted from and scored by all data sources as described in Equation 3.1.
We evaluate our extended feature set in all simulated post-editing scenarios outlined in §1.4. We begin by
replicating the experiments in the previous sections using the Moses toolkit. Starting with the same bilingual
and monolingual training data as previous experiments, we build baseline suffix array systems. Rather than
evaluating multiple optimizers, we optimize all systems with the version of MIRA described by Cherry and
Foster (2012), which has been shown to match or outperform MERT in a wide range of scenarios. We then
reimplement the simple online system with incremental grammar updates and a post-edit support feature.
We compare the extended feature set to this system directly without updating feature weights at runtime.
We finally add runtime MIRA updates in the most sophisticated version of our adaptive MT system.
Shown in Table 3.6, all online systems outperform all baselines in all cases. Our extended feature set
frequently leads to significant gains over the simple online feature set, especially in out-of-domain scenarios.
Combining the extended feature set with runtime weight updates leads to the largest absolute scores and
relative gains over baselines in any of our experiments.

3.4.2

Analysis of Adaptation

In addition to reporting standard automatic metric scores at the corpus level, we conduct a deeper analysis
of the adaptation characteristics of our online systems. We begin by focusing on the latter half of each
evaluation set. For each set in our experimental setup, we score the second half of every MT output against
the second half of every reference translation and report the scores in Table 3.7. While it might be expected
that score differences are more dramatic in the second half of each set due to the larger amount of incremental
data available for model adaptation, the relative gains in each case are nearly identical to those measured on
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BLEU
Baseline
PE Support
Extended
+ Weights
Meteor
Baseline
PE Support
Extended
+ Weights
TER
Baseline
PE Support
Extended
+ Weights
BLEU
Baseline
PE Support
Extended
+ Weights
Meteor
Baseline
PE Support
Extended
+ Weights
TER
Baseline
PE Support
Extended
+ Weights

Spanish–English
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
29.3
31.6
34.0
30.1
32.1
35.7
30.7
32.4
36.2
30.9
33.0
36.1
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
34.1
35.2
35.2
∗
34.3
35.2
35.9
34.5
35.3
36.2
∗
34.4
35.1
36.2
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
51.7
50.0
44.0
51.2
49.5
43.0
50.6
49.2
42.5
50.2
48.5
42.8
Arabic–English
MT08
MT09
TED1
22.2
26.0
11.2
22.7
26.8
14.7
23.1
27.5
15.1
23.1
27.8
15.1
MT08
MT09
TED1
30.4
32.5
21.6
30.7
32.8
24.6
30.9
33.2
24.8
30.9
33.5
24.6
MT08
MT09
TED1
59.4
54.2
73.1
59.0
53.7
68.5
58.3
52.7
69.0
58.4
53.1
66.8

TED2
30.2
32.0
32.1
32.4
TED2
33.7
34.5
34.6
34.8
TED2
47.2
45.6
45.4
45.9
TED2
11.5
15.8
15.8
16.0
TED2
21.6
25.0
25.0
24.9
TED2
72.9
67.5
67.8
65.5

English–Spanish
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
30.5
30.9
27.0
31.4
31.7
28.4
31.6
31.7
28.8
31.6
31.7
29.8
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
56.1
56.5
55.1
56.7
56.9
56.3
56.8
56.9
56.6
56.8
57.0
56.7
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
52.2
51.0
53.8
51.5
50.5
52.4
51.3
50.5
52.0
50.6
50.4
48.8
English–Arabic
MT08
MT09
TED1
19.1
23.7
7.8
19.6
24.0
8.5
20.2
24.6
9.3
20.1
24.8
9.5
MT08
MT09
TED1
36.0
41.7
21.4
36.5
42.0
22.7
37.4
42.9
23.7
37.1
42.7
24.1
MT08
MT09
TED1
64.0
57.7
75.6
63.4
57.4
74.6
62.9
56.7
74.4
62.7
56.2
73.0

TED2
26.5
27.8
28.2
28.9
TED2
54.7
55.6
56.0
55.5
TED2
56.1
54.9
54.4
51.1
TED2
8.7
9.4
10.3
10.7
TED2
22.4
23.7
24.7
25.5
TED2
74.2
73.1
72.8
71.0

Table 3.6: Automatic metric scores for baseline systems, simple and extended online feature sets, and fully
adaptive systems with runtime weight updates. Reported scores are averages over three optimizer runs.
Italics indicate scores on development (tuning) sets while bold numbers indicate best scores on held-out test
sets. All adaptive systems (PE Support, Extended, and + Weights) show statistically significant improvement
over respective baselines (p < 0.05 in approximate randomization) unless marked with an asterisk.
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Baseline
PE Support
Extended
+ Weights

Baseline
PE Support
Extended
+ Weights

Spanish–English
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
34.2
38.7
32.0
35.3
39.1
34.4
36.0
39.3
34.7
36.3
39.9
34.5
Arabic–English
MT08
MT09
TED1
19.7
19.5
12.4
20.2
20.6
16.8
20.7
20.9
17.4
20.6
21.2
17.7

TED2
31.6
33.3
33.3
33.4
TED2
11.0
15.7
15.9
16.1

English–Spanish
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
37.1
37.7
27.8
38.0
38.7
29.3
38.4
38.6
29.8
38.3
38.6
30.6
English–Arabic
MT08
MT09
TED1
16.3
16.4
8.4
16.8
16.6
9.0
17.4
17.2
10.1
17.4
17.5
10.8

TED2
27.3
28.7
28.7
29.2
TED2
8.3
9.2
10.4
10.5

Table 3.7: BLEU scores for all systems on the latter half of each evaluation set. Reported scores are averages
over three optimizer runs. Italics indicate scores on development (tuning) sets while bold numbers indicate
highest scores on held-out test sets. All adaptive systems (PE Support, Extended, and + Weights) show
statistically significant improvement over respective baselines (p < 0.05 in approximate randomization)
unless marked with an asterisk.

the full sets. These results support the idea that our systems actually begin fitting the target document with
relatively little data and continue to yield significantly better translations throughout each document.
To explore the effect of adaptation at a more fine grained level, we use the BLEU and Meteor metrics
to compare individual sentences between static and adaptive systems (Papineni et al., 2002; Denkowski and
Lavie, 2011). Focusing on the Arabic-English TED talk domain where the differences between systems are
most pronounced (TED1), we select the mean-scoring translation run from the baseline and best-performing
adaptive system. Each MT output is scored with BLEU and Meteor at the sentence level and the differences are reported in Table 3.8 and Figure 3.1. Despite the fact that adaptive systems have access to more
in-domain data, updating the models yields a mix of improved and degraded sentences. While the sum of
improvements significantly outweighs the sum of degradations, some sentences are actually better translated
by the baseline system. This is not an unusual result in machine translation; making changes to large statistical models that perform a difficult language processing task rarely leads to uniform improvement. To
examine this mixed result, we inspect the translations showing the largest improvements and degradations
in this data set. Shown in Table 3.9, the first group of sentences shows significant improvement, capturing domain-specific phrasing and terminology. The second group shows only slight degradation, such as
dropping a single word. This is consistent with the explanation that learning from post-editing data does not
degrade the model but rather changes where errors arise. Large statistical MT systems produce some amount
of noise in the form of inserted or deleted words or incorrect translations. The errors introduced by online
learning are not new to the system, but rather manifested in a different (and smaller) subset of the evaluation
sentences. As such, this result can be seen as a reduction and redistribution of noise rather than degradation. Overall, the adaptive system leverages post-editing data to significantly improve translation quality
without any material degradation, following a pattern consistent with a generally additive improvement to a
statistical MT system.
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Baseline
Adaptive

BLEU
11.2
15.1

Meteor
20.4
23.3

Improved (+)
Degraded (-)

BLEU
1377
687

Meteor
1523
649

Table 3.8: Differences in BLEU and Meteor for baseline and adaptive systems at the corpus (left) and
sentence level (right).

BLEU Difference

1200

1000

1000

800

800
Sentences

Sentences

1200

600
400
200

Meteor Difference

600
400
200

0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
-1.0

0 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
-1.0

Figure 3.1: Histograms of score differences between baseline and adaptive systems on the Arabic–English
TED1 data set according to BLEU and Meteor.
Baseline
Adaptive (+)
Reference
Baseline
Adaptive (+)
Reference
Baseline
Adaptive (+)
Reference
Baseline
Adaptive (-)
Reference
Baseline
Adaptive (-)
Reference
Baseline
Adaptive (-)
Reference

An operation by non - sustainable .
It ’s not sustainable .
It ’s not sustainable .
thank you .
thank you very much .
thank you very much .
8,750 and AT - hours of energy per kg from gasoline , propane , Aw - 8,750 watt - hours of energy from every kilogram of propane or gasoline –
8,750 watt - hours of energy in every kilogram of propane or gasoline –
when you have a million horses ,
when are you million horses ,
when you have a million horses ,
There were two examples here .
There were examples here .
There were a couple of examples here .
to respond to changing circumstances ,
to respond to changing circumstances
to respond to changing conditions ,

Table 3.9: Translations showing the greatest improvement (top) and degradation (bottom). More sentences
in the Arabic–English TED1 data set show improvement than degradation and the magnitude of improvement is significantly larger than the magnitude of degradation.
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Chapter 4

Live Post-Editing Evaluation: Software and
Experiments
While translation model adaptation, optimization, and evaluation experiments can all be carried out with
simulated data, the ultimate goal of our work is to produce real time adaptive MT systems that can be used
by actual human translators. As such, the most important measure of efficacy for our systems is the ultimate impact on human productivity in live translation scenarios. Measuring human productivity requires
conducting live post-editing experiments, which in turn require an interface between translators and our
MT systems. To address this need, we have developed a lightweight web-based translation editing environment called TransCenter (a shortened form of “Translation Center”) in which users translate documents
by post-editing translations served by our adaptive systems. As translators work, TransCenter continues to
provide translations for new sentences while relaying already post-edited translations back to the MT system
for real time adaptation. Additionally, TransCenter records all user activity for detailed analysis. Pairing
TransCenter with our MT systems forms an end-to-end translation and post-editing pipeline that is used to
evaluate the adaptive systems described in Chapter 3.
We first describe our TransCenter software (§4.2) then the results of a live post-editing experiment
(§4.3). In addition to evaluating the effectiveness of our systems for post-editing, collecting actual user
data facilitates a deeper statistical analysis of translation post-editing. We use the collected data to conduct
an in-depth analysis of various measures of editing effort and use that information to better optimize our
adaptive systems. This work is described in Chapter 5

4.1

Related Work

Software frameworks that bring various assistive technologies into human translation workflows are typically referred to as computer-aided translation (CAT) tools. In general, CAT tools aim to pair technologies
such as translation memories and MT with rich text editing that supports widely used file types such as
Microsoft Word documents and HTML web pages. The most widely used CAT tool is the commercially
developed SDL Trados software suite1 that provides support for translation memories, terminology dictionaries, and plug-ins for machine translation engines. As shown in Figure 4.1, the Trados interface is built
around a two column design (source on the left, target on the right) that has become a standard among CAT
tools. Options for other tools such as terminology lookups are organized around the edges of the editing
environment. Trados runs on desktop computers and is currently limited to Microsoft Windows.
Recently, the natural language processing research community has developed several open source CAT
1

http://www.trados.com/en/
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Figure 4.1: Screenshot of SDL Trados Studio 2014 showing the widely used two column translation editing
interface
tools. Two of the largest efforts in this area are the CASMACAT2 and MateCat3 projects. CASMACAT
(Cognitive Analysis and Statistical Methods for Advanced Computer Aided Translation) aims to develop a
full-featured open source translator’s workbench environment that can be accessed via the web or installed
locally (Ortiz-Martı́nez et al., 2012). Using the common two column format, this workbench focuses specifically on integrating MT into a professional quality translation environment. As the user translates each
sentence, an underlying MT system can incrementally suggest the next word or phrase, or translate the remainder of the sentence for the user to post-edit (Alabau et al., 2013). This project also focuses on deeper
cognitive analysis of translation editing. Completed work includes experiments showing that a simple,
streamlined user interface facilitates faster editing than a complex interface that offers more options (Alabau
et al., 2012). The MateCat project also focuses on developing an enterprise grade web-based translation
workbench. With an emphasis on machine translation integration and project management, the MateCat
tool provides both translations from MT engines and translation memory matches from a large collaborative
database (Federico, 2014; Cattelan, 2014). The actual editing interface presented to users follows the established two column format. Both CASMACAT and MateCat are large, multi-institution research projects
funded by various government, academic, and commercial entities in the European Union.
In addition to these large projects, several smaller research efforts have innovated on one or more aspects
of the traditional CAT environment. Penkale and Way (2012) introduce the SmartMATE online translation
2
3

http://casmacat.eu/
https://www.matecat.com
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editing environment that supports translation memories, glossaries, and machine translation and accepts a
variety of input file formats. SmartMATE also features the ability to train new MT systems from existing
translation memories. Aziz et al. (2012) introduce PET (Post-Editing Tool), a standalone desktop application that provides a simple interface for editing MT output and records data such as editing time, keystrokes,
and translator assessments. Moran et al. (2014) extend the open source translation memory tool OmegaT4 to
incorporate accurate sentence-level measurement of translation time. Green (2014) shows the effectiveness
of a streamlined translation interface where sentence pairs are arranged vertically rather than horizontally
and user interaction is greatly simplified. This tool also supports next phrase prediction and full sentence
machine translation that can be controlled using only a keyboard. Additional features such as word-level
translations are implemented as hover information when the user mouses over source text. Finally, Schwartz
(2014) demonstrates that monolingual domain experts can post-edit machine translations with high reliability. Showing users word-level alignments between source and target improves accuracy despite users’ not
speaking the source language.

4.2

TransCenter: Post-Editing User Interface

Aiming to be complete translation editing solutions, CAT tools support a wide range of assistive technologies and file formats. By contrast, the goal of our work is to evaluate as accurately as possible the amount
of human effort required to correct MT outputs. We intentionally avoid dealing with resources such as
translation memories and dictionaries and file formats that contain complex document formatting. While
helpful for translators, suggestions from memories and dictionaries complicate analysis. For instance, the
availability of good matches from translation memories and dictionaries can lead to very fast editing, masking deficiencies in MT output. Additionally, support for document formatting complicates cognitive effort
analysis. If a translator spends several minutes editing a sentence, it is unclear what percentage of that time
went toward fixing translation errors versus formatting the target document to match the source style. To
maximize the accuracy of collected data, we use only plain text and provide a single machine translation
hypothesis per source sentence. While this may lead to additional work for translators, the highly accurate
data resulting from translation editing can be used to improve the quality of underlying translation systems.
The improved systems can then be plugged in as resources for feature-rich CAT tools to reduce the load
placed on human translators. In this sense, our work is largely complementary to work on CAT tools.

4.2.1

Interface Design

Shown in Figure 4.2, our TransCenter software uses a very simple user interface that follows the two column format that translators are familiar with (Denkowski and Lavie, 2012b). The left column displays
the source sentences while the right column, initially empty, is incrementally populated with translations
from one of our MT systems as the user works. For each sentence, the translator edits the MT output to
be grammatically correct and convey the same information as the source sentence. After editing, the final
translation is archived and (if the system is adaptive) fed back to the MT system for learning (Denkowski et
al., 2014b). The next sentence is then machine translated and post-edited. The user is additionally asked to
rate the amount of work required to post-edit each sentence immediately after completing it, using a scale
that ranges from 5 (no post-editing required) to 1 (requires total re-translation).
Our software is designed to make the barrier of collecting post-editing data as low as possible. TransCenter includes the following features to provide a smooth user experience:
• The editing interface is accessed via web browser so that users can work from any computer with an
Internet connection.
4

http://www.omegat.org/
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Figure 4.2: Screenshot of the TransCenter post-editing and rating interface

• While users are asked to complete each document in a single session for accurate evaluation, TransCenter automatically tracks state and communicates with the underlying MT system to support stopping and resuming tasks in the case of interruptions such as loss of Internet connectivity.
• An uncluttered interface design and active sentence highlighting allow users to focus on the editing
task with minimal distraction.
• Full keyboard navigation allows translation editing and rating, including moving from sentence to
sentence, to be completed without using the mouse.
• A Pause button allows users to take breaks if necessary.

4.2.2

Data Collection

In addition to gathering final edited translations and user ratings, TransCenter records all user interaction
at a level of detail sufficient to replay the entire post-editing session. This includes number of keystrokes,
number of milliseconds each sentence is focused, and a millisecond-timestamped record of each individual
keystroke. Our software uses this information to generate reports of the following measures of human effort:
• The edit distance between the original MT output and the post-edited output according to HTER as
described in §2.4.3
• The user rating of each sentence’s usability for post-editing
• The number of milliseconds each sentence is focused for editing
• The number of distinct keystrokes used to edit each sentence
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Figure 4.3: TransCenter document editing report showing a subset of available information: MT output,
post-edited output, user rating, number of distinct key presses, number of distinct mouse clicks, number of
atomic edit operations (insertions and deletions), and number of milliseconds.

Figure 4.4: TransCenter sentence editing report showing each atomic operation (insertion or deletion) with
a millisecond time stamp.

• The number of atomic edit operations (insertions or deletions) used in editing each sentence
The millisecond-timestamped keystroke logs can also be used to compute several pause measures that can be
used as approximations of the cognitive load placed on post-editors. Recent work in the translation studies
community has indicated an association between pause patterns in post-editing activity and post-editors’
cognitive effort levels. Empirically validated measures include average pause ratio (APR) and pause to
word ratio (PWR) (Lacruz et al., 2012; Lacruz and Shreve, 2014a). TransCenter automatically includes
these measures in every report:
average time per pause
APR = average time per reference word

# of pauses
PWR = # of reference words

(4.1)

Whereas these measures were previously calculated with manual pause annotations, our software automatically detects and groups pauses using a minimum pause threshold of 2 seconds. All measures listed
significantly reduce the amount of effort required for human experts to analyze the amount of work (both
mechanical and cognitive) required of translators in a given task.
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Baseline
Adaptive

Sim PE BLEU
34.50
34.95

HTER
19.26
17.01

Rating
4.19
4.31

Table 4.1: Aggregate simulated post-editing BLEU scores, HTER scores, and average translator self-ratings
(5 point scale) of post-editing effort for translations of TED talks from Spanish into English.

4.3

Live Post-Editing Experiments

Connecting TransCenter to our MT systems forms a complete post-editing pipeline that enables us to run live
evaluations to measure the effect of our online model adaptation techniques on human productivity. These
experiments are conducted in collaboration with Kent State University’s Institute for Applied Linguistics5 ,
an academic institution for training professional translators. We begin by establishing an experimental
setup wherein observing a pool of human translators can determine which of two MT systems (labeled “A”
and “B”) is better for post-editing and the degree of difference between them. First, an even number of
evaluation documents is selected. Next, translators are assigned to one of two groups, odd or even based on
their (sequentially assigned) user ID. Each user is then asked to translate each document by post-editing the
outputs of a MT system. For odd numbered documents, odd numbered translators use MT system A while
even numbered users use system B. For even documents, odd translators use system B while even translators
use system A. In this way, each document is translated by multiple users with each MT system and the data
is balanced for easy normalization. TransCenter does not display any information about which system is
being used to translators, or even that there are multiple systems in use. Each translator simply post-edits as
normal. This setup scales to any number of users or documents, with larger numbers of each yielding more
reliable results.
In the first round of live experiments, we compare the static baseline system described in §1.4 to the
adaptive system described in §3.3.1 that updates both translation grammar and weights after each sentence.6
For our evaluation documents, we draw four excerpts from TED talks that have been translated from Spanish
to English, totalling 100 sentences. Our translators are five graduate students from the applied linguistics
program training to be Spanish–English translators. We apply the experimental setup described above,
having each student use TransCenter to post-edit MT outputs for each document and logging all user interaction. We begin our evaluation by matching previously reported results with simulated post-editing; using
pre-existing reference translations for the TED talk excerpts, we run our simulated post-editing pipeline and
report BLEU scores. Shown in Table 4.1, with this small amount of data, the improvement from the adaptive
system is less than half of a point. However, we see a different case when we evaluate the actual human data
with the well established HTER and our user ratings. Here we see a significant improvement in HTER and
a slight user preference. This provides evidence that (1) simulated post-editing gains are a good indicator
that there will be actual human effort savings, and (2) simulated post-editing is a more difficult scenario,
meaning that small gains in simulated scenarios can translate to significant gains in actual post-editing.

4.3.1

Sentence Level Analysis

While our main results are reported over a large enough set of users and documents to account for natural
variations in translator style and document difficulty, we also examine the effect of live model adaptation at
the sentence level. Using a representative document, we consider the output generated by the MT system
5

http://appling.kent.edu/
This was the best performing system at the time of these experiments. The extended post-editing feature set is a later development.
6
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Baseline
Adaptive (+)
Reference
Baseline
Adaptive (+)
Reference
Baseline
Adaptive (+)
Reference

and sobrepasado sitios dificultosos , gone a more hostile sites
and exceeded difficult sites , gone a more hostile sites
and climbed over difficult places , went to more hostile places ,
... we need inspirarlos , because we need to guide
... we need inspirarlos , because we need to guide us
We need to inspire them , because they need to lead us
to go outside and continue this important
to go outside and continue this so important
to go out and continue this very important thing

Table 4.2: Translations from baseline and adaptive systems that show the greatest difference when compared
against pre-generated references. Adaptation is carried out on live post-editing data.
with and without adaptation (baseline versus adaptive). Following our approach in §3.4.2, we isolate and
examine the sentences with the largest automatic metric score differences between the two systems. As the
post-edited translations differ from system to system (as they were created by two different users), we use
pre-generated reference translations to measure metric difference. However, the incremental data added to
the adaptive system is still provided by the live user.
This analysis shows a similar trend to that observed in simulated post-editing experiments: many sentences are significantly improved while some sentences are slightly degraded. However, a manual inspection
shows that while the improvements are significant, the degradations are actually significantly less harmful
than those seen in the simulated post-editing experiments. Table 4.2 shows the translations with the largest
differences, all of which are positive. Of the very few sentences that show degradation, the changes are
limited to language variation that metrics fail to recognize as correct translation. Examples include the use
of “not talking” instead of “not to talk” and “we have survived” instead of “we survived”. While these
examples are taken from a single document, they provide and additional point of evidence in line with the
aggregate results: while simulated post-editing is a useful tool for building and evaluating adaptive MT
systems, significantly larger gains are realized in live translation scenarios.
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Chapter 5

Automatic Metrics of Post-Editing Effort:
Optimization and Evaluation
Traditionally, machine translation is treated as a final product that humans will use to read content in their
native languages and other language technologies such as information retrieval systems will use directly as
input. Approaches to both human and automatic evaluation focus on improving the adequacy of MT system
output for these purposes. In contrast, post-editing uses MT as an intermediate step to reduce the amount
of work required by human translators. Whereas translation models that incorporate post-editing feedback
target this task in terms of model estimation, automatic metrics that accurately evaluate the amount of work
required to edit translation hypotheses target post-editing in terms of parameter optimization. Pairing online
models with automatic post-editing metrics enables end-to-end translation systems specifically targeting
human translation.
In this chapter, we begin by discussing the differences between traditional adequacy-driven MT tasks
and post-editing, highlighting the need for improved optimization and evaluation targets (§5.2). We then
introduce our extended version of the Meteor metric, shown to correlate well with human post-editing assessments (§5.3). We use data collected with TransCenter to determine what types of edit measures are
the most reliable tuning targets for Meteor, leading to the idea of task-specific metrics (§5.4). The chapter
concludes with a second round of post-editing experiments that show further improvement when using a
version of Meteor based on editing effort as the optimization target (§5.5).

5.1
5.1.1

Related Work
Evaluation

As discussed in §2.3.3, metrics that automatically assign quality scores to translation hypotheses are vital
in both parameter optimization and system evaluation. While standard metrics are engineered to correlate
with human judgments of translation adequacy, recent work has aimed to predict the amount of post-editing
required for MT output, both with and without pre-generated reference translations. Most work measures
editing effort with human-targeted translation edit rate (§2.4.3) (Snover et al., 2006). The largest scale evaluation of reference-based evaluation metrics’ ability to predict HTER is the 2010 ACL Joint Workshop on
Statistical Machine Translation and MetricsMATR (Callison-Burch et al., 2010), in which several metrics
are shown to outperform standard BLEU in predicting HTER at the sentence level. The metric with the highest correlation is TER-plus (Snover et al., 2009), an extension of TER that uses word stemmers, synonym
dictionaries, and probabilistic paraphrase tables to add various types of weighted substitution operations
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to edit distance calculation. The Stanford probabilistic edit distance evaluation metric1 (Wang and Manning, 2012), another weighted edit distance metric using flexible linguistic features including synonymy and
paraphrasing, also performs well above the BLEU baseline.
While reference-based evaluation metrics are ideal for system optimization, quality estimation metrics
that only consider a source sentence and translation hypothesis are useful for deciding if a given translation
from a MT system is useful for post-editing. Specia and Farzindar (2010) predict sentence-level HTER using support vector machines with a variety of features including source and target length, N -gram language
model scores, number of translations per word in probabilistic dictionaries, and mismatches in punctuation.
The authors report good correlation with HTER for translations between English, French, and Spanish. In
later work, Specia (2010) combines quality estimation features with several well-known reference-based
metrics to train a classifier that predicts sentence-level HTER with improved accuracy. The 2012 NAACL
Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation (Callison-Burch et al., 2012) features a quality estimation task
where participants predict the amount of post-editing required for sentence-level translations of English into
Spanish as assessed by professional translators. No reference translations are provided. Well-performing
entries employ a variety of features including measuring translation similarity to outputs of other MT systems (Soricut et al., 2012) and measuring similarity between constituency and dependency parses of source
and target sentences (Hardmeier et al., 2012).
As post-editing effort is widely measured by either HTER or professional translators’ assessments of
editing difficulty, recent work has examined how reliable these measures are for training and evaluating
natural language processing systems. Specia and Gimenez (2010) and Koponen (2012) observe cases where
human assessments differ from mechanically calculated HTER scores. In cases where sentences are very
long or where significant reordering is required, translators tend to classify a sentence as much more difficult
to post-edit than its HTER score would indicate. Koponen hypothesizes that these cases require increased
cognitive effort that is not adequately captured by simple edit distance. Specia (2011) compare the suitability
of post-editing time, distance (HTER), and score (human assessment) for training predictive models. Effort
and time are both shown to outperform edit distance, although differences in data sets between languages
make generalization difficult.

5.1.2

Optimization

As work on automatic metrics has largely focused on evaluation and quality estimation, the task of using new
metrics as objective functions for optimization algorithms has been less explored. Initial work by Cer et al.
(2010) shows that optimizing a MT system to a given evaluation metric generally increases translation score
on that metric, often at the expense of scores on other metrics. The work shows that there is no compelling
reason to move away from standard BLEU at the time. Liu et al. (2011) report improvement when applying
the TESLA (translation evaluation of sentences with linear-programming-based analysis) metric to a MERT
task. Based on N -gram matches like BLEU, the TESLA metric also allows flexible matching with synonyms
and part-of-speech tags and weights N -gram matches based on match type and presence of content words.
In a human evaluation, annotators prefer translations from a TESLA-tuned system over a BLEU-tuned
system despite the fact that these translations generally receive lower BLEU scores. The 2011 EMNLP
Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation (Callison-Burch et al., 2011) features a system optimization
task where participants use a provided MERT implementation and development set to tune an existing
translation system to various automatic metrics. By human evaluation, no metric outperforms standard
BLEU, though several perform comparably.
1

This metric is described as “Stanford” in the official results of WMT/MetricsMATR 2010. The first published description by
the authors is in 2012 under the name “SPEDE”.
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Reference
System 1
Post-edit 1
System 2
Post-edit 2

Rank HTER Translation
–
–
Only the crème de la crème of the many applicants will fly to the USA.
1st 0.40 Only the crème de la crème from many candidates, it’s going to go to the US.
–
–
Only the crème de la crème from many candidates will fly to the US.
2nd 0.20 Only crème de la crème of many customers will travel to the US.
–
–
Only the crème de la crème of many applicants will fly to the US.

BLEU HTER Translation
Reference
–
–
The problem is that life of the lines is two to four years.
System 1
0.49 0.29 The problem is that life is two lines, up to four years.
Post-edit 1
–
–
The problem is that life of the lines is two to four years.
System 2
0.34 0.14 The problem is that the durability of lines is two or four years.
Post-edit 2
–
–
The problem is that the life of lines is two to four years.
Table 5.1: Cases where lower-ranked (top) or lower BLEU-scoring (bottom) MT outputs require less work
to post-edit. Lower HTER indicates fewer edit operations required.

5.2

Motivation: Examination of MT Evaluation for Post-Editing

Large machine translation evaluation campaigns such as the ACL Workshops on Statistical Machine Translation (Callison-Burch et al., 2011) and NIST Open Machine Translation Evaluations (Przybocki, 2009)
focus on improving translation adequacy, the perceived quality of fully automatic translations compared to
reference translations. As such, current techniques for MT system building, optimization, and evaluation
are largely geared toward improving performance on this task. Originally introduced by the Linguistics
Data Consortium, adequacy ratings elicit straightforward quality judgments of machine translation output
according to numeric scales (LDC, 2005). Recent WMT evaluations (Callison-Burch et al., 2007; CallisonBurch et al., 2011) use ranking-based evaluation to abstract away from concepts such as adequacy and
grammaticality as well as difficult-to-decide numeric ratings. Human judges are simply asked to rank several MT outputs for the same sentence from best to worst according to a reference translation. It is left up to
judges to determine the relative severity of different types of translation errors when comparing translations.
Whereas MT systems targeting adequacy should maximize the semantic similarity of automatic translations
with reference translations, systems targeting post-editing utility should minimize the effort required by
human translators to correct automatic translations. This is most often measured by cased human-targeted
translation edit rate (HTER) (Snover et al., 2006) that depends on alignments from the TER metric.

5.2.1

Translation Evaluation Examples

The adequacy and post-editing tasks bear some similarities, as automatic translations that have high similarity to reference translations often require minimal post-editing. However, when MT outputs contain errors,
the most adequate translations are often not the easiest to post-edit. Table 5.1 shows two examples from the
difficult Czech-to-English translation track of the 2011 EMNLP Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation (Callison-Burch et al., 2011) with minimally post-edited translations and HTER scores. In the first
case, the translation deemed more adequate by expert judges actually requires more effort to post-edit. In
the second example, sentence 2 is penalized by BLEU for using a different word order from the reference
even though it is both more adequate and less work to correct. These examples illustrate types of errors that
have a large impact on sentence meaning but require relatively little work to correct, as well as accumulated
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r
BLEU
TER
HTER

HTER
-0.30
0.29
–

ρ
BLEU
TER
HTER

Effort
0.31
-0.26
-0.60

HTER
-0.30
0.29
–

Effort
0.27
-0.27
-0.64

Table 5.2: Correlation of metric scores with HTER and effort assessments
minor errors that do not impact meaning, but are cumbersome to correct.

5.2.2

Challenges of Predicting Post-Editing Effort

To empirically evaluate the effectiveness of human and automatic assessments of post-editing effort, we conduct an analysis of annotated post-editing data released as part of a quality estimation task for the NAACL
2012 Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation (Callison-Burch et al., 2012). The starting point of this
data is a Spanish–English bilingual corpus of 1832 news sentences. Using the English side as the source,
this data is translated into Spanish by a statistical MT system. The target side of the corpus is held out as an
independent human reference translation. Each Spanish MT output is rated by 3 bilingual human translators
according to its suitability for post-editing. These translators see the source and MT, but not the reference
translation. Ratings use the following scale:
1. Incomprehensible: cannot be edited, needs to be translated from scratch
2. 50-70%: requires a significant editing effort
3. 25-50%: various errors and mistranslations need to be corrected
4. 10-25%: generally clear and intelligible
5. Perfectly intelligible: requires little to no editing
The three ratings for each translation are averaged into a single expert assessment score. Finally, the MT
outputs are post-edited by another set of human translators to be fluent, meaning-equivalent versions of the
source sentences. These translators see only the source and MT, not the reference translations or post-editing
assessments. The post-edited translations are used to compute HTER (§2.4.3), the edit distance between MT
and post-edited translations (Snover et al., 2006).
Metric Experiments: We use the data described above to explore (1) how well standard automatic MT
evaluation metrics predict post-editing effort and (2) how consistent human assessments of post-editing are
(Denkowski and Lavie, 2012a). In our first experiment, we replicate the simulated post-editing scoring task
that corresponds to the method we use to optimize and automatically evaluate our adaptive MT systems.
Given only MT outputs and independent references (not post-edited references), an automatic metric must
predict how much post-editing is required to correct the translations. The results give us insight into the reliability of the metrics we are using for this task. We score MT outputs with the BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
and TER (Snover et al., 2006) metrics (§2.3.3) and report the sentence-level correlation of these scores with
HTER and editing effort assessments. To evaluate the consistency of different measures of editing effort,
we also report correlation between HTER and effort assessments. For consistency with later work, we report both Pearson’s r and Spearman’s ρ, discussed in detail in §5.3. Shown in Table 5.2, both BLEU and
TER have very low correlation with measures of editing effort. Additionally, there is significant disagreement between HTER and effort assessments. These results can be attributed to two highly related factors.
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Figure 5.1: Distributions of BLEU scores and HTER for usable and non-usable translations in WMT
post-editing data

First, existing metrics developed for adequacy-driven MT tasks appear to be suboptimal for predicting postediting, failing to capture all information required to make reliable distinctions between translations. While
our adaptive MT systems show significant improvement over baselines, the relatively poor predictive power
of BLEU indicates that we could see further gains from developing metrics better suited for post-editing.
Second, even human translators seem to have difficulty predicting the amount of post-editing that will be
required to correct MT output. More reliable “gold standard” measures of editing effort can give tunable
evaluation metrics a better prediction target.
In a second experiment, we evaluate BLEU and HTER in a distilled scoring task. We simplify the 5point human effort predictions into two groups: usable (3-5) and non-usable (1-2), corresponding to whether
or not the human translator expects to salvage at least 50% of the MT output. By examining the distributions
of sentence-level BLEU and HTER scores for each group, we can see if each metric can make distinctions
about post-editing effort at the most basic level. Shown in Figure 5.1, the BLEU score distributions overlap
completely and translations are clustered in the same region. No quality threshold (visualized as a vertical
line on the graph) can reliably separate usable from non-usable translations. The HTER scores show that
an expert is largely able to detect easily correctable translations, judging nearly all translations with HTER
under 0.2 to be usable. Above 0.2, translations requiring comparable numbers of edits are judged to be both
usable and non-usable. These results illustrate that not only are standard metrics such as BLEU poor at
discriminating between easy and difficult to post-edit translations, but measures of post-editing themselves
do not always agree. As HTER and human pre-assessments are both removed from the actual editing
process, the resulting scores can fail to capture vital information. The results of these two experiments
directly motivate the development of better evaluation metrics and gold standard measures of editing effort
described in the next sections.

5.3

The Meteor Metric for MT Evaluation and Optimization

Originally developed to more accurately model human acceptability of MT output, the Meteor metric
(Banerjee and Lavie, 2005; Lavie and Denkowski, 2009) has consistently shown good correlation with
human judgments of adequacy (Lavie and Agarwal, 2007) and preference (Agarwal and Lavie, 2008;
Denkowski and Lavie, 2010b; Denkowski and Lavie, 2011). This section describes our extended version of
Meteor, casting its features as predictors of post-editing effort. We report results for successfully adapting
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E0
The United States embassy know that dependable source .

The American embassy knows this from a reliable source .
E
Figure 5.2: Example Meteor alignment between two English sentences. Dark gray shading indicates exact
matches while light gray indicates approximate matches (from left to right: paraphrase, stem, synonym).

Meteor to predict HTER scores while at the same time revealing limitations of HTER as a measure of editing
effort. We also discuss initial system tuning experiments that show a stability advantage over BLEU.

5.3.1

The Meteor Metric

Meteor is an automatic evaluation metric that scores MT hypotheses by aligning them to reference translations. Alignments are based on several types of flexible matches that go beyond surface forms to identify
word and phrase correspondences that would be clear to humans but are missed by standard metrics. Based
on an alignment, Meteor determines what information is present in both sentences, what information is
present in one sentence but not the other, and to what extent text is reordered between the two sentences.
Alignment statistics are combined in a weighted scoring function that can be tuned to maximize correlation
with human judgments of translation quality.
Meteor Alignment: Given a translation hypothesis E 0 and reference translation E, Meteor creates an alignment as follows. First, the search space of possible alignments is constructed by identifying all possible
matches between the two sentences according to the following matchers:
• Exact: Match words if their surface forms are identical.
• Stem: Stem words using a language-appropriate Snowball stemmer (Porter, 2001) and match if the
stems are identical.
• Synonym: Match words if they share membership in any synonym set according to the WordNet
(Miller and Fellbaum, 2007) database.
• Paraphrase: Match phrases if they are listed as paraphrases in the Meteor paraphrase tables. Paraphrase tables are constructed from the bilingual text available as part of the 2010 ACL Workshop
on Statistical Translation and MetricsMATR (Callison-Burch et al., 2010) using the statistical phrase
table “pivot” approach (Bannard and Callison-Burch, 2005) with additional pruning to improve precision (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011).
All matches are generalized to phrase matches in the form hE 0 i+n
, Ejj+m i where i and j are start indices in
i
the hypothesis and reference and n and m are match lengths. Matches are said to cover one or more words in
each sentence. Exact, stem, and synonym matches always cover one word in each sentence while paraphrase
matches can cover any number of words in either sentence. Once matches are identified, the final alignment
is resolved as the largest subset of all matches meeting the following criteria in order of importance:
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1. Require each word in each sentence to be covered by zero or one matches.
2. Maximize the number of covered words across both sentences.
3. Minimize the number of chunks (Ch), where a chunk is defined as a series of matches that is contiguous and identically ordered in both sentences.
4. Minimize the sum of absolute distances between match start positions i and j over all matches. (Break
ties by preferring to align words and phrases that occur at similar positions in both sentences.)
An example Meteor alignment is shown in Figure 5.2. While the Meteor aligner is most often used as
part of scoring translation quality, it can also be used in other tasks that require rich monolingual phrase
alignments. Notably, Meteor is used to create alignments between different systems’ translation hypotheses
of each source sentence as part of the system combination approach described by Heafield and Lavie (2011).
Meteor Scoring: Given an alignment between hypothesis E 0 and reference E, the Meteor metric score is
calculated as follows. First calculate initial statistics:
• hCf (E 0 ), Cf (E)i: function words in E 0 and E. Count any word that appears in the Meteor function
word lists estimated from large monolingual data (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011).
• hCc (E 0 ), Cc (E)i: content words in E 0 and E. Count any word that does not appear in the function
word lists.
• hhi (Cc (E 0 )), hi (Cf (E 0 )), hi (Cc (E)), hi (Cf (E))i: the number of content and function words in E 0
and E covered by each type of match hi . (For example, counts of content and function words covered
by exact matches in the hypothesis and reference.)
• Ch: the minimum number of chunks (series of matches that are contiguous and identically ordered in
both sentences) that the alignment can be divided into.
Calculate weighted precision and recall using match type weights wi ∈ W and content-vs-function word
weight (δ):
P
(wi × (δ × hi (Cc (E 0 )) + (1 − δ) × hi (Cf (E 0 ))))
P= i
(5.1)
δ × Cc (E 0 ) + (1 − δ) × Cf (E 0 )
P
(wi × (δ × hi (Cc (E)) + (1 − δ) × hi (Cf (E))))
R= i
(5.2)
δ × Cc (E) + (1 − δ) × Cf (E)
The harmonic mean of P and R parameterized by α (van Rijsbergen, 1979) is then calculated:
Fα =

P ×R
α × P + (1 − α) × R

(5.3)

A fragmentation score is calculated using the total number of matched words M (average over hypothesis
and reference) and number of chunks (Ch):
P
(hi (Cc (E 0 )) + hi (Cf (E 0 )) + hi (Cc (E))) + hi (Cf (E))
Ch
M= i
Frag =
(5.4)
2
M
The final Meteor score is calculated with fragmentation parameters β and γ:


Meteor(E 0 , E) = 1 − γ × Fragβ × Fα
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Each of the Meteor scoring statistics can be interpreted as a key predictor of post-editing effort. Precision
(P) is an inverse measure of the amount of content in the hypothesis that must be deleted to match the
reference. Recall (R) inversely measures the amount of content that must be inserted. Fragmentation (Ch)
is a measure of how much reordering is required to match the reference. Compared to edit distance-based
metrics, Meteor makes a greater distinction between word choice and word order.
The following metric parameters can be tuned to maximize agreement between Meteor scores and human
assessments of translation quality:
• W = hwi , ..., wn i: an individual weight for each type of match, allowing distinctions such as penalizing a stem match, which likely requires editing for grammaticality, more harshly than a synonym
match, which may not require editing. There are currently 4 weights: exact, stem, synonym, and
paraphrase. The weight for exact matches is fixed at 1.
• α: the balance between precision and recall, allowing greater penalties for either insertion or deletion
requirements.
• β, γ: the weight and severity of fragmentation, allowing fine-tuning the cost for reordering text.
• δ: the relative contribution of content versus function words, allowing greater penalties for important
words that tend to be more difficult to translate.
Parameter Optimization: Tuning a version of Meteor to approximate a given evaluation task requires a set
of n MT outputs with reference translations plus a set of human-annotated scores Y = hy1 , ..., yn i (quality
scale assessments, HTER scores, or other numerical scores). Meteor scores the MT outputs, producing
metric scores X = hx1 , ..., xn i. Ideally, X should be strongly correlated with Y , meaning that a high
metric score should correspond to a high human score and vice versa. During tuning, sufficient statistics are
calculated for each MT output, allowing it to be rapidly re-scored with various parameter settings. We then
conduct an exhaustive parametric sweep over feasible parameter values to maximize correlation between X
and Y over all MT outputs. This guarantees globally optimal metric parameters for the data set. Our work
uses two different measures of correlation that offer different advantages depending on the task: Pearson’s
r and Spearman’s ρ.
The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient r measures the linear correlation between two variables on a scale from 1 to -1 (Pearson, 1895). The extremes are total correlation (positive or negative) while
0 is no correlation. Given X and Y , this correlation coefficient is calculated:
Pn
i − Ȳ )
i=1 (xi − X̄)(y
qP
r(X, Y ) = qP
(5.6)
n
n
2
2
(x
−
X̄)
(y
−
Ȳ
)
i
i
i=1
i=1
where X̄ and Ȳ are means. Pearson’s r is useful in cases where relationships between scores should be
linear. For example, in MT evaluation, it is desirable for one additional metric point (0.01) to indicate a
consistent amount of improvement whether the increase is from 0.09 to 0.10 or from 0.49 to 0.50. By tuning
a metric using r, we force the scoring function to be as linear as possible.
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ assesses the extent to which two variables can be described
using a monotonic function (Spearman, 1904). To compute ρ, we first convert X and Y into rank lists
X 0 and Y 0 by replacing the values in each list with ascending integers reflecting their index if the list was
to be sorted. Ties are handled by assigning the same averaged rank to each tied item. For example, if
X = h10, 5, 2, 5i, X 0 = h4, 2.5, 1, 2.5i. We then compute ρ as the Pearson’s r between the rank lists:
ρ(X, Y ) = r(X 0 , Y 0 )
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Metric
BLEU
TER
Meteor

Tuning Data
–
–
P2
P3

P2 r
-0.545
0.592
-0.642
-0.625

P3 r
-0.489
0.515
-0.594
-0.612

Table 5.3: Correlation of metric scores with HTER on GALE data
Task
WMT Ranking
GALE HTER

α
0.85
0.40

β
0.20
1.50

γ
0.60
0.35

δ
0.75
0.55

wexact
1.00
1.00

wstem
0.60
0.20

wsyn
0.80
0.60

wpar
0.60
0.80

Table 5.4: Comparison of Meteor parameters for ranking (relative adequacy) and HTER (post-editing effort)
tasks

Removing the linearity constraint generally allows metrics to reach much higher correlation values while
sacrificing some interpretability of absolute scores. This is useful in the case of system optimization where
the goal is select a parameter set that yields the best possible translations. Here, accurately selecting the
translations that would be highest ranked by humans is often more vital than being able to interpret the final
metric scores on the development corpus.

5.3.2

Evaluation Experiments

Meteor has been successfully tuned to replicate several types of human quality judgments. The most widely
used “ranking” version of Meteor (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011) is shown to reliably assign higher scores
to the types of translations preferred by human annotators in WMT evaluations in a variety of languages
(Callison-Burch et al., 2012). A version tuned to numerical adequacy scale scores (Denkowski and Lavie,
2010b) shows good linear correlation with this type of human judgment for English (Callison-Burch et al.,
2010)2 . Current work focuses on using Meteor to predict human post-editing effort.
The first round of experiments that investigate Meteor’s ability to predict post-editing effort use HTER
scores (§2.4.3) from the DARPA Global Autonomous Language Exploitation (GALE) project (Snover et al.,
2006; Olive et al., 2011). We use two sets of HTER scores calculated from post-editing translations into
English in two phases of the project: P2 and P3. For each data set, we tune a version of Meteor to maximize
Pearson’s r. We evaluate Meteor’s ability to fit the data by measuring correlation on the same data set and
ability to generalize to other HTER data by measuring correlation on the alternate data set. We evaluate
Meteor against the baseline metrics BLEU and TER (§2.3.3). The correlation results of these experiments
are shown in Table 5.3 while the optimal metric parameters for Meteor are shown in Table 5.4. While
Meteor outperforms all baseline metrics, the parameter set reveals some shortcomings in the formulation of
HTER. As HTER makes no distinction between content and function words, δ is near 0.5. As identical base
words with different inflections are treated as non-matches by TER, the weight for stem matches is near 0.
Whereas these parameters allow greater distinctions to be made for adequacy and ranking data, they make
only minimal contribution for HTER data. These results further highlight the need for more accurate editing
measures that can be used to train metrics that better predict post-editing effort.
2

http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tests/metricsmatr/2010/results/correlation_English_
Adequacy7Average_segment.html
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p
HTER
Rating
Keystroke
Time
APR
PWR

HTER
–
-0.84
0.91
0.61
-0.55
0.64

Rating
-0.84
–
-0.82
-0.56
0.46
-0.53

Keystroke
0.91
-0.82
–
0.70
-0.56
0.66

Time
0.61
-0.56
0.70
–
-0.53
0.69

APR
-0.55
0.46
-0.56
-0.53
–
-0.65

PWR
0.64
-0.53
0.66
0.69
-0.65
–

Table 5.5: Spearman’s correlation between several automatic measures of editing effort computed by TransCenter
Task
HTER
Keystroke
Rating

α
0.90
0.65
0.45

β
0.10
0.10
0.00

γ
0.55
0.55
1.00

δ
0.60
0.65
1.00

wexact
1.00
1.00
1.00

wstem
0.00
0.00
0.20

wsyn
0.00
0.00
0.00

wpar
0.80
0.80
0.80

Table 5.6: Comparison of Meteor parameters for different measures of editing effort

5.4

Improved Editing Measures for Improved Metrics

The post-editing data collected by our TransCenter software (§4.2) allows us to explore a range of possible
alternatives to HTER for measuring human editing effort. We augment the data collected in our adaptive
MT validation experiments (§4.3) with a second similar round of post-editing using a new set of translators
from Kent State University’s applied linguistics program.3 Combined, this data consists of 1000 postedited sentences of TED talks translated from Spanish into English (Denkowski et al., 2014b). Included
effort measures are traditional HTER, translator usability ratings, keystroke counts, editing times, and two
pause measures: APR and PWR. To examine the relationship between these various measures, we compute
correlation between all measures. As we would like to use these measures to tune automatic metrics that can
be used for system optimization, we use Spearman’s ρ. Shown in Table 5.5, all measures tend to correlate
with each other to some degree. Notably, HTER and keystroke have a correlation of 0.91, indicating that
for this data, HTER is a very close approximation of actual editing effort. Further, a correlation of -0.84
between HTER and user rating indicates that translators are able to reliably assess the amount of editing they
have just completed. As opposed to previous work that asks a translator how much post-editing is expected
for a given MT output, TransCenter asks the translator how much post-editing was required immediately
after the MT output is edited. Finally, keystroke count stands out as particularly indicative of overall effort;
it is highly correlated with both HTER and user rating and has the highest correlation with editing time of
any measure.
In a second experiment, we tune a version of Meteor to maximize correlation (Spearman’s ρ) with each
of these measures. Examining the optimal parameters provides insight into what types of translations require more or less effort to edit according to each measure. Shown in Table 5.6, we focus on the three
most promising measures: HTER, Keystroke, and rating. One striking result is the focus on content words
(δ) in rating parameters. This indicates that translators do not consider smoothing out grammatical errors
to be nearly as significant as correcting mistranslations of important concepts. Also of note is that rating
3
Due to technical difficulties encountered in the second round of post-editing (data loss due to Internet connectivity issues
between users and our server), certain sentences had to be discarded for certain users. This resulted in a sufficient number of incomplete documents to prevent proper normalization and reporting HTER and rating results. However, a large number of individual
data points remain and can be pooled with previously collected data for tasks that treat sentences as independent.
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BLEU Meteor Length
News-BLEU
32.4
34.2
100.1
News-Meteor 30.9
34.4
105.6
News-BLEU
31.6
34.0
92.2
News-Meteor 31.7
34.2
96.3
TED-BLEU
31.8
34.0
94.7
TED-Meteor
32.3
34.3
97.1

Table 5.7: Metric scores for simulated post-editing experiments with task-specific metrics. Labels indicate
tuning set and metric. Scores are averages over 3 optimizer runs.

TED-BLEU
TED-Meteor

HTER
20.1
18.9

Rating
4.16
4.24

SPE BLEU
27.3
26.6

Table 5.8: Results for live post-editing experiments with task-specific metrics
parameters favor precision (α), which is actually contrary to annotators’ natural preference for recall observed in evaluations such as WMT (Callison-Burch et al., 2012). Finally, the HTER parameters are far
more extreme than those learned from GALE data: recall is preferred almost exclusively, the fragmentation penalty is harsher (γ), and stem and synonym matches are disregarded. The aggregated results of our
metric experiments point to two central observations. First, parameters are specific to the data set as well
as the type of edit measure. Second, within a task, several different measure types correlate highly with
one another. Together, these observations point to a revised role for automatic metrics in adaptive machine
translation. Rather than developing a single “post-editing” version of a metric, we can use the post-editing
data that naturally arises from using adaptive systems to tune task-specific metrics specifically for use with
these systems. This paradigm is described in the next section.

5.5

Post-Editing Experiments with Task-Specific Metrics

We incorporate task-specific metrics into our adaptive MT systems as follows. First, we build and deploy
an adaptive MT system as described Chapter 3. This requires no post-editing data, using simulated postediting and the BLEU metric during optimization and internal evaluation. Once this system is put into
production, serving translations to actual human post-editors as described in Chapter 4, post-edited data is
naturally created. Once a sufficient amount of data is collected, it can be used to tune a custom version
of Meteor that is specific to the MT system and the domain of the data being post-edited. This system is
then re-tuned using this version of Meteor and re-deployed. As the system continues to translate and adapt,
the task-specific version of Meteor is used as the optimization target; BLEU is entirely removed from the
system.
To evaluate this approach, we conduct both simulated and live post-editing experiments. We begin by
selecting our task-specific metric: the version of Meteor tuned on keystroke data collected in our previous
rounds of Spanish–English TED talk post-editing. This metric is then used to re-tune the fully adaptive
system described in §3.3.1 (used in previous live post-editing experiments) and retained as the optimization
target during decoding. The resulting Meteor-tuned system is evaluated against the BLEU-tuned baseline.
To prevent the Meteor-tuned system from having an advantage simply from having access to more data, two
variants of each system are evaluated: one tuned on standard WMT news data, and one tuned on the TED
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BLEU
Meteor (+)
Reference
BLEU
Meteor (+)
Reference
BLEU
Meteor (+)
Reference

RW : I would restart –
RW : I would like to restart –
I ’d like to start
and decided to make water
and I decided to make water
and I decided to make water .
because it is funny – you know , this is a strange .
because it is funny – you know , is a strange thought .
because it ’s a funny ... you know , it ’s a strange thought ,

Table 5.9: Translations from BLEU and Meteor tuned systems that show the greatest difference when compared against pre-generated references. Adaptation is carried out on live post-editing data for both systems.
talk data that post-edited talk excerpts are drawn from.4
For the simulated evaluation, we compare Meteor and BLEU-tuned adaptive MT systems on both news
and TED talk data. The ”News” systems are optimized on the standard WMT11 news set and the ”TED”
systems are optimized on the first set of TED talks, from which all live post-editing data is drawn (TED1).
Systems are evaluated on the standard WMT12 news test set and the entirely unseen TED2 set. Shown
in Table 5.7, the Meteor-tuned system trades off BLEU for Meteor on news data while outperforming the
BLEU-tuned system across both metrics on TED talks. Tuning to in-domain data is helpful in all cases.
Notably, the Meteor-tuned system more closely fits the target length ratio, the same characteristic that causes
a drop in BLEU score from domain mismatch in the news test. This is an example of a task-specific metric
learning a relatively simple translation characteristic than can have a significant impact on quality. This
provides evidence that custom-tuned automatic metrics can leverage a small amount of post-editing data to
further bridge the gap in domain between a MT system’s training data and the content it must translate in
production.
In the live evaluation, we work with another set of 5 translators from Kent State University. We select excerpts from 10 talks in the second TED data set (TED2) totaling 200 sentences and conduct another round of
post-editing with TransCenter using the same procedure as before (§4.3). We compare the two system variants tuned on TED talk data: “TED-BLEU” and “TED-Meteor”. Following previous experiments, we also
report the simulated post-editing BLEU score over just these excerpts. Shown in Table 5.8, the simulated
BLEU score actually indicates a drop in performance when Meteor is used for optimization. However, data
collected from TransCenter shows that Meteor-driven translations require less mechanical effort to correct
and are preferred by post-editors. In addition to empirically demonstrating the benefit of using task-specific
metrics in adaptive MT systems, these results provide a clear example of BLEU’s inability to predict postediting effort in live translation scenarios. In contrast, our metrics that focus on the post-editing task are able
to successfully guide the MT system toward easier to edit translations.
We finally conduct the sentence level analysis described in §3.4.2, using a representative document to
examine sentences that are translated substantially differently by the systems we are comparing. In this
case, both systems are adaptive, one tuned to BLEU and the other Meteor. Since final translations are again
produced by two different users, we score MT outputs against independent reference translations. We see a
similar trend as in the previous round of experiments comparing static to adaptive systems: many sentences
are significantly improved while a few are slightly degraded. Shown in Table 5.9, the sentences with the
4

For TED talk tuning data, we use independently generated reference translations so that we can tune on the full development
set rather than just the sentences that have post-edits. In a production scenario where no independent references exist, additional
post-editing data can be collected to form a sufficiently large development set.
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largest metric score differences are all improved. Degraded sentences are largely due to language variation
or unseen phrases that neither system translates adequately. These results provide further evidence that
tuning systems to a task-specific version of Meteor significantly reduces the amount of work required of
human post-editors, even over other adaptive MT systems.
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Chapter 6

Adaptive MT in Low-Resource Scenarios
Building effective machine translation systems for low resource languages is a significant and persistent
challenge for governments and international organizations. As modern statistical MT systems depend on
the availability of data, techniques that work well for language pairs with millions of bilingual sentences
frequently break down when applied to language paris without this wealth of data. With minimal training
data, the output of MT systems is often too poor to serve as a starting point for post-editing; translators
spend far more effort attempting to decipher mostly broken MT than they would translating a sentence from
scratch. We apply our fully adaptive MT paradigm to data sets from two low-resource language pairs to
demonstrate the effectiveness of our techniques when training data is scarce.

6.1

Data

We focus on two low resource languages: Dari and Pashto. Dari is a native language of Afghanistan spoken
by approximately 9.6 million people worldwide (Lewis et al., 2015). Pashto is a language used in both
Afghanistan and Pakistan, spoken by 40-60 million people worldwide (Lewis et al., 2015). Despite the
large number of speakers, these languages have relatively little bilingual text with English, making the development of statistical MT systems difficult. For each language, we have two sets of bilingual text: one
collected by the United States Army Research Laboratory1 (ARL), and one from the United States Government Catalog of Language Resources (GCLR) (Klavans, 2012). These data sets contain various texts
including military manuals, field medicine guides, and other civilian training materials. As this data was aggregated from many sources with various levels of metadata annotation, genre and document boundaries are
largely unknown. The only separation is between ARL and GCLR data for each language. The total number
of bilingual sentences and monolingual words is shown in Table 6.1. This includes the same monolingual
selection from the English Gigaword described in §1.4.

6.1.1

Simulated Document Sampling

To build and evaluate MT systems, we must divide the data for each language into training, dev, and test sets.
This is frequently done by reserving the last several thousand sentences of a bitext for dev and test sets, a
technique that works well enough when the bitext consists largely of the same genre, such as parliamentary
proceedings or news articles. However, given that our data sets contain a variety of genres, simply reserving
a single section would lead to a mismatch between training and evaluation data where the representation
of different domains would be skewed from one set to another. The typical solution to this problem is
uniform sampling over the bitext. For instance, if 1000 sentence dev and test sets were to be sampled from
1

http://www.arl.army.mil/www/default.cfm
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Dari–English
Pashto–English

Training Data
Bilingual (sents) Monolingual (words)
221,967
50,709,888
241,976
51,665,091

Table 6.1: Data set sizes for Dari and Pashto

Baseline
Adaptive

Dev
26.1
26.8

Dari–English
ARL1 ARL2 GCLR1
33.2
32.1
22.3
33.4
32.6
23.1

Baseline
Adaptive

Dev
22.2
22.9

ARL1
20.0
20.6

GCLR2
20.6
21.7

Pashto–English
ARL2 GCLR1
19.7
19.8
20.7
21.4

GCLR2
19.3
20.5

Table 6.2: BLEU scores for baseline and adaptive systems. Reported scores are averages over three optimizer runs. Italics indicate scores on development (tuning) sets while bold numbers indicate highest
scores on held-out test sets. All adaptive systems show statistically significant improvement over baselines
(p < 0.05 in approximate randomization).

a 100,000 line bitext, the bitext would be divided into groups of 100 lines. The first 98 lines would go
into training, the next line to dev, and the next line to test. This would be repeated throughout the data to
produce a training set of 98,000 sentences and dev and test sets of 1000 sentences each. While this works
well for traditional MT scenarios, both human translators and our adaptive MT systems rely heavily on local
document context. Techniques that allow humans and our systems to zero in on a target text such as a TED
talk break down when sentences are drawn seemingly at random from a variety of texts. To address this, we
simulate sampling whole documents rather than individual lines. The process is similar to the one described
above, but occurs over groups of lines.
Simulated document sampling is conducted as follows. First, a document size N is determined (20 in
our work). Next, the bitext is divided into simulated documents of size N (For example, a 100,000 line
bitext would be divided into 5000 documents). Uniform sampling over documents is conducted to produce
the desired dev and test set size. Following the above example, for every set of 100 documents, the first 98
would go into training, the next one to dev, and the next one to test. This would result in a training set of 4900
documents (98,000 sentences), and dev and test sets of 50 documents each (1000 sentences). Any remaining
data at the end of the bitext that does not fit into a document rotation is added to the training set. This process
produces significantly more coherent training and evaluation data provided that the bitext originated as a
series of documents; while simulated documents are not guaranteed to map to actual documents, they can
dramatically improve the amount of local coherence in dev and test sets over uniform sampling.
We conduct document sampling for each language to produce two ARL test sets of 2000 sentences each
and two GCLR test sets of 2000 sentences each. We also reserve a dev set that consists of 1000 ARL
sentences and 1000 GCLR sentences (2000 total). All other data is pooled together for system training.
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Baseline
Adaptive (+)
Reference
Baseline
Adaptive (+)
Reference
Baseline
Adaptive (+)
Reference
Baseline
Adaptive (+)
Reference
Baseline
Adaptive (+)
Reference
Baseline
Adaptive (+)
Reference

narcotics for Helmand police officials said .
Police set fire to Helmand drugs .
Police set fire to Helmand drugs
Director of Public Affairs : resolve road problems and transportation for thousands
Public works chief : solving road , transport problems for thousands of people
Public works chief : solving road , transport problems for 1,000s
Laghman officials to travel to the appropriate .
Laghman officials travel to learn proper contract .
Laghman officials travel to learn proper contract procedures
everything good planning .
Everything in the well - organized .
Everything is well organized
The national consultative peace decision
The National Consultative Peace Jirga and the decisions
- Resolution , National Consultative Peace Jirga , Kabul
I if wd ?
Where did you wd ?
Where did you put it ?

Table 6.3: Examples of Dari (top) and Pashto (bottom) translations where adaptive systems yield significant
improvement over baselines by learning domain-specific vocabulary and phrasing.

6.2

Experiments

We use the best performing version of our adaptive MT framework to build systems for both language pairs.
This version, which uses the Moses toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) and is described in §3.4, updates both the
translation model and feature weights after each sentence is translated and uses an extended post-editing
feature set. We use simulated post-editing to optimize and evaluate these systems, comparing them against
static baselines. Shown in Table 6.2, the adaptive system outperforms the static system for every data set
in each language pair. Gains range from 0.2 to 1.6 BLEU with Pashto results generally being stronger and
GCLR data sets being better suited for adaptation. These results indicate that our techniques for rapidly
adapting to post-editing data generalize to low-resource languages. While low resource MT still poses a
significant challenge, we show strong evidence that using our adaptive systems would reduce the burden
placed on human translators working in low resource domains.
To examine the differences between translations from static and adaptive systems, we again score the
outputs for each evaluation set at the sentence level using the BLEU and Meteor metrics (Papineni et al.,
2002; Denkowski and Lavie, 2011). While many sentences across both language pairs remain the same or
nearly the same, three classes of differences stand out. First, many sentences change from incomprehensible
to perfect. This is mainly due to the repetition of phrases throughout the evaluation documents and not to
specific properties of low resource language pairs. The second class consists of sentences that are slightly
degraded. Like with other language scenarios, this is largely a reduction and redistribution of noise in the
translation model and many sentences that metrics consider degraded are simply equivalent translations that
are worded differently. The final, most interesting class consists of sentences that improve dramatically but
are still imperfect. Illustrated by the examples in Table 6.3, the original baseline systems have simply not
seen the correct translation senses for many input words. This is a frequent problem in low resource MT as
systems must learn from a very limited number of examples. Compared to high resource MT systems that
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struggle with the ambiguity problem of selecting the correct translation out of many possible candidates,
low resource systems struggle with the sparsity problem of only having seen words or phrases translated in
a limited number of contexts. When words appear in new contexts, systems make translation errors such as
those in the example sentences. Our adaptive MT systems successfully learn new translation senses from
incremental data, producing much larger pieces of correct translation that would significantly reduce the
number of edits required. This further demonstrates that our systems would be helpful to human translators
working in similar language scenarios.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work
7.1

Summary of Contributions

The following sections summarize the main points of each chapter, highlighting research contributions and
key results. Full descriptions of each contribution as well as detailed analyses of results can be found in the
respective chapter for each section. Background material can be found in Chapter 2.

7.1.1

Online Learning for Machine Translation

We cast machine translation for post-editing as an online learning task that proceeds as a series of trials. Each
trial consists of three stages: (1) the model makes a prediction, (2) the model receives the “true” answer,
and (3) the model updates its parameters. In post-editing workflows, these stages map to the system’s
producing an initial translation, a human post-editor’s editing the MT output to produce a fully correct
translation, and the system’s using the new source-target sentence pair to update its models. We introduce
three extensions to traditional translation systems that allow models to incorporate new data from posteditors in real time. These extensions include a translation grammar extraction algorithm that immediately
incorporates new training instances, the practice of running an online optimizer during decoding, and an
extended feature set that allows the translation model to leverage multiple sources of data. Combining these
individual components results in a highly adaptive MT system that immediately learns from human feedback
and can avoid making the same mistakes repeatedly.
Online Translation Grammar Adaptation: We extend the on-demand translation model described in
§2.2.6 (Lopez, 2008a; Lopez, 2008b) to accept additional training data in the form of post-edited sentences
(Denkowski et al., 2014a). When a translator edits a MT hypothesis, the sentence pair resulting from the
input sentence and post-edited translation is word-aligned and aligned phrase pairs are then stored in a
lookup table. When an on-demand grammar is extracted, phrase translations are sampled from both the
background and post-editing data, resulting in both the addition of new translation rules and the refinement
of feature scores for existing rules. An additional “post-edit support” indicator feature marks rules that are
consistent with post-editor feedback. As the underlying translation model is hierarchical, it can also learn
new non-local reordering patterns from post-editing data.
Online Parameter Optimization: In place of traditional corpus-level batch optimization (Och, 2003),
we use the margin-infused relaxed algorithm described in §2.3.2 (Crammer et al., 2006a; Chiang et al.,
2008; Eidelman, 2012). This online learning algorithm makes an adjustment to the weight vector after each
sentence is translated. Optimization is still carried out at the corpus level, as MIRA makes a fixed number
of passes over the development corpus to iteratively refine and initial weight vector. To better fit the online
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Baseline
Adaptive

Baseline
Adaptive

Spanish–English
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
29.3
31.6
34.0
30.9
33.0
36.1
Arabic–English
MT08
MT09
TED1
22.2
26.0
11.2
23.1
27.8
15.1

TED2
30.2
32.4
TED2
11.5
16.0

English–Spanish
WMT11 WMT12 TED1
30.5
30.9
27.0
31.6
31.7
29.8
English–Arabic
MT08
MT09
TED1
19.1
23.7
7.8
20.1
24.8
9.5

TED2
26.5
28.9
TED2
8.7
10.7

Table 7.1: BLEU scores for baseline and adaptive systems. Reported scores are averages over three optimizer runs. Italics indicate scores on development (tuning) sets while bold numbers indicate highest scores
on held-out test sets. All adaptive systems show statistically significant improvement over respective baselines (p < 0.05 in approximate randomization).

learning paradigm, we continue running the MIRA optimizer during decoding as new reference translations
are made available through post-editing. This allows our systems to employ true sentence-level optimization
in production.
Extended Post-Editing Feature Set: To overcome the limitations of relying on a single set of features
to represent both background and post-editing data, we introduce an extended feature set that presents the
decoder with more fine grained information about the likelihood of translation rules according to each data
source. Three versions of each feature are computed: one using the union (aggregation) of background and
post-editing data, one using only the background data, and one using only the post-editing data. Each feature
is visible to the decoder and has an independent feature weight, effectively tripling the size of the phrase
feature set and allowing the translation system to weigh the contribution of background versus post-editing
data on a per-feature basis.
Evaluating Adaptive MT Systems: We evaluate our MT system extensions in all simulated post-editing
scenarios outlined in §1.4, translating a mixture of language directions and domains that cover a broad range
of difficulty levels. The greatest gains are realized by our fully adaptive system (updating both translation
grammars and feature weights) with our extended feature set. Table 7.1 compares this adaptive system to a
static baseline, showing significant improvement in all cases, especially for out-of-domain sets.

7.1.2

Live Post-Editing Evaluation: Software and Experiments

The most important measure of efficacy for our systems is the ultimate impact on human productivity in
live translation scenarios. Measuring human productivity requires conducting live post-editing experiments,
which in turn require an interface between translators and our MT systems. We have developed a lightweight
web-based translation editing environment called TransCenter in which users translate documents by postediting MT output served by our adaptive systems (Denkowski and Lavie, 2012b; Denkowski et al., 2014b).
As translators work, the adaptive systems learn from their post-edits in real time and TransCenter records
all user activity. This forms an end-to-end translation and post-editing pipeline that is used to evaluate our
adaptive MT systems.
TransCenter: Post-Editing User Interface: Our software uses a simple two column interface that translators are familiar with. The left column displays the source sentences while the right column is incrementally
populated with translations from one of our MT systems as the user works. For each sentence, the translator
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Baseline
Adaptive

HTER
19.26
17.01

Rating
4.19
4.31

Table 7.2: Aggregate simulated post-editing BLEU scores, HTER scores, and average translator self-ratings
(5 point scale) of post-editing effort for translations of TED talks from Spanish into English.
is asked to edit the MT output to be grammatically correct and convey the same information as the source
sentence. After editing, the final translation is archived and (if the system is adaptive) fed back to the MT
system for learning. The next sentence is then machine translated and post-edited. The user is additionally
asked to rate the amount of work required to post-edit each sentence immediately after completing it, using
a scale that ranges from 5 (no post-editing required) to 1 (requires total re-translation).
Data Collection: In addition to gathering final edited translations and user ratings, TransCenter records all
user interaction at a level of detail sufficient to replay the entire post-editing session. This includes number
of keystrokes, number of milliseconds each sentence is focused, and a millisecond-timestamped record of
each individual keystroke. Our software uses this information to generate several reports measuring of
human effort.
Live Post-Editing Experiments: Connecting TransCenter to our MT systems forms a complete post-editing
pipeline that enables us to run live evaluations to measure the effect of our online model adaptation techniques on human productivity. These experiments are conducted in collaboration with Kent State University’s Institute for Applied Linguistics1 , an academic institution for training professional translators. We
establish an experimental setup wherein observing a pool of human translators can determine which of two
MT systems is better for post-editing. In the first round of live experiments, we compare the static baseline
system described in §1.4 to an adaptive system that updates both translation grammar and weights after each
sentence. Shown in Table 7.2, we see a significant improvement in HTER and a slight user preference. This
provides evidence that gains in simulated scenarios can translate to gains in actual post-editing.

7.1.3

Automatic Metrics of Post-Editing Effort: Optimization and Evaluation

As a complement to translation models that incorporate post-editing feedback, we develop automatic metrics that more accurately evaluate the amount of work required to edit translation hypotheses. Pairing online
models with automatic post-editing metrics enables end-to-end translation systems that target human translation in both the model estimation and optimization phrases.
The Meteor Metric: Meteor is an automatic evaluation metric that scores MT hypotheses by aligning them
to reference translations (Denkowski and Lavie, 2011). Alignments are based on several types of flexible
matches that go beyond surface forms to identify word and phrase correspondences that would be clear to
humans but are missed by standard metrics. These include word stem, synonym, and paraphrase matches
as well as a distinction between matched content and function words. Once matches are identified, the final
alignment is resolved as the largest subset of non-overlapping matches across both sentences. Weighted
precision and recall values are combined with a fragmentation penalty (measuring translation gaps and reordering) in a parameterized function to produce the final metric score. Each of the Meteor scoring statistics
can be interpreted as a key predictor of post-editing effort and the scoring parameters can be tuned to maximize agreement between Meteor scores and human assessments of translation quality. Optimization is
1

http://appling.kent.edu/
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BLEU-tuned
Meteor-tuned

HTER
20.1
18.9

Rating
4.16
4.24

Table 7.3: Results for live post-editing experiments with task-specific metrics
conducted as an exhaustive parametric sweep over feasible parameter values to maximize correlation with
human judgments.
Improved Editing Measures for Improved Metrics: We use the post-editing data collected by TransCenter to explore a range of possible measures of human editing effort. Notably, HTER and keystroke have
extremely high correlation, indicating that HTER is a reliable approximation of actual editing effort. Further, a high correlation between HTER and user rating indicates that translators are able to reliably assess
the amount of editing they have just completed. Finally, keystroke count stands out as particularly indicative
of overall effort, being highly correlated with both HTER and user rating.
In a second experiment, we tune a version of Meteor to maximize correlation with each of these measures
and examine the optimal parameters. One striking result is the focus on content words in rating parameters,
indicating that translators do not consider smoothing out grammatical errors to be nearly as significant
as correcting mistranslations of important concepts. The rating parameters also favor precision, which
is contrary to annotators’ natural preference for recall (Callison-Burch et al., 2012). Finally, the HTER
parameters are far more extreme than those learned from other post-editing data (Denkowski and Lavie,
2011). These results demonstrate that parameters are specific to the data set as well as the type of edit
measure, pointing to a revised role for automatic metrics in adaptive machine translation. Rather than
developing a single “post-editing” version of a metric, we can use the post-editing data that naturally arises
from using adaptive systems to tune task-specific metrics specifically for use with these systems.
Post-Editing Experiments with Task-Specific Metrics: We incorporate task-specific metrics into our
adaptive MT systems as follows. First, we build and deploy an adaptive MT system using simulated postediting and the BLEU metric. Once this system is put into production, we collect a sufficient amount of
data to tune a custom version of Meteor (specific to the system and translation domain). The MT system
is re-tuned using the targeted version of Meteor and re-deployed. As the system continues to translate and
adapt, the task-specific version of Meteor is used as the optimization target instead of BLEU.
We evaluate this approach with another set of post-editing experiments. We select the version of Meteor
tuned on keystroke data collected in our previous rounds of Spanish–English TED talk experiments. This
metric is used to re-tune the fully adaptive system and act as the optimization target during decoding. The
resulting Meteor-tuned system is evaluated against the BLEU-tuned adaptive system in another set of live
experiments. Shown in Table 7.3, Meteor-driven translations require less mechanical effort to correct and
are preferred by post-editors.

7.2

Future Research Directions

In previous chapters, we have described several extensions to traditional machine translation systems that
facilitate the incorporation of new data that is incrementally available, such as that generated from postediting. The end-to-end translation post-editing workflow we have introduced aims to be as general as
possible, serving as a platform on which to build future generations of systems for this task. In the following
sections, we present what we believe to be the most promising next steps for each of the areas we have
discussed. We conclude by discussing the role adaptive MT and other CAT technology could play in large
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scale translation projects in the next several years.

7.2.1

Adaptive Machine Translation

Our adaptive MT systems begin with the simplest possible extensions to current phrase-based models:
adding new data to the bitext from which translation grammars are sampled and updating feature weights
after each sentence is edited. The additions of a post-edit support feature and later an extended post-editing
feature set yield significant improvement in both simulated and live evaluations. However, these systems
still employ relatively small feature sets and standard optimizers. Recent work in the MT and machine
learning communities has led to advances in both of these areas, though they have not yet been applied
to post-editing. Given the general, modular nature of our adaptive systems, incorporating both expanded
feature sets and new optimizers would be relatively straightforward.
Sparse Features: In contrast to dense features that score each translation rule, sparse features only score
rules when applicable. Sparse feature sets are typically orders of magnitude larger than dense feature sets
as they are far more specialized. We propose adding two common classes of sparse features to our systems:
phrase and word translation features. Each phrase translation feature is specific to a rule in the translation
grammar; when that rule is used by the decoder, the count for the sparse feature corresponding to that rule is
incremented (Dyer et al., 2010). Word translation features work similarly at the lexical level. Within translation rules, word alignments are used to count the number of instances in which each source word translates
to each target word (Chiang et al., 2009). Additional features use unaligned words to track insertions and
deletions. Each phrase or word translation feature is independent, having its own weight that is optimized
during system tuning.
Phrase and word translation features can be seen as phrase and lexical translation scores that are learned
from the development corpus rather than the large bilingual training corpus. Rather than presenting scores
learned from aggregate counts from all available data, they present raw counts, relying on feature weights to
form the scoring function. In practice, using both dense and sparse features allows the optimizer to re-tune
the scores for various phrase or lexical translations for the target domain. In the case of adaptive MT, a sparse
feature set allows much more rapid adaptation to human feedback; individual word or phrase translations
can be learned or unlearned based on the feedback of a single sentence. However, sparse features also
introduce a significant risk of overfitting as they are effectively estimated from a much smaller amount of
data. Greater responsibility for effectively targeting the post-editing data without overfitting is now placed
on the optimizer.
Optimizers: MT systems are typically optimized with batch learning algorithms such as minimum error
rate training that only scale to a few dozen features (Och, 2003). Even MIRA, which can handle hundreds
of thousands of features, struggles with diverse feature sets that contain a mix of dense and sparse features
(Crammer et al., 2006a). Dense features are seen for every translation rule while sparse features occur rarely.
If all features are updated at the same rate during optimization, the weights learned for sparse features will be
less accurate, as they are based on far fewer observations. Duchi et al. (2011) present methods for handling
this diversity by incorporating knowledge of the geometry of the data observed in previous iterations to
identify and set learning rates for very predictive but rarely seen features. These techniques have had good
results for sparse feature sets in standard MT setups (Green et al., 2013). We expect them to be particularly
useful here, where incremental post-edited data is very sparse.
Standard MT learning algorithms also assume that training examples are independent and identically
distributed. This assumption is generally not harmful when sentences in development corpora are drawn
from a single larger data set. However, in post-editing, we have reason to believe that more recent sentences
are more informative when making updates: within documents, topics tend to be discussed sequentially
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with repeated terminology and phrasing. Rather than favoring nearby sentences in optimization, traditional
methods used for online learning in MT such as stochastic gradient descent tend to discount recent training
examples compared to earlier instances (Bertsekas, 2003). Recently proposed algorithms in the machine
learning community relax the independence assumptions placed on training data. Nesterov (2005) originally
describes methods that use a weighted average of historical gradients that upweights the contribution of
more recent gradients. Xiao (2010) further develops these techniques, taking regularization into account.
However, these recency-favoring algorithms still lack the crucial per-feature learning rates discussed above.
Zeiler (2012) proposes an algorithm termed AdaDelta that incorporates both recent instance upweighting
and per-feature learning. While it has only been evaluated on traditional data sets, we expect it to be a good
fit for learning from MT post-editing.

7.2.2

Post-Editing Interfaces

Our live post-editing experiments have focused on improving the quality of the machine translation served
to human translators. Our TransCenter interface is intentionally simple so that collected data can be maximally accurate for analyzing the interaction between users and our systems. In practice, translators use rich
translation editing suites such as those developed in the large CASMACAT and MateCat projects (OrtizMartı́nez et al., 2012; Federico, 2014). Again, given the modular nature of our systems, it would be relatively straightforward to plug our adaptive MT systems into any of the rich human translation interfaces
under active development. Two promising translation interfaces are the streamlined interface developed by
Green (2014) and the monolingual interface developed by Schwartz (2014).
Streamlined Post-Editing: This interface simplifies the translation environment into a single column that
alternates between source text and target translations. A variety of tools are available directly from the
keyboard, such as next phrase prediction and full post-editing (filling in the rest of the sentence). Human
translators report that phrase prediction is particularly helpful, allowing them to create their own translations
with the aid of MT rather than simply correcting the errors of an automatic system (Green, 2014). This
requires the ability to rapidly re-translate the source sentence, keeping the already translated portion fixed
(a process called prefix decoding). The underlying MT toolkits we use to implement our adaptive systems
do not support prefix decoding, leaving one of two choices for integration with this interface. First, prefix
decoding can be simulated using an output lattice from an MT system (Ortiz-Martı́nez et al., 2012). This
approximation sacrifices accuracy but is substantially easier to implement as an initial feasibility test. The
second longer term option consists of either implementing prefix decoding in our toolkit or online model
adaptation in a toolkit that supports prefix decoding. We believe that either would provide an improvement
over using a static MT system.
Monolingual Post-Editing: This interface presents monolingual editors (speaking only the target language)
with source text, MT output, and word alignments between source and target words. Schwartz (2014) reports
that monolingual domain experts can use this information to post-edit MT output with great success. As this
interface operates on full sentences, our adaptive MT systems could supply the translations and learn from
the post-edited references. We believe this combination could significantly empower monolingual experts
to translate material into their languages.

7.2.3

Automatic Metrics

Our work on the Meteor metric has shown that adaptive MT systems can improve significantly when tuned
to task-specific metrics. Once a necessary amount of post-edits are collected, a version of Meteor can be
tuned to fit editing effort for a system, domain, and pool of translators. In our work, we measure mechanical
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effort in the form of keystrokes required to edit translations. There are two additional editing measures we
believe warrant exploration: editing time and translator pauses.
Editing Time: This measure is often associated with “bottom line” cost of translation. Total translation
time can be used to compute the cost of localizing a document for company that employs salaried translators
or to compute the hourly income of a freelance translator paid on a per-word basis. However, translation
time is an incredibly difficult measure to predict (fit with an automatic evaluation metric). Beyond more
experienced translators’ tendency to work faster, our work has found high variance in translation time even
between individuals with similar levels of experience. We have also been unable to find reliable links in our
data between translation time, amount of editing, and quality of final post-edited translation. The best way
to collect and normalize timing data remains an open research question. One possible solution would be to
move to a ranking approach, wherein MT outputs for each post-editor are ranked from slowest to fastest to
edit (seconds per word) and divided into a number of bins (ranks). This would effectively normalize speed
by post-editor.
Translator Pauses: Recent work in the translation studies community uses pauses in translator activity as
a measure of cognitive effort (Lacruz et al., 2012; Lacruz and Shreve, 2014a). Mechanical measures such
as keystroke and HTER do not take into account cognitive activity such as reading the source sentence,
scanning the MT output, or taking long pauses to consider translation options. TransCenter is capable of
computing two measures: average pause ratio (APR) and pause to word ratio (PWR). In a possible future
direction, pause information could be combined with mechanical edit logs to form a new measure that takes
into account both cognitive and mechanical effort in post-editing.

7.2.4

The Future of Adaptive MT and CAT Tools

In this work we have described an end-to-end human translation pipeline consisting of a fully adaptive MT
system paired with a task-specific optimization function and a simple post-editing interface in the form of
TransCenter. Following the most promising threads of possible future work would enable an improved MT
system with sparse features and task-appropriate optimization. This system could serve translations to either
of the advanced post-editing interfaces described above, combining the strengths of all work discussed into a
state of the art, production ready computer-aided translation pipeline. As system building would only require
standard MT training data and much of the runtime technology is already able to operate over an Internet
connection, this pipeline could be deployed in virtually any translation scenario from large commercial
enterprises to community volunteer projects. While results from current work indicate that this would lead
to dramatic reductions in the amount of human labor required to produce publishable translations, two
significant challenges must be addressed before the technology can see widespread adoption: integration
and scalability.
Integration with Production Workflows: Our work to date has focused on the core translation technology
in post-editing workflows. As such, each of our experiments has employed a pool of translators to edit
plain text translations of pre-selected documents. In production scenarios, a variety of formatted content
must be translated: businesses maintain web pages and author content in Microsoft Word while volunteer
projects such as Wikipedia annotate text with various markup languages. All of these formats fall into the
class of tagged text, plain text annotated with various markup tags that contain information about how that
text should be formatted. As each input sentence may contain a mix of content text and markup tags, a
CAT pipeline must be able to carry out the following process described by Hudı́k and Ruopp (2011): (1)
identify and remove markup tags from the input sentence, (2) translate the now plain text input sentence,
and (3) use information from the translation derivation to reinsert markup tags in the MT output. While this
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functionality is not directly implemented in our adaptive systems, the underlying Moses toolkit includes all
the necessary components to carry out this process.
The more significant implementation challenge consists of integrating our systems with project management software commonly used in the translation industry. This software is used to set up, distribute, and
track large translation tasks that involve sending large numbers of documents to several translators. In order
for our systems to be linked with such software, the software must support real time sentence-level communication for online learning; documents cannot simply be distributed to translators and translations collected
upon completion. This requires additional implementation work on the side of commercially developed
project management software, which could present significant challenges.
Scaling to Teams of Translators: The second significant challenge is one of scalability. The underlying
technology in the Moses toolkit is already highly scalable: multi-threaded decoding with memory mapped
models scales to any number of available processors. Very large tasks can also be distributed across multiple
machines using large scale parallelization. For adaptive MT systems, the challenge in scalability centers on
dealing with many translators rather than many machines. In our work to date, each document is treated as
independent. When a translator begins working, the MT system starts with an empty context (no incremental
post-editing data). The model learns as the translator works, but is reset at the end of the document. When
many translators are working together to translate many documents, such as for large commercial or community projects, treating each translator-document instance as independent would discard large amounts of
highly relevant data. Ideally, an adaptive system would share relevant data between users and documents,
learning from all available information sources.
This challenge could be met with a direct extension of our current work: further expanding our feature
set to incorporate information from an arbitrary number of sources. Rather than keeping three versions of
the translation model (background, incremental, and union), our systems could be easily extended to contain
a version for each data source. For example, a system providing translations for a post-editor working on
a news article could access feature scores computed on data from other news articles in the same domain,
other news articles in different domains, other news articles translated by other post-editors, and so on.
Each model could also distinguish between translated and post-edited data in the same way as our original
background-incremental-union distinction. An appropriate optimizer could learn how much to trust each
data source as the post-editor works. Several instances of this system could run at once, each serving
translations and sharing new post-editing data as it is available. All of this functionality could be enabled
with minimal additional implementation in the latest version of our adaptive MT software.
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Released Software and Data
The following software tools and data are released to the community under open source licenses. They can
be freely used to replicate the results described in this work or as components in other machine translation
and post-editing pipelines.

cdec Realtime
License:
Tutorial:
Source code:

Apache License
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜mdenkows/cdec-realtime.html
https://github.com/redpony/cdec/tree/master/realtime

cdec Realtime is an implementation of our online translation model adaptation techniques using the cdec
MT toolkit. It includes tools for building and deploying adaptive systems that learn from human feedback,
using incremental post-editing data to update translation models and feature weights. These systems correspond to those described in §3.3.1 and used in our live translation experiments in Chapters 4 and 5.

Real Time Adaptive Machine Translation (RTA)
License:
Tutorial:
Source code:

License pending
Release pending
Release pending

RTA is an implementation of our best performing adaptive MT systems using components from both the
Moses and cdec toolkits. It includes tools for building and deploying online systems with the extended
post-editing feature set described in §3.4. A release of this software is pending.

TransCenter
License:
Tutorial:
Source code:

GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL)
Included in README.md
https://github.com/mjdenkowski/transcenter-live

TransCenter is a web-based post-editing interface used to connect human translators to adaptive MT systems.
User activity is logged at a level of detail sufficient to replay the entire post-editing session for deeper
analysis. We use TransCenter to both evaluate our MT systems and collect post-editing data for metric
development (Chapters 4 and 5).
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Meteor
License:
Tutorial:
Source code:

GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL)
www.cs.cmu.edu/˜alavie/METEOR/
https://github.com/mjdenkowski/meteor

Meteor is a tunable, alignment-based automatic MT evaluation metric with high levels of correlation with
human judgments of translation quality. Meteor can be used to evaluate MT output for a variety of default
tasks or tuned to fit a specific set of quality assessments, such as mechanical effort to post-edit MT output.
We use Meteor for our task-specific metric experiments in Chapter 5.

Kent State Post-Editing Data
License:
Download:

Public Domain
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜mdenkows/download/kent-data.tar.gz

This archive contains all data collected from TransCenter in our live translation experiments (Chapters 4
and 5). It is distributed in the form of full TransCenter reports that contain source text, initial MT output,
post-edited MT output, and a variety of measures of editing effort. Full edit traces are also included for
further analysis.
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